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1 Introduction

1.1 A growing global demand for energy and steel
Coal and iron ore are essential base materials for the global production of electric energy and
steel. Although the demand for renewable energy sources is growing and the requirements for
greenhouse gas emission reductions are becoming stricter, coal will be required in the near
future to meet the global demand for electrical power. Coal fired power plants are often the
short term answer to power shortages (IEA, 2013).
Figure 1.1 shows the global energy demand broken down into the main primary energy fuels
expressed in million tons of oil equivalents per year [Mtoe/y]. Global energy use decreased
significantly in 2009 as a result of the financial and economic crisis, but it quickly resumed its
long-term upward trend once economic recovery was underway. Crude oil remains the
dominant fuel for power generation and coal is expected to remain the second main fuel for
power generation throughout the period to 2035 (IEA, 2013).
Due to the lower calorific value of coal compared to crude oil, the required coal volumes will
grow faster than the required oil volumes. The centre of gravity for energy demand is
switching decisively to the emerging economies, particularly China, India and the Middle
East. China is about to become the largest oil-importing country and India becomes the largest
importer of coal by the early 2020s. The only region where coal demand declined is the
United States. That drop is the result of the availability of cheap (shale) gas. Except this
region, coal remains a cheaper option than gas for electricity generation. Policy interventions
to improve efficiency, to reduce local air pollution and to mitigate climate change will be
critical in determining its longer-term prospects (IEA, 2013).
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Figure 1.1: Global energy demand for the main energy fuels (in Mtoe/y), derived from
IEA (2011)
The current state of the global steel industry shows a slower demand growth, overcapacity,
low profitability and strengthening environmental regulations. However, future scenarios for
the steel industry predict that urbanization and population growth will support the global steel
demand growth for considerable time (Han, 2013).
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Figure 1.2: Realized and projected global steel demand, derived from Han (2013)
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Figure 1.2 shows the realized global steel demands from 1980 until 2013 and two projected
long term scenarios that were introduced by (Han, 2013), expressed in million tons per year
[Mt/y]. Unfortunately, Han (2013) did not mention the reasons for the distinction between the
two long term scenarios and did not provide regional developments. Sultoon (2013) stated
that the projected global steel demand will be dominated by China, India, Japan and South
Korea. European steel producers will probably be forced to relocate their production facilities
due to Europe’s expensive energy policy and the low gas prices (caused by the shale gas
boom in the United States) elsewhere in the world (DCI, 2013).

1.2 Seaborne trade flows for coal and iron ore
Steam (or thermal) coal is used for the production of electric energy and coking (or
metallurgical) coal and iron ore are the ingredients for steel production. Coal and iron ore
reserves and the industrial users are often located far apart. To connect the mines, where these
dry bulk materials are excavated, with the coal-fired power plants and steelworks, freight
trains are generally used for the transport over land and large bulk ships are used for the seatransport.
Figure 1.3 and Figure 1.4 show historical seaborne trade flows for coal (divided in steam and
coking coal) and iron ore respectively. The directions and thicknesses of the arrows indicate
the orientation and volumes of the seaborne trade flows between different countries and
continents. Both figures show the huge Asian demand for coal and iron ore. Coal is mainly
shipped from Indonesia and Australia to Asia (dominated by China, Japan and South Korea)
and iron ore is primarily shipped from Australia and Brazil to Asia.

Steam coal
Coking coal
Values in [Mt/y]

Figure 1.3: Seaborne trade flows for steam coal in 2010 (total 638 [Mt/y]), based on
Haftendorn et al. (2012) and coking coal in 2012 (total 245 [Mt/y]), derived from Sultoon
(2013)
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Iron ore
Values in [Mt/y]

Figure 1.4: Seaborne trade flows for iron ore in 2010 (total 893 [Mt/y]), derived from
Laugharne (2012)
Long term projections for seaborne trade flows are relevant for port development plans.
Investments in port infrastructure are fixed investments with a long pay-back period.
Analyzing the financial viability requires long term projections of port throughput (de Langen
et al. 2012).

Steam coal
Coking coal
Values in [Mt/y]

Figure 1.5: Projected seaborne trade flows for steam coal (total 1,009 [Mt/y]) and coking
coal (total 391 [Mt/y] in 2030, derived from Haftendorn et al. (2012) and Sultoon (2013)
A limited number of research papers addressed long term projections for coal and iron ore.
The aim for long term projections is to provide a ‘sense of direction’, precise figures are less
relevant due to the uncertainty of future developments. Haftendorn et al. (2012) developed a
numerical model for steam coal by including the major domestic markets together with the
globalized seaborne market and incorporates geological, technical and economical data and
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mechanisms. The projected seaborne trade flows for steam coal in the year 2030 are shown in
Figure 1.5 for the increasing demand scenario. This figure also shows the projected seaborne
trade flows for coking coal in 2030 which were derived from (Sultoon, 2013).
From Figure 1.5 it can be derived that Australia and Indonesia remain the key players to
deliver coal to Asia. The third most important exporter will be South Africa with an export
level that doubles between 2006 and 2030. The good quality South African coal will be
shipped to India, which is expected to be the largest coal importing country as from 2020.
Russia and Poland will replace Europe’s traditional coal supplier South Africa in 2030.
Furthermore, a westwards shift from Colombian coal to Japan and South-Korea is expected.
Long term projections for the iron ore seaborne trade flows were not found. Han (2013)
shows projections for the global steel demand, already shown in Figure 1.2. In 2030, the
world population may reach 8 billion (was 6.9 billion in 2010), with 96% of growth coming
from developing countries. India will overtake China with the largest population and the
largest labor force in the world. Therefore, it is expected that India will see the largest growth
in steel consumption. The Chinese steel consumption growth will slow down but China will
still remain the biggest steel consumer in 2030 (Lloyd’s Register, 2013). For the seaborne
trade flows it is expected that India will not export iron ore to Asia anymore and Australia and
Brazil will remain shipping iron ore to Asia. It is expected that iron ore will be shipped to
India from South-Africa, Australia and Brazil.

1.3 Dry bulk terminals to transship coal and iron ore
This research focuses on dry bulk terminals that handle coal and iron ore. Terminals dedicated
for grain, the other dry bulk material that is shipped in large quantities around the world, are
excluded in this research. To meet the growing global demand for energy and steel, the
seaborne trade flows for coal and iron ore will have to increase. Dry bulk terminals are crucial
nodes in the supply chain for these dry bulk materials. To facilitate the expected growing
cargo flows, new dry bulk terminals have to be built or existing ones need to be expanded.
Dry bulk terminals will be faced in the future with a shortage of port areas that will result in
an increase of the price per hectares to buy or rent these areas. Due to economies of scales for
the transport of coal and iron ore, bulk ships will be even larger in future. The terminal’s draft
and the ship (un)loading equipment may possibly not be sufficient anymore. But also the
environmental requirements will be stricter to reduce the CO2 production and to prevent air
and water pollution. Due to the aging of the population, terminal operators will face
difficulties to maintain the number of skilled technical personnel.
Despite the expected increase of the seaborne trade flows for bulk commodities, a shortage of
port area and skilled personnel and to cope with the requirement for less environmental
impact, research on bulk terminal logistics is limited nowadays. Where the main focus on
scientific research in the field of port logistics seems to be the container handling, more
intensive research can be performed on dry bulk logistics considering the new approaches in
modeling and simulation. Tools like used in container terminal simulation are beneficial for
dry bulk terminals as well. Using simulation, future terminal layout modifications or new
operational procedures can be evaluated to underpin investments, to improve the terminal
performance and to train terminal operations planners.
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Two primary terminal functions can be distinguished. The first one is to transship dry bulk
materials between the different transport modalities and the second one is to store the
materials temporarily to absorb unavoidable differences in time and quantities between
incoming and outgoing flows. A dry bulk terminal contains three main subsystems; the
seaside, landside and stockyard. The seaside and landside are the connections with the bulk
supply chain where dry bulk materials are imported to or exported from the terminal. Based
on the materials flow direction two terminal types exist; import and export terminals. At
import terminals, dry bulk materials are supplied at the seaside and leave the terminal at the
landside (Figure 1.6A). At export terminals, it is the other way around (Figure 1.6B). Figure
1.6 shows the division of the terminal into the three subsystems.
Dry bulk materials can directly be transferred (bypassed) between the different transport
modalities without being stored at the stockyard. However, direct transfer is difficult to realize
due to all kind of interruptions in the bulk supply chain. Most of the cargo is stored for a
period of time in piles at the terminal’s stockyard. Transportation of materials at terminals is
generally performed using belt conveyors.

Input

Input

Seaside

Dry bulk terminal
Stockyard

Output

Landside

Output

bypass

(A) Import terminal
Transportation
Input

Input

Landside

Dry bulk terminal
Stockyard

Output

Seaside

Output

bypass

(B) Export terminal
Figure 1.6: Distinction between import (A) and export terminals (B)

1.4 Problem statement
This section presents the problem statement for this thesis. In section 1.4.1 the available
design methods are reviewed. Simulation models that were used for the design and
optimization of dry bulk terminals are discussed in section 1.4.2. The formulation of the
problem statement is given in section 1.4.3.
1.4.1 Available design methods
The most comprehensive design method for dry bulk terminals was already introduced by the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development in 1985 (UNCTAD, 1985).
Unfortunately, this design method is not specific and detailed. It does not specify the required
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quay length, stockyard size, and machine types and how the transportation network of belt
conveyors should be designed. These decisions are absolutely needed to realize feasible
designs. Furthermore, several assumptions in this method do not comply with reality. For
example, the UNCTAD method assumes that ship(un)loaders cannot operate at multiple
berths, which is nowadays common practice. This assumption leads to an over-dimensioning
of the number of expensive machines and berth lengths. Another example is the assumption
that the unloading capacity remains constant during the unloading of the entire ship. In reality,
when the holds are becoming empty the unloading capacity decreases significantly.
The proposed distributions for ship interarrival times and shiploads, which form the basis of
the UNCTAD design method, seem to deviate significantly from real-world operations.
Several factors were introduced (e.g., the through-ship factor and the berth-configuration
factor) but specific values for these factors related to terminal types or terminal sizes are not
given. Furthermore, the proposed stockpile type that forms the basis for one of the planning
charts is a simplified representation of existing stockpiles. Another disadvantage of the
UNCTAD method is that this method is only based on average values for the ship size and
pile size. In short, the UNCTAD design method has been simplified to such an extent that
application of it can lead to serious errors during the design process.
Memos (2004) extended the UNCTAD design method by adding specific equations for the
determination of the required number of berths and storage area. Both equations show several
factors (e.g., the fraction of time that berths are occupied and the peak factor to accommodate
cargo peak flows). However, exact values for these factors are not given, only ranges are
suggested. Ligteringen and Velsink (2012) and Willekes (1999) introduced rules-of-thumb
values for some dry bulk terminal characteristics and presented overviews of installed
equipment at dry bulk terminals. Willekes (1999) proposed equations to determine the
nominal equipment capacities. These equations contain several efficiency factors whose exact
values are difficult to determine.
1.4.2 Dry bulk terminal design and optimization using simulation
During daily operation several stochastic processes will affect the terminal operation. The late
arrivals of ships may cause extra waiting times for other ships resulting in paying demurrage
penalties to their ship-owners. Other stochastic processes are the variations in shiploads,
storage times of dry bulk materials at the stockyard and equipment breakdowns. These
stochastic processes must be considered to realize adequate designs. Simulation is a probate
technique for performance analysis taking into account stochastic influences.
Many simulation models were developed to study optimization problems in planning and
managing operations of existing dry bulk terminals. Baunach et al. (1985) used discrete event
simulation techniques to study a proposed coal transshipment terminal to be built in
Indonesia. The simulation model was used to compare alternative berth and equipment
configurations and for the verification that the proposed equipment would operate effectively
at the planned annual throughput. El Sheikh et al. (1987) used a simulation model to aid the
planning of future berth requirements in a port. Park and Noh (1987) presented a port
simulation model to simulate the future economic port capacity to meet projected cargo
demand for the Port of Mobile in the United States. A more generic model was developed by
Kondratowicz (1990) for simulating intermodal freight transportation systems. King et al.
(1993) discussed a number of simulation models that were developed for direct use by clients
to perform planning and de-bottlenecking studies.
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Weiss et al. (1999) developed a simulation model to optimize the usage of receiving, storage,
blending and shiploading facilities, assuming seasonal variations of production and shipping.
Given a forecast, or the availability of new markets, future expansion requirements can be
planned in an efficient way. The simulation model developed can also be applied as an
operator training tool to let operators select operating strategies while abnormal occurrences
are simulated. Dahal et al. (2003) presented the use of a genetic algorithm-based metaheuristic
approach integrated in a discrete-event simulation model to solve specific design and
operational problems. Sanchez et al. (2005) developed a simulation model to determine the
number of berths to import coal for a power plant in Mexico.
Ottjes et al. (2007) used discrete-event simulation for designing and improving the
operational control of large scale dry bulk terminals. The developed model is configurable
with respect to terminal layout and different stochastic distribution types. Lodewijks et al.
(2009) stated that discrete-event simulation can be used as a modern design tool for dry bulk
terminals and used simulation to design a coal terminal by taking the availabilities for
machines and belt conveyors into account. Boschert and Hellmuth (2010) presented a
simulation tool for conveying systems to examine the flows of bulk materials. The authors
stated that this tool will support optimizing the planning, design and implementation of
conveyor systems. The tool is explained for the assessment of several design scenarios for a
stockyard at a steel factory.
Cassettari et al. (2011) used simulation to determine the needed capacities for grab unloaders
and required dome’s storage capacity for a dry bulk terminal that feeds coal to a power plant.
Cigolini et al. (2013) developed a simulation model for sizing the transshipment system for
supplying coal to an Italian power plant.
1.4.3 Formulation of the problem statement
In section 1.4.1 it was introduced that there are a limited number of design methods available
for dry bulk terminals. These design methods use several rules-of-thumb or average values
without any stochastic as basis for design specifications. But for some aspects, for example,
the determination of the required stockyard size and how to design belt conveyor networks,
there are no references at all. In section 1.4.2, many simulation models were discussed that
were used for the design and operation of specific (parts of) dry bulk terminals. However,
these models cannot easily be adopted in a general design approach because these models
were developed for specific companies or terminals and these models are not even available.
Dry bulk terminals have to be expanded or new terminals have to be built to meet the
expected increase of the cargo flows, as introduced in section 1.2. Research is required to
expand extisting design methods and to develop tools to support the design process.

1.5 Aim of the thesis
In this thesis the following main research question must be answered: “How to design dry
bulk terminals? Rather then developing a new design method, existing design methods have
to be expanded. In order to solve the main question, the following sub research questions
must be answered:
1.
2.

Can characteristics from existing dry bulk terminals be used as design guidelines?
How should the terminal’s seaside and landside be designed taking into account the
stochastic arrival processes and shipload distributions?
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4.
5.
6.
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How to size the stockyard required?
Which type and capacity of the stockyard machines are required to stack, reclaim and
blend dry bulk materials?
How should the belt conveyor network be designed to connect all machines achieving
sufficient connectivity, flexibility and operational predictability?
How to integrate the subsystems into the overall design of a dry bulk terminal?

1.6 Research methodology
Modeling and designing entire dry bulk terminals is complicated due to the dependencies
between several terminal tasks. For example, a typical terminal performance indicator is the
average waiting time of ships. But for the complete terminal, ships may wait for several
reasons; due to limited service capacity at the terminal’s seaside, due to an absence of
available storage area or due to the fact that all stockyard machines are occupied. Our
approach is first to decompose the terminal in its subsystems (seaside, stockyard and
landside), analyze each subsystem and then connect the subsystems into a total terminal
model.
Simulation tools will be developed to take the stochastic variations of the operational
parameters, which occur during daily operation, into account. These simulation models have
to be developed firstly, to assess the sensitivity of the operational parameters and secondly, to
assess and evaluate terminal designs.
For the modeling and simulation the process-interaction approach will be followed. In this
approach, introduced by Zeigler et al. (2000) and Fishmann (2001), the subsystem is virtually
broken down into relevant element classes each with their typical attributes resulting in an
object oriented data structure. For all active element classes process descriptions, which
describe the functioning of these elements as a function of time, were defined. The benefit of
using the process-interaction approach is that real-world operational processes can be
translated into process descriptions, which allows an easy communication with terminal
operators and permits the evaluation of the proper functioning of the simulation models based
on experts’ reviews.

1.7 Outline of the thesis
The thesis outline is graphically shown in Figure 1.7. Derived characteristics from existing
dry bulk terminals will be presented in Chapter 2. In chapter 3, the seaside design is discussed
and the landside design is addressed in chapter 4. In chapter 5, the determination of the
required stockyard size is presented and the selection for the stockyard machines is provided
in chapter 6. Chapter 7 focuses on the design and operation of belt conveyor networks. In a
case study the redesign of a dry bulk terminal is discussed in chapter 8. Finally, in chapter 9
conclusions and recommendations for future research are provided.
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Figure 1.7: Thesis outline

2 Dry bulk terminal characteristics

This chapter is based on van Vianen et al. (2011a and 2011b).
Due to the absence of a comprehensive and detailed design method for dry bulk terminals,
designs are nowadays forced to be based on rules-of-thumb, practical experiences and results
obtained from dedicated simulation models. In this chapter, 49 terminals (import as well as
export terminals with different sizes and locations worldwide) are studied to derive terminal
characteristics like the quay length factor, storage factor and equipment utilizations. Various
references are used such as terminal annual reports and websites, port authorities’
information and Google Earth. The terminal characteristics derived match poorly with values
proposed in literature. Using the proposed values for the quay length factor will lead to
undersized quay lengths. Stockyard areas will be over-dimensioned; the storage factors
determined are generally higher than the values proposed by Ligteringen and Velsink (2012).
When values of equipment installation factors are used, specifications of machines may vary
significantly considering the large range of these measured characteristics.

2.1 Introduction
Chapter 1 briefly discussed the absence of a comprehensive and up-to-date design method for
dry bulk terminals. Despite this absence, many dry bulk terminals have been built during the
last decades most likely based on rules-of-thumb and practical experiences. In this chapter,
characteristics of existing dry bulk terminals will be derived. These characteristics are
categorized for the seaside in section 2.2, for the landside in section 2.3 and finally for the
stockyard in section 2.4. Unambiguous values per terminal type can then be used as
guidelines for the (re)design process. A formulation of a terminal design when these terminal
characteristics are applied is shown in section 2.5.
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From 49 terminals that handle coal and/or iron ore detailed information was gathered. To
cover the expected range of different terminal characteristics, import as well as export
terminals from different sizes and different annual throughputs located all over the world,
were investigated. The terminal’s annual throughput (ṁ) was defined as the yearly amount of
tons handled over the quay, expressed in million tons per year [Mt/y]. Values for the annual
throughputs in 2008 were derived from terminal websites, annual reports, interviews, or
acquired from port authorities. Data concerning machine types and capacities was collected
from terminal websites or brochures, interviews or manufactures information. Terminal
dimensions like the quay length and stockyard areas were measured using Google Earth
(http://earth.google.com).
In this investigation, mainly technical aspects are considered. Economical performance
indicators like profit margins or annual turnover are not considered due to the lack of
available data. First of all, most of the terminal operators did not want share these numbers
and secondly, these numbers cannot be determined easily. Many terminal operators belong to
large conglomerates (steel producing companies or holding companies who own several
terminals) and these companies do not present the economical data for individual terminals.
The lack of this data hinders the comparison of terminal characteristics and economical
performances. Nevertheless, the investigation is interesting enough to determine rules-ofthumb from the operation of exisiting dry bulk terminals.
Figure 2.1 shows the locations of the investigated import and export terminals around the
world. The dot size represents the annual throughput. For the terminal names, locations and
consulted references can be referred to Appendix A. Characteristics derived for the seaside,
stockyard and landside will be presented in the next sections.

Import terminal
Export terminal
~ 80 [Mt/y]

Figure 2.1: Investigated dry bulk terminals

2.2 Seaside
The maximum terminal’s annual throughput relates to the terminal’s quay length. Ligteringen
and Velsink (2012) proposed that the quay length factor (fql) can be used as a design indicator.
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This factor can be determined by dividing the annual throughput with the quay length, or
expressed algebraically:
.
m
(2.1)
f ql 
Lq
Where fql is the quay length factor expressed in kilotons per meter quay per year [ktm -1y-1], ṁ
is the annual throughput [Mt/y] and Lq [m] is the length of the quay. Ligteringen and Velsink
(2012) suggested the following ranges for the quay length factor; for coal between 25 and 75
[ktm-1y-1] and for iron ore between 50 and 150 [ktm-1y-1].
Figure 2.2 shows the quay length factor determined per terminal together with suggested
minimum and maximum values for both coal and iron ore. Due to the difference in bulk
density between coal and iron ore, the commodity type should be considered as well in the
quay length factor. The investigated export terminals handle either coal or iron ore. However,
the majority of the analyzed import terminals handles both coal and iron ore over the same
quay. A distinction per commodity cannot be made, only a combined value for the quay
length factor was derived.
Figure 2.2 shows that the quay length factors vary considerably per terminal. Furthermore, the
quay length factors for most import terminals are less than the proposed minimum value,
especially for small terminals with a low annual throughput. At these terminals longer quays
are installed than expected based on the suggested quay length factors. Using the suggested
values will lead to undersized quays. Export terminals realize higher values for the quay
length factor. The maximum value was not exceeded.
Import terminals
Export terminals - iron ore
Export terminals - coal
Suggested limits for coal
Suggested limits for iron ore

160
140

f ql [ktm-1 y-1 ]

120
100

80
60

40
20

0
0

50

100
150
ṁ [Mt/y]

200

250

Figure 2.2: Quay length factors versus the annual throughput together with the
suggested limits by Ligteringen and Velsink (2012)
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Due to the stochastic ship arrival process, machines installed at the seaside to (un)load deep
sea ships are not able to operate continuously. For each terminal, the seaside equipment
installation factor (fs) was determined by dividing the installed seaside capacity with the
needed capacity to handle the annual throughput when the machines operate continuously
(365 days per year and 24 hours per day). The installed capacities were collected from
terminals websites, interviews with terminal operators or information and brochures from
equipment manufactures. In Appendix A the references consulted are listed. This method was
also applied to determine equipment installation factors for the landside, stacking and
reclaiming equipment. Equation (2.2) shows the relation for the seaside equipment installation
factor for (un)loading ships. Note that the equipment installation factors are a measure of the
over-dimensioning of equipment installed.

fs 

Qinstalled
Q100%

(2.2)

Where fs [-] is the seaside equipment installation factor, Qinstalled [kt/h] is the installed terminal
(un)loading rate (which is the product of the number of cranes and the technical capacity) and
Q100% [kt/h] is the terminal (un)loading rate needed when the (un)loading machines are 100%
of the time in operation.
12
Import terminals (3.7±1.1)
Export terminals (2.8±1.4)

10

f s [-]

8

6
4
2

0
0

50

100
150
ṁ [Mt/y]

200

250

Figure 2.3: Seaside equipment installation factors versus the annual throughput
Figure 2.3 shows the seaside equipment installation factors versus the annual throughputs per
terminal type. Average values and corresponding standard deviations are mentioned in the
legend. From Figure 2.3 it can be concluded that the measured seaside equipment installation
factors vary considerably per terminal. Due to this variation, the average value cannot easily
be applied as design guidelines. From this figure, it can also be detected that the seaside
equipment installation factor decreases when the annual throughput increases, that means that
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the installed equipment is more frequently used. Generally, seaside equipment at export
terminals is more frequently used than seaside equipment at import terminals.

2.3 Landside
The landside equipment installation factor (fl) [-] was determined per terminal by using the
comparable method as explained in the previous section. In Figure 2.4 the measured factors
are shown. From this figure it can be concluded that also these factors vary considerably per
terminal. The variation of these measured factors is slightly less at export terminals compared
to import terminals. Machines installed at the landside of export terminals are more frequently
used than machines at import terminals.

12
Import terminals (3±1.2)
Export terminals (2.3±1)

10

f l [-]

8
6
4
2
0

0

50

100
150
ṁ [Mt/y]

200

250

Figure 2.4: Landside equipment installation factors versus the annual throughput

2.4 Stockyard
Sizing the stockyard area is essential to realize a buffer between the varying input and output
flows of dry bulk materials. If the storage capacity is insufficient the situation will occur
where either bulk ships or industrial clients (steel factory or coal-fired power plant) are kept
waiting for cargo. Ligteringen and Velsink (2012) proposed the storage factor as a design
guideline for sizing the stockyard area. This factor represents the ratio between the annual
throughput and the stockyard area, or expressed algebraically:
.
m
(2.3)
s
A
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Where s is the storage factor [tm-2y-1], ṁ is the annual throughput [ty-1] and A [m2] is the
stockyard area. When values for the storage factor and the required annual throughput are
known, the stockyard area can be calculated.
Due to bulk density differences different values for the storage factor were suggested by
Ligteringen and Velsink (2012): for coal between 15 and 25 [tm-2y-1] and for iron ore between
30 and 40 [tm-2y-1]. In this research, the storage areas for coal and iron ore on existing
stockyards were determined per terminal using Google Earth. The storage factors determined
are shown in Figure 2.5 together with the limits suggested by Ligteringen and Velsink (2012).
Figure 2.5 shows the large variation of these storage factors and these storage factors
determined are generally higher than the suggested values. From Figure 2.5 it can be
concluded that the suggested limits are unrealistic. The higher values for the determined
storage factor indicate that these terminals are able to realize a higher annual throughput per
square meter than expected from literature. Using the suggested values from Ligteringen and
Velsink (2012) will therefore lead to oversized stockyard areas.
350

350

Coal - export terminals
Coal - import terminals
Suggested limits for coal

300

300
250

s [tm-2 y-1 ]

s [tm-2y-1]

250
200
150

200

150

100

100

50

50

0

0

0

(A)

Iron ore - export terminals
Iron ore - import terminals
Suggested limits for iron ore

50

100
150
ṁ [Mt/y]

200

250

0

(B)

50

100
150
ṁ [Mt/y]

200

250

Figure 2.5: Storage factors for coal (A) and iron ore (B) together with the suggested
limits as proposed by Ligteringen and Velsink (2012)
Bulk materials are stacked onto and subsequently reclaimed from piles at the stockyard.
Common machines installed at stockyards are dual-purpose stacker-reclaimers or singlepurpose stackers and reclaimers. Stacker-reclaimers combine the two functions of stacking
and reclaiming into a single unit. Only one of these two functions can be fulfilled at a time.
For each terminal the stacking equipment installation factor (fst) [-] and the reclaiming
equipment installation factor (fr) [-] were determined by using the comparable method as
described in section 2.2. In Figure 2.6A the stacking equipment installation factors are shown
and the reclaiming equipment installation factors are listed in Figure 2.6B.
From Figure 2.6 it can be learned that both stacking and reclaiming equipment installation
factors vary considerably. The stacking equipment installation factors are higher than the
factors for the reclaiming equipment. Stockyard machines at export terminals are more
frequently used than stockyard machines at import terminals. Apparently, the operation at
export terminals can be better scheduled which results in less over-dimensioned machines.
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Due to the large variation of the measured equipment installation factors, the average factors
are not easily applicable for a correct determination of the required stacking and reclaiming
capacity.
12
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Figure 2.6: Stacking (A) and reclaiming (B) equipment installation factors versus the
annual throughput

2.5 Terminal design: an example
In this section a terminal design is formulated using suggested values from literature and
some terminal characteristics derived. In this case an import terminal has to be designed that
has to handle an annual throughput of ten million tons of coal. In Table 2.1 the main
requirements are listed. The predefined service times for both ships and trains need to be
formulated in order to realize a competing terminal.
Table 2.1: Design requirements for the design of an import terminal
Parameter Description
Value
Unit
ṁcoal
Annual throughput of coal
10
[Mt/y]
sl
Average shipload
100
[kt]
Ws-ship
Predefined ship unloading time
60
[h]
tl
Average trainload
4
[kt]
Ws-train
Predefined train loading time
3
[h]
Ts
Material storage time1
0.2
[y]
1
Time that a delivered shipload is stored at the terminal’s stockyard
Step 1: Seaside design
For the terminal’s seaside, the number of berths and the ship unloading capacity needs to be
determined. The average ship interarrival time, the average shipload and the predefined ship
unloading time determine the berth utilization. The number of berths is determined taking into
account the values proposed for the maximum berth utilization. The berth utilization is
expressed by the following equation, in analogy to the basic queuing theory formulation:
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nb 

(2.4)

Where ρ [-] represents the berth utilization, λ [1/d] is the ship arrival rate, nb [-] is the number
of berths and µ [1/d] represents the ship unloading rate.
The ship arrival rate relates to the annual throughput, the number of operating days per year
and the average shipload, or expressed algebraically:
.
m

(2.5)
nd sl
Where λ [1/d] is the ship arrival rate, ṁ [t/y] is the annual throughput, nd [-] is the number of
operating days per year and sl [t] is the average shipload.
The predefined ship unloading time and the number of operating hours per day determine the
ship service rate. This relation is expressed by the following equation:



nh
Wsship

(2.6)

Where µ [1/d] is the ship service rate, nh [-] is the number of operational hours per day and
Ws-ship [h] is the average ship unloading time.
When assumed that the terminal operates 24 hours per day and 365 days per year, the berth
utilization becomes for a single-berth 0.68. According UNCTAD (1985) the maximum berth
occupancy for a single-berth is 0.4. A quay with two berths is needed; the berth utilization for
this double-berth quay configuration becomes 0.34.
After the definition of the number of berths, the crane unloading rate should be determined.
UNCTAD (1985) proposed a through-ship efficiency factor to express the ratio between gross
and net ship servicing rates covering the total ship working time. Values between 0.3 and 0.7
are suggested by UNCTAD for the through-ship efficiency factor. The relation for the crane
unloading rate is shown in equation (2.7).
Qc 

sl
Ws ship

(2.7)

Where Qc [kt/h] is the crane unloading rate, sl [kt] is the average shipload, Ws-ship [h] is the
predefined ship unloading time and η [-] is the through-ship efficiency factor. For a throughship efficiency factor of 0.5, the crane unloading rate becomes 3.3 [kt/h].
Step 2: Landside design
For this case, the number and capacity of train loading machines need to be determined. It
was assumed that the set up time and the runaway time needed before and after loading was
30 minutes. There is 2 hours left to load trains with 4 kilotons within the predefined time. A
net reclaiming capacity of 2 [kt/h] is required. Loading trains using a single train loader will
result in 7,500 operational hours per year. Practical experience has shown that such a high
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machine utilization should be avoided. That’s why two train loaders are proposed. An
advantage of installing two loading machines is the redundant operation; when one loader
breaks down, trains can still be served by the other machine.
Step 3: Stockyard sizing
The storage time of the material at the stockyard determines the storage capacity needed. As
listed in Table 2.1, the predefined storage time is 0.2 [y], that means the stockyard area can
five times be replenished per year. The minimum storage capacity becomes 2 million tons.
Ligteringen and Velsink (2012) suggested values for the storage factor for coal (25 [tm-2y-1])
enabling a determination of the stockyard size required. By dividing the annual throughput
with the proposed storage factor leads to a specification of 40 hectares needed.
Step 4: Stockyard machine selection
Practical experience has shown that typical stockyard machines are stacker-reclaimers. Such
machines combine the two functions of stacking and reclaiming into a single unit. Stackerreclaimers have limited boom length (e.g., 50 meter) and are generally mounted at rails
between stockyard lanes. Typical lengths for lanes are in the order of 1 kilometer. A common
lane’s width is 50 meter. The stockyard area in reach of a single stacker-reclaimer becomes 10
hectares. In conclusion, four machines have to be installed to realize a stockyard area of 40
hectares that is directly accessible by stockyard machines.
For the determination of the name-plate capacity of the stockyard machines, the net capacities
and utilization factors must be considered. The stacking capacity must correspond with the net
ship unloading rate. For the reclaiming capacity, Willekes (1999) introduced a utilization
factor of 0.7. The name-plate capacities for the stockyard machines become at least 3.3 [kt/h]
for stacking to prevent a hindrance of the ship unloading speed and 2.9 [kt/h] for reclaiming.
50 [m]

1000 [m]

Ship unloader
(3.3 [kt/h])
Stockyard lane

Train loader
(2.9 [kt/h])
Berth

Stacker-reclaimer
(3.3 & 2.9 [kt/h])
Belt conveyor
(3.3 kt/h])

Transfer
point

Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of the design for the import terminal
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Step 5: Belt conveyor network design
Material needs to be transported between two ship unloaders, two train loaders and four
stacker-reclaimers. To prevent that some activities cannot be performed simultaneously, a
network that contains all possible connections is proposed. The connections between belt
conveyors are shown as transfer points in Figure 2.7.
Although a terminal design can be formulated using known rules-of-thumb and practical
experiences, many questions arose which does not give the impression that the best design is
defined. More research is needed to answer these questions to realize adequate designs.









What is the consequence on the terminal design when the stochastic variations in ship and
train interarrival times, shiploads and storage times are considered?
Do the suggested values for the berth utilization, storage factor and reclaiming efficiency
cover experiences from terminal operators?
How to dimension the length and water depth of the berths?
Is it necessary to equip each berth with two unloading cranes to maintain ship servicing
when one unloader breaks down and can unloaders be moved alongside the quay to help
ship servicing at other berths?
Can both required seaside and landside service demands be achieved using stackerreclaimers?
How does the stockyard size relate to different materials (iron ore and coal), different
storage strategies (individual piles or combined piles) and additional stockyard activities
like relocation?
Which machines need to be selected when bulk materials must be blended and/or
homogenized?
What is the consequence on the terminal performance when a less extended belt conveyor
network with limited flexibility in connections will be installed?

2.6 Conclusions
Characteristics from 49 dry bulk terminals were derived to investigate if these characteristics
can be used as design indicators. The values determined for the quay length and storage
factors match poorly with the suggested values by Ligteringen and Velsink (2012). At import
terminals the quay length factors determined were less than the suggested values; using the
suggested values will lead to undersized quay lengths. The storage factors derived were
generally higher than the values proposed. Using the proposed storage factors by Ligteringen
and Velsink (2012) will result in oversized stockyard areas.
To support the machine selection, equipment installation factors were determined. These
values indicate the over-dimensioning of terminal equipment installed. Results have shown
that the equipment installation factors determined vary significantly per terminal. Due to this
large variation an accurate specification of machine capacity needed based on these factors is
impossible. Although these factors can relatively easily been determined from terminal data it
provides limited insight in the operational terminal efficiency. In Figure 2.8 the measured
average equipment installation factors are shown together with the standard deviation of these
average values categorized per subsystem for both import and export terminals. From this
figure it can be concluded that stockyard machines are most over-dimensioned because the
equipment installation factors show the highest values. The reason is that most investigated
stockyard machines are dual-purpose stacker-reclaimers. These machines have to stack and
reclaim sequentially without hindering the seaside and landside operation.
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Applying the proposed and derived values for several rules-of-thumb during the formulation
of a terminal design resulted in many outstanding issues and did not give the impression that
an appropriate design was defined. Additional research is needed to enable the formulation of
a more adequate design.
(A) Import terminals

Input

Input

Seaside

Dry bulk terminal

Output

Stockyard
fst= 6.1 2.7

fs= 3.7 1.1

Landside

Output

fl= 3 1.2

fr= 3.6 2

Transportation

(B) Export terminals
Input

Landside

Dry bulk terminal

Output

Stockyard

Seaside

Output

Input

fl= 2.3 1

fst= 4.3 1.8

fr= 3.4 1.8

fs= 2.8 1.4

Figure 2.8: Overview of the average equipment installation factors, with standard
deviations for the average values, for import terminals (A) and export terminals (B)
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3 Seaside modeling and quay layout design

This chapter is based on van Vianen et al. (2012a).
In this chapter the seaside design and operation are discussed. The quay length is
dimensioned and the number and capacity of ship (un)loading machines and quay conveyors
are selected. Characteristics are derived for bulk ships and ship (un)loading machines.
Although many researchers discussed the modeling of the seaside operation for container
terminals, dry bulk terminals have received significant less attention in literature. A
simulation model is developed to evaluate quay layouts and operational procedures. The
operational procedures investigated concern the right positional orders of rail-mounted ship
(un)loading machines, the number and capacity of quay belt conveyors, the significant draft
of bulk ships and the variation of the unloading rate during ship unloading. In a case study,
the seaside model was used to evaluate new quay layouts to facilitate the expected increase of
the annual throughput for an import dry bulk terminal.

3.1 Introduction
At dry bulk terminals bulk ships, used for the sea-transport of dry bulk materials over long
distances, are moored alongside quays to be serviced. Quay walls and ship (un)loading
machines require very large investments and are crucial determinants for the service
performance of dry bulk terminals.
In this chapter the seaside design will be discussed and quay operational procedures will be
evaluated. A seaside design contains the quay length dimensioning and the selection of the
number and capacity of ship (un)loading machines and connecting quay conveyors. In section
3.2 the main characteristics of bulk ships and machines are presented. A review of the
literature that discussed the modeling of the seaside transshipment is given in section 3.3.
Section 3.4 addresses the seaside modeling when the quay is divided in separate berths and
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the ships interarrival and service times can be represented by generalized distributions. In
section 3.5 the ship arrival process at dry bulk terminals is discussed by presenting proposed
and measured stochastic distributions and the parameters that affect the ship unloading rate. A
simulation model to assess the continuous quay layout and operational procedures is
introduced in section 3.6. In section 3.7 experimental results are shown and in section 3.8 the
simulation model is used by evaluating the redesign of the quay layout of a terminal. Finally,
the conclusions are presented in section 3.9.

3.2 Characteristics of bulk ships and ship (un)loading machines
For a seaside design, characteristics of visiting ships and seaside machines must be specified.
The lengths of the visited ships determine the berth length needed. Berthing of ships with
significant drafts can be limited by the water depth alongside the quay. The ship’s beam,
which is the overall width of the ship, specifies the required (un)loading machines’ outreach.
General characteristics will be derived for bulk ships (section 3.2.1), for ship unloading
machines (section 3.2.2) and for ship loading machines (section 3.2.3).
3.2.1 Bulk ships
The required quay length relates to the number and length of the berthed ships that have to be
served at the same time. From a Dutch terminal operator, names of 289 recently visited bulk
ships carrying coal and iron ore were received. For these ships, values for the length, the draft
and the beam were determined using the databases of Sea-web (http://www.sea-web.com) and
Marinetraffic (https://www.marinetraffic.com). In Appendix B, an overview of the
dimensions determined is listed. Figure 3.1 shows per ship its length (Ls) [m] versus its
deadweight (dwt) in kilotons [kt]. The deadweight is the ship’s carrying capacity including
the weight of bunkers for fresh water, ballast water and fuel. The equations that describe the
relation for the ship’s length, beam and draft will be used later in this study in the simulation
models developed.
400
Ship length
350

Ls=α₁ln(dwt)-α₂

Ls [m]

300

R² = 0.96
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Figure 3.1: Ship’s length versus the ship’s deadweight
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From the data presented in Figure 3.1, a relation was derived that expresses the relation
between the ship’s length and the ship’s deadweight. Equation (3.1) shows this relation:
Ls  1 lndwt    2

(3.1)

Where Ls [m] is the ship’s length, dwt [kt] is the ship’s deadweight, α1 and α2 are constants
with the following values determined; 65.5 and 50 respectively. The correlation between
equation (3.1) and the bulk ship data was determined and can be expressed with an R-squared
value of 0.96.
In Figure 3.2, the ship beams and the ship maximum draft versus the ship deadweights
presented. The same method as mentioned above was used to determine relations for
ship’s beam and the ship’s maximum draft versus the ship’s deadweight. These relations
shown in equation (3.2) and (3.3) respectively. The correlation coefficients between
equations and the dimensions measured are shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Ship’s beam and ship’s maximum draft versus the ship’s deadweight
B  3 ln(dwt )   4

(3.2)

Where B [m] is the ship’s beam, dwt [kt] is the ship’s deadweight and α3 and α4 are constants
with the following values determined; 12.7 and 20 respectively.
D  5 ln(dwt )  6

(3.3)

Where D [m] is the ship’s maximum draft when the ship is fully loaded, dwt [kt] is the ship’s
deadweight and α5 and α6 are constants with the following values determined; 4.1 and 4
respectively.
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Several ship registers classify bulk ships based on their deadweight. In Appendix B, ships are
shown for each class to get an idea of the ship size per class. In Table 3.1 the common bulk
ship classes are listed with a summary of the characteristics determined. Also the minimum
and maximum numbers of holds of the ships per class are listed. Note that the class for the
largest bulk ships is called Large Capesize in Table 3.1; other names like Valemax or
Chinamax are also used to classify these ships.
Table 3.1: Classification and summary of the main characteristics for bulk ships
(derived from several ship registers and own research)
Handysize
Handymax
Panamax
Small Capesize
Large Capesize

Deadweight [kt]
10-35
35-55
55-90
90-150
>150

Length [m]
125-200
175-200
225
225-280
280-365

Beam [m]
18-28
22-32.2
< 32.31
32.31 - 45
45-65

Draft [m]
7-11
8-13
12-15
13-17
16-22.5

# holds [-]
3-6
5-7
5-9
7-9
7-10

In this research a material is defined as a bulk commodity (iron ore or coal) and a grade
belongs to a material but contains specific characteristics (e.g., angle of repose, lump size and
abrasiveness). Grades must be transported and stored separately to prevent mixing between
grades. Generally bulk ships contained only one material but can be loaded with multiple
grades. The terminal operator, who provided the names of the visited ships, provided also data
that covers details of the unloading process during three years of operation from 791 bulk
ships. The provided data is listed in Table B.2 (Appendix B). From this data, the different
number of grades per ship was determined and is presented with a histogram in Figure 3.3.
From this figure it can be learned that 40% of the unloaded ships was filled with one grade
and only 2% of the ships contains more than five different grades.
0.40
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Figure 3.3: The number of grades per ship based on 791 unloaded bulk ships
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3.2.2 Ship unloading machines
Two types of ship unloading machines exist; mobile (rubber tyred or pontoon mounted) and
rail-mounted harbor cranes. Mobile harbor cranes are more flexible but limited in unloading
capacity. Rail-mounted cranes can only move alongside the quay and cannot pass each other
giving more complexity when dividing over various ships. Grab unloading is the most widely
used method for ship unloading. Figure 3.4 shows different types of grab unloaders, a railmounted crane and two slewing cranes mounted on a pontoon. The slewing cranes directly
transfer the material from the bulk ship into barges.

Figure 3.4: A rail-mounted grab crane and pontoon-mounted slewing grab cranes
unload a bulk ship simultaneously (Courtesy of EMO BV)
In the last decades more and more continuous unloaders were built. Figure 3.5 shows two
continuous unloaders mounted on a jetty enabling mooring ships at both sides. Advantages of
such machines are the higher unloading efficiency (approximately 65% compared with to
50% for grab unloaders), the greater environmental protection (less dust, spillage and noise)
and the easier automation (Ye, 2004). However, continuous unloaders are more expensive due
to the higher mass and higher technical complexity, are inflexible for unloading different
materials, are less reliable (more moving parts), have limited possibilities for the direct
transfer of materials and need more energy per ton handled.
Generally, ship unloading machines are manually operated. The operational efficiency
depends on the crane driver’s proficiency. However, recent developments show a driverless
grab unloading operation at the German Hansaport (iSAM, 2010) and the Chinese Luojing ore
terminal (ABB, 2008). The objectives for automation are an increase of the unloading
efficiency and a reduction of the personnel costs. The technology applied contains a real-time
measurement of the grab position, the hatch position (due to tide changes and ship
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movements) and the cargo distribution within the hold (iSAM, 2010). Ye (2004) discussed the
automatic mode for continuous unloaders. These machines are equipped with hatch shape
scanning sensors and mechanical limit switches to prevent collisions. In the automatic mode,
specific algorithms are applied to realize a constant feed quantity during unloading.

Figure 3.5: Two continuous ship unloaders installed at a jetty
(Courtesy of ThyssenKrupp)

Figure 3.6: Bulk ships are being loaded (Courtesy of the Richards Bay Coal Terminal)
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3.2.3 Ship loading machines
Ship loading machines are simple in comparison with ship unloading machines. Loaders
normally require a belt conveyor and a loading chute. Loading capacities are usually limited
by other parts of the terminal such as conveyors and reclaimers. Normal capacity ranges
between 1 and 7 kilotons per hour [kt/h], in special cases even 16 [kt/h] for loading very large
bulk ships, are possible. High loading speeds are limited by the rate at which the ship can be
de-ballasted. Several ship loading machine types exist. Figure 3.6 shows travelling loading
machines operated simultaneously. Other machine types, like the linear, quadrant or dualquadrant machines, were introduced and described by Soros (1991 and 1993).

3.3 Seaside modeling: a literature review
Modeling the seaside operation is essential for realizing realistic quay designs. Compared to
the significant amount of research on the transshipment of containers at container terminals, a
limited number of papers discussed the seaside operation at dry bulk terminals. The seaside
modeling of container terminals will be investigated to find possible analogies that can be
applied to dry bulk terminals. Comprehensive overviews on applications and optimization
models for the operations management in container terminals were given by Vis and De
Koster (2003), Stahlbock and Voβ (2008) and Bierwirth and Meisel (2010). Several sub
problems were distinguished; the assignment of ships to berthing locations alongside the quay
(the berth allocation problem), the assignment of cranes to ships (the quay crane assignment
problem) and the determination of cranes operating plans (the quay crane scheduling
problem). Sections 3.3.1 until 3.3.3 review the literature available for these sub problems and
section 3.3.4 evaluates this survey and indicates the approach used in this chapter.
3.3.1 Berth Allocation Problem
The berth allocation problem covers the mooring of a set of ships within the boundaries of the
quay and within the planning horizon. For each ship additional data like the ship’s length, its
draft, the expected time of arrival, and the projected handling time must be given. Several
spatial constraints restrict the feasible berthing positions according to a preset partitioning of
the quay into berths.
According to Imai et al. (2005) the following layouts can be recognized:
•
Discrete quay layout (Figure 3.7A): the quay is divided into a number of berths and
only one vessel can be served at each single berth. Either the quay construction causes
the partitioning into berths or berths are applied to ease the planning problem.
•
Continuous quay layout (Figure 3.7B): the quay has no spatial constraints and vessels
can berth at arbitrary positions. Berth planning is more complicated but the quay can
better be utilized.
•
Hybrid quay layout (Figure 3.7C): the quay is partitioned into berths but large vessels
may occupy more than one berth and small vessels may share a berth.
Han et al. (2006) and Zhou et al. (2006) included spatial constraints into their models to
ensure that ships are moored at positions with sufficient water depth. Many models were
developed to minimize the sum of the ships waiting and handling times. Schonfeld and Frank
(1984) employed analytical models, Lai and Shih (1992), Legato and Mazza (2001 and 2013),
Henesey et al. (2004) and Canonaco et al. (2008) developed simulation models and Dragovic
et al. (2006) developed an analytical model based on queuing theory.
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Many authors suggested the First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) method to determine the ship
service order; Lai and Shih (1992), Botter et al. (2005), Singh et al. (2010), Hartmann et al.
(2011) and Umang et al. (2013). The Earliest-Due-Date (EDD) method when ships with the
earliest due date for completion are firstly berthed was suggested by Lai and Shih (1992) and
Hartmann et al. (2011). Barros et al. (2011) proposed a high demurrage ship algorithm for the
ship service order. The demurrage cost for each arrived ship must be calculated. The total
terminal cost can then be minimized by serving high-cost ships earlier than low-cost ones.

Berth 1

Berth 2

Berth 3

(A)

Continuous Quay

(B)

Berth 1

Berth 2

Berth 3

(C)
Figure 3.7: Different quay layouts: (A) the discrete quay layout, (B) the continuous quay
layout and (C) the hybrid quay layout (derived from Imai et al., 2005)
Umang et al. (2013) and Robenek et al. (2013) studied the berth allocation problem explicitly
for bulk ports by taking the cargo type (liquid bulk and dry bulk) into account. Conveyors or
pipelines have to be selected for the transport of cargo between the seaside and predefined
stockyard locations. In both papers it was assumed that the entire shipload was stored at one
location. The authors stated that solving the problem for multiple storage locations per ship
would be complicated. Two exact methods based on mixed integer linear programming were
proposed. Heuristic approaches based on squeaky wheel optimization (Umang et al., 2013)
and critical-shaking neighborhood search (Robenek et al., 2013) were applied to solve the
problem in large scale environments.
3.3.2 Quay crane assignment problem
In the quay crane assignment problem (QCAP) cranes are assigned to ships in such a way that
all required transshipments can be fulfilled. In the case for a discrete quay layout (Figure
3.7A), where each berth holds a set of dedicated cranes, an explicit assignment of cranes is
not required (Bierwirth and Meisel, 2010). Typical objectives of the QCAP aim to minimize
crane productivity losses by reducing the number of crane setups and crane travel times. The
QCAP can contain the following requirements:


The number of cranes assigned to a ship can be fixed during ship serving (the timeinvariant assignment: Oğuz et al., 2004) or can change during ship serving (the variablein-time assignment: Park and Kim, 2003).
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In some cases, a minimum number of cranes per ship throughout the handling time needs
to be predefined. According Imai et al. (2008) and Legato and Mazza (2013), this number
can be agreed in contracts between ship-owners and terminal operators.
Meisel and Bierwirth (2006, 2009) modeled the decrease of crane productivity due to the
hindrance of rail-mounted cranes.

Crane assignment for unloading barges was discussed by Bugaric and Petrovic (2007). These
authors assessed two different crane operating strategies. In the first strategy, two cranes work
independently at two separated berths (discrete quay layout). In the second strategy, the
cranes are able to travel between berths realizing barge unloading of barges with two cranes
(continuous quay layout). The authors defined two unloading stages. During unloading the
first 80% of the load, both cranes operate simultaneously on the same barge. During the
remaining stage, the ship is emptied using one crane. Simulation results showed that the total
unloading capacity increased when the second strategy was applied. In Bugaric et al. (2012), a
third crane was added to the quay. When the continuous quay layout will be applied the
unloading capacity can further be increased compared to installing a third crane for the
discrete quay layout.
Kim et al. (2011) extended the crane assignment problem with the selection of the
transportation route to transport the unloaded material from the seaside to the stockyard. The
authors proposed a heuristic approach that covered berth allocation, crane assignment and
transportation route selection. Robenek et al. (2013) proposed the assignment of a fixed
number of moveable cranes to ships. This number was defined as a function of the ships
length.
3.3.3 Quay crane scheduling problem
The objective of the quay crane scheduling problem (QCSP) is to determine the sequence of
the discharging and loading operations to minimize the ship service time. During ship serving,
the difference between the maximum and minimum amount of cargo in the holds should not
exceed a certain limit to maintain the balance required for safety and to prevent an exceeding
of ship strength limitations (Kim et al., 2011). Daganzo (1989) was the first one who
discussed the QCSP by proposing an algorithm that determined the number of cranes for
multiple ships such that the overall workload was balanced. Peterkofsky and Daganzo (1990)
extended this algorithm by assigning cranes to individual holds with the objective to minimize
the ships departure times. The following quay crane scheduling principles were formulated by
Daganzo (1989) and Peterkofsky and Daganzo (1990):





A crane should not be idle if there is work to do.
If multiple cranes work on a ship, one of them should work on the ‘maximum hold’,
which is the hold that requires the most time to be finished.
The holds of the earliest ship to depart allow the least flexibility to be assigned, this ship
has priority to be serviced.
The holds with the largest workload and the least amount of simultaneous crane access
allow the least flexibility.

Han et al. (2010) introduced a berth and crane scheduling problem with stochastic ship arrival
and handling times. Ships arrive with different priority levels depending on the relative
customer importance. Their proposed method allows the movement of cranes to new arrived
ships even if the task on their original assigned vessel was not finished. Applying this method
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will lead to more setup times because of the more frequent changes but brings more flexibility
into the system.
3.3.4 Evaluation of modeling approaches
In the previous sections, a significant number of papers that discussed the seaside
transshipment of cargo in ports was reviewed. For the discrete quay layout the planning
problem is relatively easy and queuing models can be applied when generalized distributions
are used to represent the ship arrival and service times. The quay and cranes performance can
be increased when the continuous quay layout is applied and when the number of cranes
assigned to ships may vary during the ship’s service time. However, the planning of the
seaside operation becomes more complicated, especially when rail-mounted cranes are used
because these cranes cannot pass each other.
Modeling the ship arrival process is needed to realize accurate seaside designs. The stochastic
processes that describe the ships interarrival and service times need to be investigated. If these
processes match with generalized distributions queuing theory can be applied otherwise
simulation is required.
Although many papers discussed the seaside operation at container terminals, these methods
cannot easily be adapted to dry bulk terminals. The main difference is the operational
behavior. At dry bulk terminals a continuous flow of dry bulk materials used a fixed
infrastructure of belt conveyors versus the discontinuous transport of standardized load units
at container terminals using individual transportation equipment. Bulk ships contain different
grades of material. To prevent mixing, these materials must be handled and transported
separately. The transportation capacity of the belt conveyors may hinder the cranes operating
speed. Consequently, the number and capacity of the quay belt conveyors must be considered
as well to realize adequate terminal designs.
Another difference is the longer operational times for ships at dry bulk terminals (up to
several days) compared to ship turnaround times of 24 hours at container terminals. For a long
time a part of the belt conveyor network is claimed and is not available. Another difference is
the way of storing cargo; containers are stacked individually at the stockyard for a couple of
days while bulk material is stored in large piles for a longer time, even up to several months.
When a container is discharged from the stockyard, its location can immediately been
occupied by another container. For dry bulk terminals, the pile’s area is not changed when a
portion of a pile is reclaimed while the stored capacity has been decreased.

3.4 Seaside modeling: application
Queuing theory can be applied to model the ship arrival process when ships can only moor at
dedicated berths; each berth holds its own cranes and the stochastic variations can be
represented by generalized distributions. Queues of waiting ships will occur whenever the
current demand for ship serving exceeds the current capacity to provide that service. In
section 3.4.1 the seaside modeling when the quay consists of a single berth is introduced. The
multiple-berth layout is discussed in section 3.4.2. A method for the determination of the
number of berths is presented in section 3.4.3.
3.4.1 Single-berth quay
A single-berth quay layout can be represented by a single-server queuing model. Equation
(3.4) can be used to determine the average ship waiting time related to the server’s utilization,
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the server’s rate and the interarrival and service time distributions. Equation (3.4) was derived
from Jagerman et al. (2004) for the G/G/1-queuing model and is an extension of the M/G/1
equation, also known as the Pollaczek-Khintchine formula. This equation is formulated in the
same form as the Pollaczek-Khintchine equation in Tijms and Kalvelagen (1994).



Wt  1 c X2  cY2
2

 1   1


(3.4)



Where Wt is the average ship waiting time [h], cX and cY [-] denote the coefficient of variation
of the interarrival time X and the service time Y respectively, ρ [-] represent the berth
utilization and μ is the service rate [1/h].
The coefficients of variation (cX and cY) depend on the distribution type. The following values
for these coefficients were presented; for a Negative Exponential Distribution (NED): 1
(Adan and Resing, 2002 and Jagerman et al., 2004), for an Erlang-k: √1/k (Adan and Resing,
2002) and for a deterministic (D) distribution: 0 due to the lack of stochastic variation.
For several combinations of the interarrival time and service time distributions, values for the
term ‘½ (cX2 + cY2)’ were determined by using the above mentioned values for the coefficients
of variation. These values determined are shown in Table 3.2.
From Table 3.2, it can be seen that the average waiting time reaches its maximum value when
both distributions are negative exponential distributed (NED – NED). When the stochastic
variation reduces (which is the case for an Erlang-2 distribution) the average waiting time
reduces as well. When both distributions are deterministic ships do not have to wait due to
stochastic variations.
Table 3.2: Determined values for ½ (cX2 + cY2)
IAT Dist
NED
Erlang-2
D

NED
1
¾
½

WsDist
Erlang-2
¾
½
¼

D
½
¼
0

3.4.2 Multiple-berth quay
A quay with multiple berths, each berth has its own handling equipment, allows simultaneous
service of ships. When the interarrival times and the service times can be represented by a
negative exponential distribution, there is an analytical solution available. Table 3.3 lists the
equations for an M/M/n-queuing model. However, for all other combinations of distributions
there are no analytical solutions and other solutions available. The solution for M/M/n
queuing models will be used in this thesis for the verification of the simulation models.
Equations (3.5) and (3.6) were used to assess multiple-berth quays. From four M/M/nqueuing models the average waiting time was determined as function of the inverse service
rate (Wt [1/μ]). Using equations (3.5) and (3.6) assume that berthing of ships occur according
the FCFS-berthing method, each berth has a similar service capacity and ships can moor at
each berth. Figure 3.8 shows the ship average waiting time versus the average berth utilization
(ρ). As expected, the average waiting time decreases when the number of berths increases.
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Especially, the reduction of the waiting time for a double-berth quay (M/M/2) compared to a
single-berth quay (M/M/1) is significant.
Table 3.3: Overview of solutions for multiple-server queuing models
Queuing
Model
M/M/n

Solution

Reference

 1  1
Wt  W 

 1    n

(3.5)

Many references, e.g.,
Adan
and
Resing
(2002)

Where ΠW is the delay probability [-], n is the number
of servers [-] and cu is the number of customers in the
queuing system [-]

M/G/n

G/G/n

1


cu 1
n
c
n
u
 n   1  
 n    n   (3.6)
W 



n ! 
cu !
n ! 
cu 0


Approximations, numerical solutions, queuing tables Boxma et al. (1979),
and simulation
UNCTAD
(1985),
Gross et al. (2008) and
Hillier and Lieberman
(2010)
Some steady-state results and simulation
Gross et al. (2008),
Hillier and Lieberman
(2010)
3

M/M/1
M/M/2
M/M/3
M/M/4

2.5

Wt [1/μ]

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0.4
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ρ (λ/nμ) [-]
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Figure 3.8: The average waiting time versus the average berth utilization for the
multiple-berth quay layout
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3.4.3 Determination of the number of berths
From Figure 3.8 it can be concluded that an increase of the number of berths will lead to a
decrease of the average ship waiting times. However, installing multiple berths require
substantial investments. This section introduces a method that determines the number of
berths by taking the ships waiting costs and berth costs into account.
Several cost functions were derived to determine the initial number of berths. Huang and Wu
(2005) presented an overview of these cost functions. One of the first developed cost
functions was proposed by Plumlee (1966), this function is shown algebraically in equation
(3.7):

TC  Cws Wt  Cb nb 1   

(3.7)

Where TC stands for total costs per day [k€/d], Cws represents the daily costs per waiting ship
[k€/d], λ is the ship arrival rate [1/d], Wt is the average ship waiting time [d], Cb is the daily
cost per berth due to its unoccupancy [k€/d], nb is the number of berths [-] and ρ is the
average berth utilization [-].
To get an idea about the impact on the total daily costs when multiple berths are installed, the
total daily costs were determined for two different quay layouts. For the first layout it was
assumed that this layout contains two berths. It was assumed that this layout could be
represented by an M/M/2-queuing system. The second quay layout contains three berths; an
M/M/3-queuing system will be used. It was assumed that in both layouts the same ship arrival
pattern and shipload distribution were used. Besides, at each berth the same service capacity
was installed. For the daily ship waiting cost (Cws) a value of 10 [k€/d] was used, which
corresponds to the actual price for Panamax ships in October 2014. Two different values were
taken for the daily berth cost (Cb). The first value for the daily berth cost was the same as for
the daily ship waiting cost (Cws = Cb).
25
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n=3, 0.1Cws = Cb
n=2, 0.1Cws = Cb
20

TC [k€/d]
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Figure 3.9: Total daily cost versus the average berth utilization for two or three berths
and two different values for the daily berth costs (Cb) as function of the daily ship
waiting costs (Cws): (A) Cws= Cb and (B) 0.1Cws= Cb
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Using the above mentioned daily berth and ship waiting costs the total daily cost as function
of the average berth utilization was determined, these are shown in Figure 3.9A for cases with
a different number of berths. In Figure 3.9B the daily costs versus the average berth utilization
are shown when the daily berth costs (Cb) are only a tenth of the ship waiting costs (0.1Cws =
Cb). From Figure 3.9 it can be learned that installing an third berth will only result in a
reduction of the total daily costs when the daily berth costs are significantly lower than the
daily ship waiting cost.

3.5 Ship arrival process
This section introduces the parameters needed for the modeling of the ship arrival process. In
section 3.5.1 the interarrival time distributions are discussed and the ship service time
distributions are investigated in section 3.5.2. The parameters that affect the ship unloading
time are derived in section 3.5.3.
3.5.1 Ship interarrival time distribution
In many studies, especially for container terminals, analytical distributions were applied to
represent the ship interarrival times (IAT). Table 3.4 presents an overview of these suggested
distributions. When distributions were derived from real-world data, the number of ships (ns)
is listed in Table 3.4. The cargo type discussed in the papers is also listed.
Table 3.4: Overview of proposed interarrival time distributions (IATDist)
IATDist

Weibull
Erlang-2
Erlang-k

NED

ns [-]

Tengku-Adnan
et al. (2009)
Tahar and
Hussain (2000)
UNCTAD
(1985)
Kuo
et
al.
(2006)2
UNCTAD
(1985)
Radmilovich
(1992)
Kozan (1997)

408

DB

-

C

-

DB

7,729

C

-

DB

-

-

679

C

12,610

C

Shabayek and
Yeung (2002)
1

Cargo1

Reference

IAT
Dist

NED

Reference

ns [-]

Cargo1

Kia et al.
(2002)
Demirci
(2003)
Pachakis and
Kiremidjian
(2003)

372

C

297

C

142

C

Van Asperen
et al. (2003)
Dragovic et
al. (2006)
Bugaric and
Petrovic
(2007)
Legato and
Mazza
(2013)

-

LB

711

C

-

DB

1030

C

Where C stands for containers, DB for dry bulk and LB for liquid bulk.
Kuo et al. (2006) discovered for the arriving of container vessels in the port of Kaohsiung
that the ship interarrival time distribution followed an Erlang-k distribution. The distribution
coefficient (k) tends to decrease as the system’s scale grows. The interarrival time at the
public container terminal appears to be more scattered than at dedicated container terminals.
2
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Most papers used the negative exponential distribution (NED) to represent the ship
interarrival times. The arrival process can then be represented by a Poisson arrival process.
The ships arrive randomly and independently. The proposed NED distribution for container
terminals is remarkable. At container terminals, ship arrivals are scheduled and therefore
expected not random. However, Pachakis and Kiremidjian (2003) stated that the superposition
of several independent container shipping lines with uniformly arrival rates yields
approximately a Poisson arrival pattern.
Table 3.4 lists a limited number of papers presenting interarrival time distributions for bulk
ships. To expand this overview, empirical data of ship interarrival times from five dry bulk
terminals that handle mainly coal and/or iron ore was investigated. The terminal operators did
not want to be named explicitly due to commercial interests. That’s why the terminal names
are replaced by T1 until T5. Interarrival time distributions were derived from the operational
data and these distributions are shown as histograms in Figure 3.10 until Figure 3.12. In Table
C.1, in Appendix C, details are listed for these interarrival time distributions.
Similarities between measured interarrival time distributions and proposed distributions for
dry bulk terminals (see Table 3.4: Weibull, Erlang-2 and NED) were investigated. The first
reason was to verify if distributions proposed do correspond with real operational data and
secondly, if regularities can be distinguished between the distribution and terminal type. Such
regularites can then be used for the design of new terminals which lack the availability of
historical data.
In this thesis chi-square tests are used for curve fitting between measured and analytical
distributions. The chi-square test can be applied to binned data like the histograms as shown
in Figure 3.10 until Figure 3.14. A chi-square test is sensitive to the choice for the bin size,
using too small bin sizes will result in wrong chi-square values. That’s why minimum bin
sizes that contain at least five measured events (interarrival or service times) are realized by
combining bins. In Figure 3.12B an example for the reduction of the number of bins is shown
for the histogram as presented in Figure 3.12A.
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Figure 3.10: Measured interarrival time distributions for terminals T1 (A) and T2 (B)
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Figure 3.11: Measured interarrival time distributions for terminals T3 (A) and T4 (B)
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Figure 3.12: Measured interarrival time distribution for terminal T5 (A) and (B) shows
the reduction of the number of bins to realize an appropriate number per bin
Results for the distribution fit are listed in Table 3.7. This table lists per terminal the main
characteristics and the best fitted distribution out of the Weibull, Erlang-2 or NED. The
measured distribution fits with an analytical distribution when the chi-square value (χ2) equals
or is less than the critical value (χ20.05). From Table 3.5 it can be concluded that the proposed
NED, Weibull and Erlang-2 distributions correspond with measured interarrival time
distributions for terminals T2, T4 and T5 respectively. However, the measured distributions
for T1 and T3 cannot be fitted within a 95% confidence level with one of these analytical
distributions.
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Table 3.5: Results for the interarrival time distribution fit
ṁ
ns [-]
[Mt/y]

Terminal

Figure

Characteristics

T1

3.8A

Single-user import

18

345

T2

3.8B

Multi-user import

37

898

T3

3.9A

Single-user export

44

186

T4
T5

3.9B
3.10

Multi-user import
Multi-user import

16
12

115
202

Best fitted
distribution
Weibull /
Erlang-2
NED
Weibull /
Normal
Weibull
Erlang-2

χ2 [-]
41.6 /
76.7
25.6
43.4 /
60.1
30.1
26.9

χ20.05 [-]
33.9
32.7
27.6
30.1
30.1

In accordance to Kuo et al. (2006) it seems that the stochastic variation increases when the
system’s scale grows. Regularities between measured distributions and terminal type can
hardly be distinguished; for one multi-user import terminals an NED distribution satisfies
while for the other multi-user import terminal the interarrival times are Erlang-2 distributed.
The absence of a clear relation between distribution and terminal type complicates the design
process for new terminals. When the distribution type is unknown, different types should be
tested and being discussed with the terminal operator. When terminals have to be expanded, it
is recommended to use historical data and assume that this dataset satisfies also in the future.
3.5.2 Ship service time distributions
The time needed to load or unload ships is called the ship service time (Ws). The handling of
containers at the terminal’s seaside has similarities with bulk ship unloading; in each crane
cycle a container is handled or a certain tons of material is unloaded from the hold. Other
similarities are that the handling capacity per crane reduces when multiple cranes are
deployed at a ship and the crane cycle time increases when the ship becomes more emptied.
Table 3.6 lists an overview of proposed service time distributions for both container and dry
bulk cargo. When distributions were derived from real-world data, the number of ships (ns) is
listed.
Table 3.6: Overview of proposed service time distributions (WsDist)
WsDist

Reference
Tahar and
Hussain (2000)

ns [-]
150

Cargo1
C

Bugaric and
Petrovic (2007)
Radmilovich
(1992)
Demirci (2003)

-

DB

-

-

297

C

1,030

C

304

DB

WsDist

NED

Beta
Gamma
1

Legato and
Mazza (2013)
Jagerman and
Altiok (2003)

Erlang-k

Normal

Where C stands for containers and DB for dry bulk.

Reference
ns [-]
Shabayek and 12,610
Yeung (2002)
[k:117]
Kozan (1997)
679
[k:4]
Kia et al.
372
(2002) [k:4]
Altiok (2000)
248
[k:4]
Dragovic et
711
al. (2006)
[k: 3,7,12]
UNCTAD
(1985) [k:2]

Cargo1
C

C
C
DB
C

DB
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The proposed service time distributions were compared with the measured service time
distributions from three of the already introduced dry bulk terminals (T2, T4 and T5). Figure
3.13 and Figure 3.14 show these measured service time distributions. Details for these service
time distributions are listed in Table C.2 (Appendix C). The chi-square method was used to fit
these measured distributions with one of the analytical distributions proposed for dry bulk
terminals (Erlang-k, Normal and Gamma). Results for the distribution fit are listed in Table
3.7.
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Figure 3.13: Measured service time distribution for terminals T2 (A) and T4 (B)
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Figure 3.14: Measured service time distribution for terminal T5
All three service time distributions show the best fit with an Erlang-2 distribution. However,
only the measured service time distribution for T5 can be represented within a 95%
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confidence level by an Erlang-2 distribution. The measured average ship service time (Ws)
and the average shipload of the visited fleet per terminal are also listed in this table.
Table 3.7: Results for the service time distribution fit
Terminal Figure
T2
3.11A
T4
3.11B
T5
3.12

Best fitted distribution
Erlang-2
Erlang-2
Erlang-2

χ2 [-]
259.4
48.6
15.9

χ20.05 [-]
36.4
27.6
19.7

Ws [h]
55
94
39

Shipload [kt]
103
69
24

From Table 3.7 it can be concluded that only one real-world service time distribution could be
represented by an analytical distribution (terminal T5). Therefore, the accuracy of the seaside
designs will increase when empirical shipload data and realistic ship service rates are used to
represent the service times. For an indication of the sensitivity of the results when analytical
or empirical distributions are used, is referred to section 4.5, where for a case this aspect will
further be investigated. Details for the shiploads of the visited bulk ships at the dry bulk
terminals investigated are listed in Table C.3 (Appendix C).
3.5.3 The ship unloading rate
As stated before, the ship service rate and the shipload determine the ship service time. Due to
the lack of available ship loading data only the ship unloading process was investigated. The
dataset as listed in Table B.2 (Appendix B) contains sufficient data for this analysis. The
average unloading rate (Qu) during the unloading of an entire bulk ship was determined by
dividing the shipload by the service time registered. Note that in the average unloading rate
the free-digging unloading capacity (when cranes can operate at maximum speed) and the
reduced capacity (when crane have longer cycle times to unload the material that is stored in
the lower part of the hold) are included.
In Figure 3.15, the measured unloading rates during unloading of iron ore (A) and coking coal
(B) are shown. In Figure 3.16, the unloading rates during steam coal unloading are given
versus the shiploads. From these figures it can be concluded that the unloading rate as
function of the shipload vary significantly. A distinct relation cannot easily be derived and
more research is required. In this section, parameters that affect the ship unloading rate will be
investigated.
It is expected that the shipload and the number of active cranes during ship unloading will be
relevant parameters. However, also the cargo type, the number of grades, the number of holds
and the unloading sequence (covering the order and quantities of unloaded materials per hold)
may affect the ship unloading rate. Data from the unloading process of terminal T2 was
analyzed because only this dataset showed the fraction of time that quay cranes were active
per ship. This dataset also contains information about the total service time, the ship’s
deadweight, the shipload, the number of grades and the number of holds per ship. The
unloading sequence is not considered in this analysis due to the unavailability of data.
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Figure 3.15: Measured unloading rates versus the shiploads for the unloading of iron ore
(A) and coking coal (B)
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Figure 3.16: Measured unloading rates versus the shiploads for steam coal
From the dataset a multiple linear regression model was composed to determine the impact of
each of the parameters (ship’s deadweight, shipload and the number of materials, holds and
active cranes) on the unloading rate. A multiple linear regression model was selected because
it attempts to model the relationship between multiple explanatory variables (the relevant
parameters) and the response variable (the unloading rate) by fitting a linear equation to the
observed data. For the exclusion of irrelevant parameters the analysis of variance was used.
The regression analysis has shown that the ship’s deadweight, the shipload and the number
and capacity of active quay cranes per time unit determine the unloading rate. The number of
grades and the number of holds do not contribute significantly to the estimation of the
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unloading rate. Equation (3.8) shows the relation derived for the unloading rate based on the
form of a multiple linear regression model.
c 4

Qu   0  1dwt   2 sl   Qc f qc ,c  

(3.8)

c 1

Where Qu is the unloading rate [kt/h], dwt is the ship’s deadweight [kt], sl is the shipload [kt],
Qc is the determined unloading rate per crane [kt/h], fqc,c [-] is the fraction of time that a crane
was active during unloading and c [-] is the number of cranes, for terminal T2 four. The
parameters β0 – β2 and ε are regression parameters. Table 3.8 lists the values determined.
This determination of the ship unloading rate was used to exclude the parameters which are
not relevant (cargo type, number of grades and holds) for the simulation model developed.
Table 3.8: Determined values for the unloading rate estimation
Parameter
β0
β1
β2
Q1

Value
-11
1.83
0.74
0.732

Unit
[kt/h]
[h-1]
[h-1]
[kt/h]

Parameter
Q2
Q3
Q4
ε

Value
0.969
1.315
1.190
0.35

Unit
[kt/h]
[kt/h]
[kt/h]
[kt/h]

3.6 Simulation-based approach
From the previous section it can be concluded that for multiple-berth quays only analytical
solutions exist when the interarrival times and service times are negative exponential
distributed, the M/M/n-queuing model. However, from the measured distributions (see
sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2) it can be learned that NED distributions do not always correspond
with real-world applications. Moreover, specific operational procedures like a limited water
depth, the hindrance of ship serving due to the lack of transportation capacity, the cranes setup
times and the varying unloading rates can hardly be considered analytically.
To consider the above mentioned seaside operational procedures and to take the real-world
stochastic variations for the ships interarrival times, shiploads and equipment break downs
into account, theoretical or formula based examinations cannot be used. Simulation proved to
successful in the formulation and evaluation of quay side designs for container terminals, see
for example the work of Saanen (2004). Also in this thesis simulation will be used to
determine the parameters that affect the terminal’s quay side design. Furthermore, simulation
will be used to assess improvements of the seaside operation to increase the annual
throughput of materials over the quay and to reduce the average time that ships spend in the
port.
As already mentioned in the first chapter, the process-interaction method will be followed to
develop the simulation models. Real-world operational processes have to be translated into
process descriptions for simulation elements. In a research environment like this PhD project,
the elements’ processes need to be expanded, detailed and merged during time. Furthermore,
in the field of dry bulk terminals there are hardly ‘on the shelf’ packages available to be
selected. Within the department this research was performed, TOMAS has already succesfully
been applied for design studies of a specific dry bulk terminals, see Ottjes et al., (2007) and
Lodewijks et al., (2009). TOMAS, which is developed and introduced by Veeke and Ottjes
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(1999), supports process interaction simulation and is a simple, open and flexible tool. The
simulation models will be built in Delphi® (that uses the programming language Pascal) and
TOMAS will be used for the simulation application.
In section 3.6.1, the simulation model dedicated for the terminal’s seaside is introduced and
the verification and validation of this model is discussed in section 3.6.2.
3.6.1 Seaside model
The seaside model is applicable for both import and export terminals. In this section, the
model will be explained for import terminals. Ships are moored alongside the quay and cranes
transfer the cargo from the ships to the quay conveyors. In the simulation model developed it
was assumed that there was no direct transshipment of materials from seagoing vessels to
inland ships. The quay conveyors transport the material to the stockyard. The seaside model is
generic; the number of berths, cranes and quay conveyors can be varied. It was assumed that
the number of cranes is at least the number of quay conveyors and the number of cranes is at
least the number of berths. In this section a brief description of the seaside simulation model
is introduced. Readers who are interested in specific details for the seaside model are referred
to Appendix D. In Section D.2, the process interaction approach (proposed by Zeigler et al.,
2000) is followed to present details of the seaside model.
Quay
conveyors

Crane 1 Crane 2

Crane 3

Berth 1

Berth 2

Ship
generator

Figure 3.17: Schematic representation of the seaside simulation model (description
follows in text)
Figure 3.17 shows an arbitrary layout of the seaside model where ships can moor at two
berths. Also the main elements; a ship generator, ships, berths, cranes and quay conveyors are
shown in this figure. The cranes are able to move alongside the quay to operate at both berths
but cannot pass each other. Each crane is able to transfer the cargo to one of the quay
conveyors. The ship generator creates ships. To each ship specific attributes are assigned; the
arrival time, the shipload, the number of grades and the maximum number of cranes allowed
during unloading. The number of cranes per ship is a parameter of the simulation model. In
this case, it was assumed that maximum two cranes can unload ships with a shipload less than
60 [kt] and maximum four for larger ships. Based on the shipload, the ship’s length, beam and
draft were calculated using equations (3.1) until (3.3). The objective for each berth is to check
if a new arrived ship can be moored and to assign cranes to ships. Cranes perform the ship
serving operation and check, after finishing, if it can continue unloading with another ship to
comply with the first quay crane scheduling principle as mentioned in section 3.3.3. Details of
the algorithms developed are briefly discussed from now.
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Berth’s algorithm SelectShip
Each berth contains an algorithm SelectShip that selects a new arrived ship to moor when the
berth’s water depth is sufficient and a quay conveyor can be assigned to the ship. Basically,
the following assigning rules were implemented:





For the ship service order, the First-Come-First-Served method was used in accordance to
many other references (see section 3.3.1).
If a ship contains one grade and there are two quay conveyors and two cranes available,
two quay conveyors are assigned.
If a ship contains multiple grades, the maximum number of quay conveyors to be assigned
equals this number when these quay conveyors are available.
If there is no quay conveyor available but two quay conveyors are assigned to another
ship; one quay conveyor, originally assigned to the ship in operation, is reassigned to the
newly arrived ship.

Berth’s algorithm CraneAssignment
The objective of the CraneAssignment algorithm is to assign cranes in the right geographic
positional order to berthed ships. Each ship gets at least one crane when berthed. When there
is no idle crane available, the ship that is served with more than one crane will be selected and
a crane will be released from this ship. Cranes will be (re)assigned alongside the quay to
maintain the right positional order. An example of the cranes repositioning is shown in Figure
3.18. A new ship (ship 4) arrives and can be assigned to berth 3. At berth 1, two cranes unload
ship 1. Crane 3 has to be moved to berth 3 and crane 2 has to be moved to berth 2. The time
needed for the cranes to travel to other berths is called the setup time.
Crane’s algorithm Process
In the simulation model, two different operational crane procedures were implemented. The
time-invariant assignment (Oğuz et al., 2004) where the number of cranes do not change
during ship unloading and the variable-in-time crane assignment (Park and Kim, 2003) where
the number of cranes varies during ship unloading. To monitor the unloading progress, the
number of cranes and the number of quay conveyors during a time interval (e.g., 1 hour) must
be determined. Based on these numbers and the ship unloading stage, the ship unloading
capacity during this time interval will be determined. The shipload will be reduced stepwise
with the unloading capacity.
Crane 1 Crane 2

Crane 3

Berth 1

Ship 1

Crane 4

Berth 2

Berth 3

Ship 2

Berth 4

Ship 3

Figure 3.18: Repositioning of cranes alongside the quay
Verschoof (2002) introduced a variation of the unloading rate during the unloading time due
to the ship characteristics. The author presented three different unloading stages based on the
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unloading of iron ore from a medium-sized bulk ship using grab cranes. The unloading stages
are shown in Figure 3.19A. These stages were determined under good unloading conditions
that mean a capable crane driver, good bulk material handling properties, good weather and
no hindrance of cranes due to transportation of the material. During the free-digging stage,
cranes operate at maximum speed by grabbing the material out of the upper part of the hold.
When the shipload reduces, the grabs have to sink further into the hold which decreases the
unloading capacity. During the cleaning stage, a dozer is brought into the hold to move the
remaining material to the mid where the material can be picked up by the grab unloader.
The unloading curve, as presented in Figure 3.19, corresponds with practical experiences of
terminal operators. However, measurements during daily operations were not available to
verify the unloading curve presented by Verschoof (2002). The terminal operators, with
whom I have had a close cooperation, do register the productivity rates for the unloading
machines but do not assign these rates to individual ships. Especially, when cranes are moved
frequently to other ships the determination of an unloading curve for individual ships can be a
tough job. That’s why in this research, the unloading curve as presented by Verschoof (2002)
will be used to determine the reduction of the unloading rate per ship.
QC1+QC2

C1

Qqcv

Qu [kt/h]

Qc [kt/h]

1

C2

Freedigging

(A)

Inter- Cleanmediate ing
Ws [h]

Freedigging

(B)

Quay
conveyor

(C)

InterCleanmediate
ing

Ws [h]

Figure 3.19: Determination of the unloading capacity. (A) shows the progress of the
capacity during unloading (derived from Verschoof, 2002), (B) shows an example when
two cranes unload a ship and one quay conveyor is used for the transport and (C) shows
the limitations for the ship unloading capacity during the service time
Figure 3.19B and Figure 3.19C show an example for the determination of the ship unloading
capacity (Qu). Two cranes and one quay conveyor are assigned to a ship. In the free-digging
stage, the combined unloading rate of the cranes (QC1+QC2) exceeds the transportation rate of
the quay conveyor (Qqcv). During this stage, the ship unloading capacity is limited by the
transportation rate. For the rest of the unloading time, the ship unloading capacity is limited
by the cranes capacities.
Crane’s algorithm Reschedule
When a ship is emptied and there are other ships being unloaded, the reschedule algorithm
figures out whether this crane can be moved to another ship. A crane will not be moved to a
ship that is already in the cleaning stage. Ship unloading during the cleaning stage with
multiple cranes does not make any sense. If another ship can be unloaded with an extra crane,
the cranes are reassigned over the berthed ships. The time needed to travel to another berth is
a parameter (called the setup time) and is fixed for all cranes.
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3.6.2 Verification and validation
According to Kleijnen (1995), all simulation models developed have to be verified to check
the correct translation of the conceptual model into computer code and to determine whether
these models performed as intended. The conceptual model for the seaside model is shown in
Figure D.2 in Appendix D and the process descriptions are listed in the corresponding tables
in Appendix D.
Verification of the seaside model was realized firstly with the verification of a correct
processing of the operational processes using the tracing function of the simulation software.
Secondly, simulation results for a simplified case, with an arbitrary number of four berths,
were compared with analytical results. For the analytical results, an M/M/4-queuing model
was used because from Table 3.3 it can be concluded that for an M/M/n-queuing model only
analytical solutions exist.
Simulation results were obtained for a quay layout with four berths, each berth is equipped
with one server (a crane together with a quay conveyor). For this verification the discrete
quay layout was applied and the seaside operation was simplified; ships were loaded with
only one grade, all shiploads are possible (sampling values for the shipload from the negative
exponential distribution may result in exceptional shiploads), the service capacity remains
constant during the ship serving operation (that means that the unloading curve as shown in
Figure 3.19A was not taken into account), there was no water depth limitation and maximum
one crane was assigned to each ship.
After each simulation run, the average ship waiting time and the average ship service time are
measured. To realize accurate average values (with a low standard deviation); the impact of
single random generated values should be diminished. A certain runtime is required. The run
time is represented by the number of ships that have to be processed per simulation run. By
increasing the number of ships, the run time will be increased as well. For this verification
study, input files that contain 2,500 ships are used. This number is based on the specification
for the required simulation outcome as it is mentioned in section 3.7.1.
For the verification study, ship arrival times and shiploads are sampled from negative
exponential distributions. To start the random generations, ‘seeds’ are needed. A seed is an
integer to set the generator to a random starting point for generating a series of random
numbers. Different replications can then be realized by varying seed values. In this
verification study, but also for the other simulation modesl in this thesis, ten replications will
be used. The accuracy of a single average value is then determined by taken the variations of
ten replications into account. The average values for the simulation results are shown in
Figure 3.20 as single dots and the variation within the ten replications are shown with error
bars.
From Figure 3.20 it can be concluded that despite the small deviation between simulation
results and analytical results, the seaside model provides realistic outcomes. For the
verification of this model the runtime satisfies but as it can be seen from Figure 3.20, for high
values of the server utilization it is suggested to increase the run time to reduce the variation
around the average values.
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Figure 3.20: Verification of the seaside model by comparing analytical results obtained
using an M/M/4-queuing system with simulation results for a 4-berth quay
The seaside model was developed in close cooperation with experts from the dry bulk
industry; expert validation was applied. The processes implemented in the simulation models
were compared with real terminal operations and (intermediate) outcomes of the model were
discussed with terminal managers. For example, the case study, as presented in section 3.8, is
based on a study performed at terminal T2 to investigate the possibilities to increase the quay
productivity.

3.7 Simulation experimental results
In this section results from experiments are shown. The following experiments were
performed; a discrete quay layout versus a continuous quay layout (section 3.7.2), the impact
of the limitation of the water depth alongside the quay (section 3.7.3) and the consequence of
the number and transportation rate of the quay conveyors (section 3.7.4). Results for these
experiments were determined using the simulation model that was presented in the previous
section. The average time that ships spend in the port (Wship) [h] was used as key performance
indicator. The ship port time includes the waiting time before being serviced and the service
time. In the simulation model, the waiting time and service time for each ship is logged and is
available for further analysis. But as first indication it was assumed that the average ship port
time provides sufficient insight. The annual throughput (ṁ) was varied and the average ships
port time was determined at the end of the simulation runs.
A seaside layout was defined as to be comparable with the quay layout of a large-sized Dutch
import terminal to perform the experiments on. Using this quay layout, the experimental
results can discussed with the terminal operator and a comparison with real-world operation
can be made.
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3.7.1 Input parameters and run control
Table 3.9 lists the input parameters for the experiments. The reduction of the crane unloading
capacity during ship unloading was simplified in this case and is graphically shown in Figure
3.23A. Historical data of unloaded ships at terminal T2 (see Figure 3.23B, details for this
histogram are listed in Table C.3 in Appendix C) was used as input for the shipload
distribution.
Table 3.9: Input parameters for the simulation experiments
Parameter
Number of berths
Number of cranes
Number of quay
conveyors
Ship interarrival
time distribution
Cranes setup times

Value Unit Parameter
4
[-] Maximum draft alongside the
quay
4
[-] Cranes unloading rate (Qc)
4
[-] Quay conveyors transportation
rate (Qqcv)
NED
[-] Unloading efficiencies
Average shipload
0.5
[h] Shipload distribution

Value
20

Unit
[m]

2
2.5

[kt/h]
[kt/h]

Figure 3.23A
103
[kt]
Figure 3.23B

For the interarrival time distribution a negative exponential distribution (NED) was used.
Using this distribution type indicates that ships arrive randomly at the terminal, which
contradicts the fact the ship arrivals are planned. Late arrivals of intercontinental ships are
known in days in advance allowing terminal operations planners to adjust their plans.
However, if a terminal operator has to service many ships from different clients the deviations
from plan for individual ships introduce so many dispersion that when the ship arrival process
is analyzed afterwards, it seems that ships arrive randomly. At these terminals, it is not an
exception that the quay is empty for a couple of days while a week later ships have to wait
offshore because the quay is fully occupied.
The terminal operations planners have hardly any influence in preventing such variations. One
of the reasons is that in contracts between terminal operators and ship-owners demurrage
penalties are included. Demurrage means an agreed amount payable to the ship-owner in
respect to the delay of the ship beyond the laytime. The laytime is the period of time agreed
between the terminal operator and the ship-owner for loading or unloading. Informing shipowners in advance about extra waiting times does not automatically result in a reduction of
ship’s sailing speed but can even cause an increase of the speed to maximize the demurrage
incomes for the ship owners.
Values for the shiploads are generated using a table-type distribution. Such distribution
contains several classes with different ranges for the shiploads and the probability for this
class. Within each class, values are uniformly distributed. For example, a class is defined with
ranges of 50 and 100 [kt] with a probability of 0.2. For a generated shipload, the probability is
20% that its load is between the 50 and 100 [kt]. Ranges and probabilities for classes are
represented by empirical data. In this case, the historical data from Figure 3.23B was used as
input for six different classes.
For the generation of a single ship, its arrival time and its shipload are separately generated.
However, does this assumption correspond with real operations? One would expect a certain
interarrival time between large bulk ships to prevent excessive waiting times. From terminal
T2, historical data was used to investigate a possible relation between the ships interarrival
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times and shiploads. In Figure 3.21 shiploads are listed during time (only an arbitrary time
interval from the first three months in 2008 is shown) when ships arrived at the anchorage
position offshore. In Figure 3.21 generated data is also presented when the arrival times and
shiploads are separately generated. From both historical and generated data several cases can
be distiquished when large ships arrive close after each other. For example, a case is shown
for historical data (circled with the letter A within the circle) and a case (with letter B) for the
generated data. While a clear relation between the ships interarrival times and shiploads
cannot be distinguished, the ships arrival times and shiploads will be generated separately in
this research.
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Figure 3.21: Comparison of historical data for the ship arrival times with corresponding
shipload and generated data when the arrival times and shiploads are generated
separately
Due to the fact that stochastic distributions are applied in the experimental results, the run
time and accuracy have to be determined. The results for the run control are displayed in
Figure 3.22 using boxplots. Boxplots (also called wisker plots) are used in this thesis in
several places to display the variations for several key performance indicators measured. The
spacings between the different parts of the box indicate the degree of dispersion and the
skewness in the data. The bottom and top of the box represent the first and third quartiles of
the measured data. The line within the box represents the median of the measured values. The
ends of the wiskers correspond with the minimum and maximum values for the ten
replications.
To determine the run time required the following method was applied. The seaside model was
fed with ten different input files for three different numbers of ships (580, 1,450 and 2,500).
These inputfiles were generated on beforehand each with different values for the seeds for
random generation of the arrival times and shiploads. Subsequently, the seaside model was
run ten times (each run with its own input file) and per run the average ship port time was
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registered. From this data, boxplots are designed, which are shown in Figure 3.22. There was
no warm up time (time that the simulation will run before starting to collect results) included.
The registration starts immediately which represent the situation of an empty quay, because
such situations occur frequently during real operations.
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Wship [h]
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30

0
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1450
ns [-]
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Figure 3.22: Determination of the number of ships per simulation run and the accuracy
of the average ship port time determined for a specific case as shown in Figure 3.24A
For the required accuracy of the average ship port time, it was assumed that a run time is
acceptable when the standard deviation of the average ship port time is within the 5%. The
dispersion of the measured data for the different numbers of ships is shown in Figure 3.22 and
the average, minimum and maximum ship port times for the ten replications are listed in
Table 3.10. Also the standard deviations (StDev) for the average values and the standard
deviation as percentage of the average ship port times are listed in Table 3.10. From Table
3.10 it can be concluded that when a simulation run of 2,500 ships is used, the standard
deviation of the average ship port time is within the 5%. For the experimental results and the
case study in this chapter, input files that contain 2,500 ships are applied.
Table 3.10: Accuracy of the average ship port time for different number of ships with
ten replications
ns [-]
580
1,450
2,500

Wship [h]
74.8
69.4
71

Wship-min [h]
59.5
62.8
67.0

Wship-max [h]
87.1
74.2
74.0

StDev [h]
7.9
4.2
2.0

StDev in [%] of Wship
10.6
6.1
2.8
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Figure 3.23: Cranes unloading efficiencies (A) and the shipload distribution (B) based on
historical data from terminal T2
3.7.2 Discrete or continuous quay layout
Two different quay layouts were investigated; the discrete quay layout and the continuous
quay layout. These quay layouts were introduced and shown in Figure 3.7. From both layouts
the average ship port time was determined by varying annual throughput between 25 and 50
[Mt/y]. The results are shown in Figure 3.24A. When the continuous quay layout will be
applied, ships were unloaded by multiple cranes which results in a reduced average ship port
time.
For both layouts, the required quay length was determined. For the discrete quay, the required
quay length is four times the maximum ship length (which was: 322 [m]) plus an extra safety
distance for secure berthing of ships (assumed in this study: 20 [m]). The required quay length
becomes for the discrete quay layout 1,368 meter to enable that all ships can moor at each
berth.
For the continuous quay layout, the occupied quay length was registered during the simulation
runs. The occupied quay length for 98% of the cases that at least one ship was moored at the
quay was assumed as sufficient. This means that in 2% of the cases a ship has to wait before
being serviced due to the lack of available quay length. Figure 3.24B shows the 98th percentile
of the total occupied quay length versus the annual throughput. From this figure it can be
concluded that less quay length is claimed when the continuous quay layout is applied.
Furthermore, a reduction of the annual throughput leads to a reduction of the quay length
occupied during time. The explanation for the equal values of the occupied quay length from
an annual throughput larger than 41 [Mt/y] is that it did not happen that four ships, with
maximum ship length, berth at the same time during simulation.
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Figure 3.24: Average ship port time versus the annual throughput (A) and the occupied
quay length (B) for two quay layouts
3.7.3 Water depth limitation
The realization and maintenance of large water depths alongside the quay are expensive.
Experiments were performed to investigate the increase of the average ship port time when
not each berth contains sufficient water depth that all ships can be moored. The maximum
ships draft of the generated ships was registered. From these drafts a cumulative distribution
function was derived that is shown in Figure 3.25B. The maximum ship’s draft was 20 [m]. A
scenario was evaluated where at two berths, only ships with a maximum draft of 15 [m] can
moor. From Figure 3.25B, it can be determined that at least 40% of the total ships can only
moor at the deep water berths (with a draft up to 20 meter). For this scenario the average ship
port time was determined and presented as “Draft limit” in Figure 3.25A. From this figure it
can be concluded that for the evaluated scenario a limitation of the water depth at two berths
will only increase the average ship port time for high values of the annual throughput.
3.7.4 Quay conveyor transportation rate
When multiple cranes can be used to unload a ship and these cranes transfer material to a
single quay conveyor, the transportation rate of this conveyor may limit the ship’s unloading
rate. The impact of the belt conveyor transportation rate on the average ship port time was
investigated for two scenarios. In the first scenario, the conveyors’ transportation rates were
increased from 2.5 [kt/h] to 4 [kt/h] to study the possible reduction of the average ship port
time. In Figure 3.26A the results are shown. As expected, an increase of the transportation
rates leads to a reduction of the average ship port time. For example, for an annual throughput
of 39 [Mt/y] the average ship port time decreased with 13%.
For a second and third scenario, the number of quay conveyors was reduced from four to
three. For the second scenario the conveyors’ transportation rates remained 2.5 [kt/h]. For the
third scenario these rate were increased to 4 [kt/h]. For both scenarios the average ship port
times were determined and are shown together with the already determined results for four
quay conveyors with a transportation rate of 2.5 [kt/h] in Figure 3.26B (Qqcv = 2.5 [kt/h]
(4x)). As expected, the average ship port time increased when the number of quay conveyor
decreases.
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Figure 3.25: Average ship port time versus the annual throughput as function of the
draft limitation (A) and the cumulative ship’s draft distribution (B)
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Figure 3.26: Average ship port time versus the annual throughput for an increase of the
conveyors transportation rate (A) and a decrease of the number of quay conveyors (B)
When the transportation rate for three quay conveyors was increased to 4 [kt/h], the average
ship port time can be reduced compared to installing four quay conveyors with a rate of 2.5
[kt/h]. The reduction of the average ship port time can be explained by the sums of the
transportation rates. Note that for the increased transportation capacity of the quay conveyors,
the other belt conveyors and stockyard machines require also a capacity of 4 [kt/h].

3.8 Case study: quay side redesign
A case study was defined to demonstrate the use of the simulation model. For an import
terminal the terminal’s seaside must be redesigned to facilitate an expected growing cargo
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flow. Projections for the expected growing cargo flow vary but the most optimistic scenario
shows an increase of the terminal’s annual throughput to 45 [Mt/y]. Currently, the terminal
operator realizes for an annual throughput of 32 [Mt/y] an adequate service, expressed in an
average ship port time of 75 hours, to ship-owners and industrial clients. This average ship
port time may not be increased in the future to prevent that industrial clients select competing
terminal operators to handle and store their materials.
In Table 3.11 the main characteristics for the terminal under study are listed. The terminal
operator already applied the continuous quay operation and planned to retain the existing
cranes and quay conveyors. Furthermore, it was assumed that the actual interarrival time
distribution and shipload distribution will remain the same in future. From Table 3.11 it can
be learned that ships with a draft more than 18 meter can only moor at one berth. Currently,
cranes with different unloading capacities are used. The same input file as introduced in
section 3.7.1, which contained 2,500 ships, was used to represent the ship arrival process.
To facilitate the expected cargo flows, the following redesign options were considered; install
an extra quay conveyor and/or an extra crane and increase the water depth of all berths to 23
meter resulting that all ships can then moor at each berth. The simulation model was used to
quantify the impact of these redesign options and to investigate if the average ship port time
of maximum 75 hours could still be guaranteed for the increased annual throughput. From the
redesign options, several quay layouts were defined. These layouts were based on the actual
layout with extra equipment or an increased water depth. In Table 3.12 layouts characteristics
are listed. For each layout the average ship port time as function of the annual throughput was
determined. The results are shown in Figure 3.27A.
Table 3.11: Terminal characteristics
Parameter
Number of berths

Value Unit
4
[-]

Number of cranes

4

[-]

Number of quay
conveyors
Quay length
Ship interarrival
time distribution
Cranes setup time

3

[-]

1,350 [m]
NED [-]
0.5

[h]

Parameter
Maximum draft alongside
the quay
Cranes unloading rate
(Qc)
Quay conveyor
transportation rate (Qqcv)
Unloading efficiencies
Shipload distribution
Average shipload

Value
Unit
3 berths: 18 and
[m]
1 berth: 23
2 cranes: 1.4
[kt/h]
and 2 cranes: 2
2.5
[kt/h]
See Figure 3.23A
See Figure 3.23B
103

[kt]

Table 3.12: Characteristics of the investigated quay layouts
Layout
Actual
A
B
C

Characteristics
Actual layout, details see Table 3.11
Actual layout with an extra quay conveyor (Qqcv: 2.5 [kt/h]) and no draft limitation
Actual layout with an extra quay conveyor (Qqcv: 2.5 [kt/h]) and an extra crane (Qc:
2 [kt/h])
Actual layout with an extra quay conveyor (Qqcv: 2.5 [kt/h]), an extra crane (Qc: 2
[kt/h]) and no draft limitation
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From Figure 3.27A it can be learned that the annual throughput of 32 [Mt/y] can be increased
to approximately 34 [Mt/y] when layout A will be used still guaranteeing the average ship
port time of maximum 75 hours. Furthermore, this figure shows that an increase of the annual
throughput to 45 [Mt/y] is only possible when an extra crane and an extra quay conveyor will
be installed and when all berths are deepened to 23 meters (layout C).
The average ship port times versus the annual throughputs are shown as single results in
Figure 3.27A. Each point represents the average value of the port times of individual ships.
The histogram shown in Figure 3.27B shows the variation of the individual ship port times for
the specific case when the actual layout was applied and an annual throughput of 34 [Mt/y]
(see the circled result in Figure 3.27A). The large variation of the individual ship port times
can be explained by the variation in shiploads, the waiting time of ships (some ships do not
have to wait while others have to wait several days) and the use of cranes during unloading.
Using the simulation model to determine the average ship port time as function of the annual
throughput for several scenarios enables the terminal operator to quantify each design option
and to select an appropriate design to facilitate the handling of the expected annual
throughput. In this case, layout C, where an extra quay conveyor and an extra crane are added
to the actual layout and where all ships can moor at each berth, is needed to handle the 45
[Mt/y]. It is expected that this maximum annual throughput will not be reached in one year;
layouts A and B can be used for the definition of the intermediate design stages.
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Figure 3.27: Average ship port time versus the annual throughput for several quay
layouts (layout characteristics are mentioned in Table 3.12) in (A) and (B) shows a
histogram of the individual ship port times for the circled result in (A)

3.9 Conclusions
Quays and cranes are expensive assets and a correct dimensioning is crucial. Bulk ships’
characteristics are required for an accurate specification of the berth’s length, berth’s water
depth and quay cranes’ outreach. The number of berths, the number of cranes and the cranes’
and quay conveyors’ capacities must be selected in such a way that a predestined average ship
port time can be guaranteed.
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The analysis of ship unloading data has shown that the ship unloading rate relates to the ship’s
deadweight, the shipload to be serviced and the use and capacity of the cranes during the
unloading operation. Parameters like the number of grades and the number of holds did not
contribute significantly to the estimation of the unloading rate.
Modeling the seaside operation is needed for the selection of the handling capacity required.
Although many researchers discussed the modeling of the seaside operation for container
terminals, dry bulk terminals have received significant less attention in literature. Models
developed for container terminals can be used but should be adapted to the typical bulk
handling characteristics for crane assignment, crane productivity, material transportation and
dedicated stockyard operational procedures.
Real-world stochastic variations of the interarrival and service times do hardly correspond
with proposed distributions. Furthermore, regularities between measured distributions and
terminal type were not discovered. A seaside simulation model was developed to model the
terminal’s seaside and to evaluate the continuous quay operation when cranes serve ships at
multiple berths, the hindrance of the crane’s handling due to a limited number and capacity of
quay conveyors, the limitation of mooring ships at berths with insufficient water depth and
the variation of the cranes’ capacity during (un)loading of ships.
When the variation of the stochastic processes increases equipment with higher capacities
should be installed to meet the predefined quay performance. When the continuous quay
layout is applied cranes and berths are better utilized and less quay length is needed compared
to the discrete quay layout. A partly limitation of the water depth will decrease the quay
performance especially for higher values of the berth occupancy and the quay conveyors
transportation rate must be selected such that cranes are hardly hindered, even during the freedigging stage of unloading. The seaside model developed is used in a case study to evaluate
several seaside designs to increase the quay’s annual throughput without exceeding a
predestined average ship port time.
For the expansion of the design methods concerning the terminal’s seaside, the following
additions are formulated based on the research performed in this chapter:
1. The continuous quay layout, when cranes move alongside the quay to service multiple
ships, is preferred to the discrete quay layout. This operation will result in reduced quay
length required and higher cranes utilizations.
2. The specification of the water depth alongside the quay should be made taken into account
the ships that have to be serviced and the probability that a number of the large ships will
call at the same time.
3. Due to the impact of stochastic variations on the quay side design, use historical
disturbances to represent the ship interarrival times and shiploads. When there is no
historical data available, determine the sensitity when different analytical distributions
(e.g., NED, Erlang-2, Weibull or Gamma) are used and discuss the results with terminal
operators.
4. For the selection of the number and capacity of the quay conveyors, make the trade-off
that either each crane has its own quay conveyor or reduce the number of quay conveyors
and allows that several cranes can dump material onto the same quay conveyor. The
capacity per quay conveyor should probably be increased to meet the service demands
required.
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4 Landside operation and machine specification

In this chapter the determination of the number and capacity of (un)loading machines for
serving the landside transportation modalities and the machines’ locations at the terminal are
investigated. Characteristics from inland ships and freight trains are determined to realize
accurate landside designs. Comparable to the terminal’s seaside the handling capacity
installed of the landside depends strongly on the stochastic variations in inland ships’ and
trains’ interarrival times and service times. Real-world distributions for these stochastic
processes are analyzed and compared with analytical distributions. This analysis has shown
that the measured distributions can hardly be represented by analytical distributions. Using
empirical distributions will result in more accurate landside designs. The simulation model
developed in chapter 3 was used in a case study to select railcar unloading machines at an
export terminal.

4.1 Introduction
At the terminal’s landside multiple transportation modalities are generally applied to deliver
or export dry bulk materials. Figure 4.1 shows a schematic representation of common used
landside connections. Railcars coupled in freight trains are generally used for the transport
over long distances between mines and terminals. When industrial clients are not directly
located near import terminals, trains and (inland) ships realize the transportation of materials
to the industrial clients. Belt conveyors are used to transport materials over short distances,
generally less than five kilometers although there are also systems with lengths more than 20
kilometers.
For the transport of bulk materials from mines to export terminals, overseas customers assign
freight forwarders. These agents assign a number of rolling-stocks (locomotives and railcars)
which are lined up empty at marshalling rail yards in ports pending on the allocation of the
mine. The trains traverse and arrive at specified mines, load the material, return to the port
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and unload at the export terminal where the material is stacked in stockpiles. The shipment
can start after all required material is stacked (Kozan and Liu, 2012).
For import terminals, freight forwarders receive orders from industrial clients to deliver
material at a predefined time at their facilities. The freight forwarder defines the train’s
journey time and determines in consultation with terminal operators when railcars must be
loaded. Just before the loading time, the empty railcars are railed from the marshalling yard to
the terminal. After loading, the train is railed to the industrial client, unloaded and returned to
the marshalling yard. When inland ships are used, the requested loading time is reported by
freight forwarders to terminal operators a couple of days before loading. The terminal
operator schedules the loading to be performed during a specific working shift, which lasts for
example eight hours. Before the working shift starts the inland ship must be moored at the
loading berth. The terminal operator has some flexibility to perform loading during the shift.
Empty coastal ships wait offshore before being loaded. When material is transported using
belt conveyors, agreements are generally made about the time when materials have to be
delivered to prevent a running out of stock at the client’s facility.
Material flow direction
for export terminals
Marshalling yard

Landside

Stockyard

Seaside

Dry bulk terminal

Mine

Material flow direction
for import terminals

Industrial client
Figure 4.1: Transport between the terminal’s landside, mines and industrial clients
In this chapter the specification and selection of landside machines is addressed. In this
research the landside design is limited by the determination of the number and capacity of the
(un)loading machines and their locations at the terminal. In section 4.2 the main
characteristics of the landside operation are presented. Several papers that discussed the
landside operational scheduling are reviewed in section 4.3. Measured distributions of the
interarrival and service times are investigated and compared with analytical distributions in
section 4.4. The impact of using analytical distributions to represent the interarrival and
service times instead of measured distributions is addressed in section 4.5. A case study where
unloading machines at an export terminal are specified is presented in section 4.6. Finally, the
conclusions are presented in section 4.7.

4.2 Characteristics of the landside operation
In most countries, shippers have access to rail, in fewer countries they have access to the sea,
and in a very few countries they have access to inland shipping (Bontekoning et al., 2004).
For long distances and when river delivery is possible, barge delivery is usually the most
practical mode with the lowest cost per ton kilometer (McCartney, 1996). However, recent
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trends show that despite having extensive river networks, rail transport is becoming more and
more popular. Probably due to the global climate change the water depth in the rivers will
vary more frequently in future. Industrial clients located upstream are asking for shorter
delivery times and a higher delivery reliability, which can better be achieved by rail transport.
4.2.1 Inland ships
Inland shipping is applied in for example Western-Europe (Rhine and Maas River), United
States (Mississippi and Ohio River) and China (Yangtze River and Yellow River). In Europe,
inland ships and barges (see for an example Figure 4.2) pushed by tug boats are used for the
inland river transport. In the United States only convoys of barges are used. More and more
inland shipping is developed in upcoming economies like Brazil, India, and Venezuela.
General characteristics for inland ships and barges are listed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Main characteristics of inland ships and barges
Length [m]
Beam [m]
Draft [m]
Load [kt]
Maximum number
of barges in pushed
convoys [-]

Europe1
39 – 140
5 – 15
2.5 – 4
0.25 – 3

China2
35 – 75
3.5 – 16
1.3 – 3.5
0.3 – 3

United States3
59.4 – 60.9
10.7
3.6 – 4.3
1.9 – 2.1

6

16

40

1

Based on the CEMT-classification originated from 1992 (Conférence Européenne des
Ministres des Transports)
2
Based on regulations published in 2004 from the Ministry of Transport of the People's
Republic of China
3
Derived from 4490 barges which are listed in the barge register of the Ingram barge
company (https://www.ingrambarge.com)
4.2.2 Barge (un)loading machines
For barge loading continuous loading machines are used in general. Figure 4.2 shows a barge
loader that can move alongside the quay. Continuous loaders generally consist of a portal and
a boom that can be raised or lowered. Bulk materials are fed to this machine using belt
conveyors and dumped through a telescopic loading chute into barges. To fill the barge over
its entire length, the barge may move alongside the quay (barge hauling system) or the
loading machine moves. For unloading barges two primary machine types exist; grab
unloaders or continuous bucket unloaders (see Figure 4.3). Grab unloaders have already been
discussed in section 3.2.2. In the continuous bucket unloader, buckets are dragged through the
material in the barge and are emptied after passing the discharge sprout (McCartney, 1996).
Barge (un)loading machines are generally installed at dedicated quays to prevent hindering
the servicing of deep sea bulk ships. The draft of barges is limited and deep berths are not
needed.
4.2.3 Rail transport
Railcars can be classified based on their discharge functionality. Hopper cars (made from
steel or aluminum) must be unloaded by rotary car dumpers (Figure 4.5). Rotary car dumpers
are also called tipplers. Other railcars use self-discharging side doors or bottom discharge
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doors to unload. The maximum carrying capacity (payload) varies between 65 and 115 tons
per railcar. The total length of dry bulk trains varies per country. In Western-Europe and India
the maximum length is 700 [m] but in Australia the maximum train length can even reach
2,500 [m] (Theis, 2009).

Figure 4.2: Barge loading machine (Courtesy of EECV)

Figure 4.3: Continuous bucket unloader at the Bontang coal terminal (Courtesy of
ThyssenKrupp)
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4.2.4 Railcar (un)loading machines
For railcar loading and unloading, a certain capacity must be installed to realize a specified
turnaround time. According McCartney (1996), tariff agreements for most coal train
operations in the United States specify that the turnaround time onsite may not exceed a fixed
period, usually 4 hours, to avoid incurring monetary penalties.
In railcar loading machines (Figure 4.4) material is conveyed up and stored temporarily in a
silo above the loading position. One of the used loading systems is based on batch-weighing.
Batches are pre-weighed in hoppers before being transferred into railcars. Using this method,
trains can be loaded with high loading rates (even up to 13 [kt/h]) with sufficient accuracy to
avoid overloading railcars or preventing railcars to be significantly underutilized. It has been
demonstrated that the amount of material transferred into weigh bins can be controlled within
the 0.5% of the desired weight. Another loading method is volumetric loading. A railcar is
positioned under a single silo and its weight is constantly measured using a weighbridge
(Walker and Miller, 2004).

Figure 4.4: Railcar loading machines (Courtesy of EMO BV)
Railcar unloading machines have to be selected based on the railcar type. The selection for the
railcar has to depend on the haul distance combined with climate conditions. Railcars subject
to freezing are easier to unload when top dumped (McCartney, 1996). In bottom dump
unloaders, railcars are positioned individually over an unloading hopper and the discharge
doors are opened. A car shaker, which is a heavy vibrating mass or a robotic wagon vibrator
(Morrison, 2009) can be placed in contact with the railcar. The flow out of the railcar will be
improved especially when the material is wet or frozen (McCartney, 1996). Rotary car
dumpers use top dumping with either flat bottom railcars or hopper cars. Railcars coupled
with rotary couplers allow unloading without uncoupling. An automatic (electric or hydraulic
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powered) train positioner moves the coupled railcars through the dumper and positions
automatically each railcar. This railcar is then rotated over the centerline of the coupling to
140 – 160 degrees before the material flows out (McCartney, 1996).

Figure 4.5: Rail cars unloading at the Richards Bay coal terminal (Courtesy of RBCT)
The rail network layout at dry bulk terminals can be designed in different ways. Balloon loops
allow trains to reverse direction without shunting or even stopping. Advantages are a
continuous operation and an easy passage of arriving and leaving trains. A disadvantage is
that a balloon loop needs a lot of space because trains cannot make sharp turns. Furthermore,
driving of trains produce noise in balloon loops as well as wear on wheels and rails. An
alternative is realizing a stub rail with sufficient free length to park the train (or a part of the
train) after being serviced. After shunting, the train passes the (un)loader in reverse direction
or uses a bypass track to pass the (un)loading machine. Advantages are the minimum space
requirement and the minimal noise level. Disadvantages are the production losses, the extra
(un)locking actions of locomotives, the hindrance of arriving and leaving trains and the
eventual compilation of train sets afterwards.
4.2.5 Truck transport
At mines, haul trucks are used for the transport of dry bulk material from excavators to the
storage area. These huge trucks (the payload per truck can even exceed 350 tons) are not
allowed to enter the public roads. The maximum road truck payload is limited by regulations
which differ per country. For example, in Europe the maximum truck weight is limited to 50
tons. According McCartney (1996) highway trucks are used to transport coal between mines
and moderate to small coal-fired power plants within a range of 80 kilometers. Trucks can be
loaded from above using wheel loaders, silos, hoppers or batch-weighing loading machines.
Trucks for coal transportation are generally rear dumpers or bottom dumpers. The material is
unloaded into hoppers or directly onto stockpiles (McCartney, 1996).
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4.3 Landside transport operation: a literature review
An accurate landside operation is crucial for terminal operators. A delay can result in a too
late delivery of materials at clients’ facilities, which may affect the terminal reputation and
reduce the terminal attractiveness for freight forwarders. Next to the limited number of
research papers that discussed explicitly the dry bulk terminal’s landside operation, research
papers that discuss the barge and rail operation of containers will be reviewed as well.
4.3.1 Barge operation
In some papers the optimum barge fleet was determined or barge assignment procedures were
discussed. O’Brien and Crane (1959) presented results of a study that considered the
scheduling of a barge line. The barge company used four tugs and a large number of barges
for the inland shipping of coal in the United States. A Monte Carlo simulation was used to
determine the optimum barge fleet using four tugboats. Vukadinović and Teodorović (1994)
developed a model using fuzzy logic for the decision making process concerning the number
of barges left at or taken from ports. Swedish (1998) used a discrete-event simulation model
for the determination of the proper fleet size for the transport of coal from several mines to
multiple distribution sites. The simulation model developed could also be used to assess
allocation methods for barges to tugboats. Taylor et al. (2005) presented a simulation-based
barge scheduling model to assist in barge dispatching and tug boat assignment problems for
inland waterways. The simulation model developed was implemented at a barge line
generating optimized barge schedules.
Some research papers discussed the barge scheduling for container transport. Douma et al.
(2009) considered the alignment of barge rotations (sequence of terminal visits) with the quay
schedules of container terminals in the port of Rotterdam. Each barge has to make a rotation
along several terminals to (un)load containers. However, there is no central trusted party that
coordinates the activities for both terminal operators and shippers because terminal operators
and shippers want to stay autonomous and do not like to share information that possible
undermines their competitive position. The authors proposed a multi-agent method using the
maximum time that a barge has to wait until it will be serviced. This research was extended
by considering the cooperation of the terminal operators on the efficiency of the barge
alignment process in Douma et al. (2011). The paper provided possibilities to improve the
barge scheduling process.
4.3.2 Rail operation
Many research papers discussed the scheduling of railway operations, see for example the
extensive overview of Narayanaswami and Rangaraj (2001). Only a limited number of papers
discussed the rail operation of freight trains loaded with dry bulk materials. Kozan and Liu
(2012) proposed a demand-responsive decision support system by integrating the operations
of coal shipment, coal stockpiles and coal railing from mines to ports into one system. Trains
from different railway tracks were treated as critical resources in a cyclic-job-shop-scheduling
environment with multiple resources and blocking constraints. An integrated train-stockpileship timetable was created and optimized for improving the overall efficiency of the
transportation system. The authors claimed that the methodology proposed will provide better
decision making on assigning rail rolling-stock. The integration of train timetabling and
stockyard management in an export terminal was also discussed by Abdekhodaee et al.
(2004). These authors used discrete event simulation to demonstrate the potential
improvement.
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Leech (2012) proposed for export terminals two rail operation modes: regular railing to
dedicated stockpiles or scheduled railing to cargo assembled stockpiles. For regular railing the
stockyard acts as a buffer between the relatively constant mining process and the irregular
shipping operation. This approach tends to higher storage ratios. For scheduled railing the
transportation is scheduled to meet the arrival of the ship. The potential downside for this
mode is the greater level of complexity in the rail operation planning and the greater demand
for rail rolling stock. The storage ratio tends to be smaller.
4.3.3 Evaluation of modeling approaches
To deliver an acceptable service to industrial clients and freight forwarders the number and
capacity of the landside machines must be specified carefully by taking the stochastic arrival
and service processes into account. Available literature about inland shipping discussed
mainly the determination of the correct fleet size and barge scheduling protocols for assigning
barges to tugboats. A limited number of papers addresses the railing of dry bulk materials.
Some papers propose the integration of the rail operation with the terminal operation to
prevent large ship waiting times.
Measured distributions for the landside interarrival and service times have to be investigated
and will be compared with analytical distributions. If these real-world distributions
correspond with analytical distributions, analytical distributions can be used to determine the
number and capacity required for the landside equipment. If not, empirical distributions must
be applied and in accordance to other authors (e.g., Swedish (1998), Taylor et al. (2005) and
Abdekhodaee et al. (2004)) simulation can be used to realize more accurate designs.

4.4 Landside stochastic distributions
This section evaluates the distributions needed as input for simulation to assess landside
designs. In section 4.4.1, the interarrival time distributions of landside transportation
modalities are discussed and in section 4.4.2, the service time distributions for these
modalities are presented.
4.4.1 Interarrival time distributions
There were no papers found that suggest distribution types for the interarrival times of cargo
trains at dry bulk terminals. A limited number of papers elucidates the interarrival time
distribution for passenger trains. Burkolter (2005) proposed an exponential distribution to
represent the train arrivals at basic infrastructure elements like switches. Grubor et al. (2013)
analyzed the regional railway traffic in Serbia. Passenger trains operate according to a
planned timetable. However, the interarrival times of freight trains show stochastic variation
and these trains do not operate according to the predefined timetable. The authors proposed an
exponential distribution to represent the interarrival times of freight trains.
The dry bulk terminals T2, T3 and T4 provided operational data of their landside arrival
processes. These datasets were used to determine real-world distributions. It was assumed that
trains were immediately served after arriving at the terminal. In Figure 4.6 and 4.7 the
measured interarrival time distributions are presented.
Terminals T2 and T4 are both multi-user import terminals but the train interarrival time
distributions (Figure 4.6A and Figure 4.7) show differences. These differences can be
explained by the number of railcar loaders installed. At terminal T2, three railcar loaders
allow a simultaneously loading of rail cars. At terminal T4 one railcar loader is installed.
Terminal T3 is an export terminal. From T3’s train interarrival time distribution (see Figure
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4.6B) it can be concluded that the train arrival process is more or less scheduled (regular
railing mode). The majority of the trains arrive between 4 and 6 hours after the previous ones.
However, due to loading delays at mines or disturbances during railing over around 800
kilometers, stochastic variation is introduced.
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Figure 4.6: Measured interarrival time distributions for train arrivals at terminals T2
(A) and T3 (B)
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Figure 4.7: Measured interarrival time distribution for train arrivals at terminal T4
At import terminals T2 and T4 inland ships, coastal ships and belt conveyors are also used to
transport materials from the stockyard to industrial clients. Appendix C shows the measured
interarrival time distributions for these modalities. In accordance to the previous chapter the
chi-square test was applied to check if the measured distributions match with one or more of
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the following analytical distributions: the negative exponential distribution, Erlang-k, Normal,
Beta, Gamma and Weibull. Results for the distribution type fit are listed in Table 4.2. From
this table it can be concluded that only the measured interarrival time distribution for coastal
ships at T2 can be represented by one of the investigated distributions because only for this
measured distribution the chi-square value (χ2) is less than the critical chi-square value (χ20.05).
Table 4.2: Results for the interarrival time distribution fit (figures that start with the
annotation C are shown in Appendix C)

T2
T3
T4

Transportation
modality
Trains
Inland ships
Coastal ships
Belt conveyors
Trains
Trains
Inland ships
Belt conveyors

Figure

ns [-]

4.6A
C.1A
C.3
C.2A
4.6B
4.7
C.1B
C.2B

15,509
18,393
663
409
1,630
899
1,209
233

Best fitted
distribution
NED
NED
NED
NED
Normal
Erlang-2
NED
Erlang-2

χ2 [-]

χ20.05 [-]

2005
2464
31.42
324
1952
291
83.97
240

36.42
36.42
42.56
36.42
28.85
43.19
37.65
19.68

4.4.2 Service time distributions
No papers were found that propose distribution types for the landside service times at dry
bulk terminals. From the terminals of the previous section, service time distributions were
derived for each transportation modality. For trains the measured service time distributions
are shown in Figure 4.8 and 4.9. For the remaining transportation modalities the measured
distributions are shown in Appendix C.
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Figure 4.8: Measured train service time distributions for terminals T2 (A) and T3 (B)
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Figure 4.9: Measured train service time distribution for terminal T4
The chi-square test was also applied to check the potential fit of the service time distributions
for measured landside transportation modalities with following, generally accepted in terminal
seaside modeling, analytical distributions; the negative exponential distribution, Erlang-k,
Normal, Beta, Gamma and Weibull. Results for the distribution fit are listed in Table 4.3. In
this table also the average service times (Ws) and the average load per transportation mode is
listed. From Table 4.3, it can be learned that only the measured service time distributions for
the transport of bulk materials to the coal-fired plants using belt conveyors can be represented
by one of the investigated analytical distributions. For both terminals the chi-square values
(χ2) for the measured distributions are less than the critical chi-square values (χ20.05).
Table 4.3: Results for the service time distribution fit (figures that starts with the
annotation C are shown in Appendix C)
Transportation
modality
Trains
Inland ships
T2
Coastal ships
Belt conveyors
T3 Trains
Trains
T4 Inland ships
Belt conveyors
1

Figure
4.8A
C.4A
C.6
C.5A
4.8B
4.9
C.4B
C.5B

Best fitted
distribution
Normal
Erlang-2
Erlang-2
Gamma
Normal
Normal
Erlang-2
Beta

χ2 [-]

χ20.05 [-]

Ws [h]

Load [kt]

8461
1715
98.69
11.03
866
1081
116
9.80

18.31
18.31
19.68
15.51
22.36
15.51
23.68
14.07

3.5
2.8
47.3
15.8
5.1
2.2
4.5
6.7

2.8
2.2
14.31
12.2
9.8
2.4
2.3
4.9

Note that the average shipload for coastal ships at terminal T2 is relatively low due to the
fact that also inland ships were loaded by the loading machine dedicated for coastal ships.
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4.5 Using analytical or measured distributions
The impact of using analytical distributions to represent the interarrival and service times
instead of using measured distributions is investigated in this section. The simulation model
as described in chapter 3 was used. For this analysis the measured data from the train arrival
process during 6 years of operation at terminal T2 was used. Figure 4.6A shows the measured
interarrival time distribution and in Figure 4.8A the measured service time distribution is
presented. From Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 it can be concluded that these measured distributions
do not sufficiently fit with the investigated analytical distributions.
The simulation run time required for the seaside model was already determined in section
3.7.1. In this section, it was mentioned that input files that contained 2,500 ships realize a
maximum standard deviation around the average ship port time of 2.8%. The input files used
in this section and in the case study (as mentioned in the next section) contain more than
15,000 simulation elements (trains). Thanks available large size of the input files sufficiently
accurate values will occur.
For a specific case with two servers (representing two railcar unloaders installed) the average
train waiting time as function of the inverse of the service rate (Wt [1/µ]) was determined
when measured or when analytical distributions were used. For the analytical distributions a
negative exponential distribution was applied to represent the trains interarrival times and a
normal distribution represents the trains service times. The results are shown in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: The average waiting time as function of the service time versus the landside
machines utilization when analytical or measured distributions are used
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From Figure 4.10 it can be concluded that for values for the landside machines utilization (ρl)
higher than 0.5, a difference arises in the performance for both cases. This can be explained
by the fact that the measured distributions show more variation than the analytical
distributions. Rail car unloaders installed at export terminals show such high utilization
values; values of 0.7 are not exceptional. When the capacity for such machines must be
specified using analytical distributions will lead to an insufficient capacity specification.

4.6 Case study: selection of railcar unloading machine(s)
A case study was defined to specify railcar unloading machines for an export terminal. This
terminal has to be developed in two stages. During the first stage, the terminal has a
maximum annual throughput of 6 [Mt/y]. The terminal operator planned to expand later to 15
[Mt/y], the second stage. For the train arrival process it was assumed that the train interarrival
times could be represented with the measured distribution of terminal T3 (shown in Figure
4.6B). To represent the train service times, a uniform trainload distribution between 9 and 11
[kt] was assumed and the capacity remains constant during unloading. Furthermore, it was
assumed that the technical availability of railcar unloaders was 0.95. The maximum
turnaround time of trains in the port should not exceed six hours. In Table 4.4, the input
parameters are listed. The simulation model of chapter 3 was used for the determination of the
average train port time (Wtrain) [h] as function of the annual throughput. The results are shown
in Figure 4.11.
Table 4.4: Input parameters for the case study
Parameter
Train interarrival time distribution
Trainload distribution
Trainload limits
Maximum turnaround time

Value
Unit
See Figure 4.6B
Uniform
9-11
[kt]
6
[h]

Figure 4.11 shows for three scenarios the average train port time versus the annual
throughput. The first scenario, shown with the series “Scenario 1: 1x2 [kt/h]” in Figure 4.11,
was defined as a single unloading machine with an unloading capacity of 2 [kt/h]. When this
machine will be used, the average train port time does not exceed the 6 hours for an annual
throughput of 6 [Mt/y]. However, for the second stage (up to an annual throughput of 15
[Mt/y]) this machine cannot unload trains within the predefined turnaround time.
Another scenario is to install a railcar unloader with an unloading capacity of 3 [kt/h], shown
with the series “Scenario 2: 1x3 [kt/h]” in Figure 4.11. For this machine, the maximum
turnaround time can be realized for both stages. However, a disadvantage is that the
transportation rates for the belt conveyors and the stacking rates of the stockyard machines
must be increased as well to 3 [kt/h].
The third scenario is to install an extra unloader of 2 [kt/h], shown with the series “Scenario
3: 2x2 [kt/h]” in Figure 4.11, for the second stage to realize train unloading within the
predefined turnaround time and for an annual throughput of 15 [Mt/y]. For the capacity
specification, the rail layout at the terminal must be considered as well. When a stub rail
configuration will be used, extra time for shunting (in the order of 30 minutes) must be
included in the train port time. The railcar unloader capacity must be increased for the
machines with a capacity of 2 [kt/h] to meet the maximum turnaround time.
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The final selection must be based on machines capacities determined together with an
economic assessment that includes stockyard machines, belt conveyors and infrastructural
requirements for the rail layout. Due to the lack of investment costs for for machines and rail
infrastucture such economical assessment (for example the Net Present Value approach) is not
included in this research.
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Figure 4.11: Average train port times versus the annual throughput for the three
scenarios investigated

4.7 Conclusions
Many transportation modalities are used at the terminal’s landside. When river delivery is
possible, using inland ships will result in the lowest cost per ton kilometer. However, railing
realizes shorter delivery times and a higher delivery reliability. Operational data from three
terminals that covered the arrival and service processes of landside transportation modalities
was investigated. From this data, distributions were determined. These measured interarrival
and service times distributions show hardly a fit with one of the investigated (most commonly
proposed) analytical distributions. Especially for higher machines utilization values, using
analytical distributions will result in a machine selection with insufficient capacity. The
simulation model developed in chapter 3 was used for a specific case to determine the number
and capacity for railcar unloading machines at an export terminal. A final selection must be
made taking into account the rail layout at the terminal (balloon loop or stub rail) and
investments costs for the unloading machines, belt conveyors and stacking equipment.
As an addition for the design methods concerning the terminal’s landside:
1. Measured distributions for the interarrival and service times for the landside transportation
modalities do show a large variation. Using empirical data is recommended to realize
accurate specifications for the number and capacity of landside machines.

5 Stockyard sizing

This chapter is based on van Vianen et al. (2014a).
In this chapter simulation is applied to determine the stockyard size required. To determine
the parameters that affect the required storage size, the storage factor was derived
analytically. This factor defines the ratio between the annual throughput and the required
stockyard size. Simulation is required for stockyard dimensioning when including the
stochastic variations in the ship interarrival times, ship sizes and bulk material storage times.
In addition, specific operational procedures that potentially increase the storage capacity
were investigated. In a case study, the stockyard model developed was applied by sizing the
required stockyard area for a specific import terminal.

5.1 Introduction
The dry bulk supply chains typically include a number of transportation processes which are
decoupled by buffer storage facilities located at dry bulk terminals in ports (Leech, 2012).
These buffers are essential for absorbing unavoidable differences between incoming and
outgoing flows of bulk materials (Lodewijks et al., 2009). Due to the large volumes of coal
and iron ore and the possibility to store these dry bulk materials in open air, stockyards are
generally used. Piles are sprayed with mixtures of water and wax-containing substances to
accelerate crust formation on stockpile surfaces and to avoid wind erosion (FAM, 2010).
Stockyard sizing is crucial during the (re)design of dry bulk terminals. An undersized
stockyard results in excessive ship waiting times and forces terminal operators to pay penalty
costs (demurrage) to ship owners. An oversized stockyard obstructs the recovery of the huge
investment costs. Figure 5.1 shows an example of a stockyard where dry bulk materials are
stored in segregated piles on several stockyard lanes.
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In this chapter simulation will be used to determine the required stockyard size. In section 5.2
methodologies for sizing intermediate buffers at dry bulk terminals and related engineering
applications like open pit mines, production and processing systems are provided. The
analytical derivation of the ‘storage factor’ as the ratio between the terminal’s annual
throughput and the required stockyard size is presented in section 5.3. In section 5.4, the
simulation-based approach to include the stochastic processes at dry bulk terminals (like the
ship arrival process, ship sizes and storage times) in the determination of the required
stockyard size is introduced. Simulation results are discussed in section 5.5. Finally,
conclusions are presented in section 5.6.

Figure 5.1: A stockyard with lanes and segregated piles (Courtesy of EMO BV)

5.2 Literature review
In essence, the sizing of a stockyard has similarities with the sizing of a warehouse. The
scientific literature about inventory theory used for sizing warehouses is immense, see for a
literature review Gu et al. (2010). However, a clear method that can be used for sizing the
stockyard area of dry bulk terminals is unavailable. This will be further discussed in this
section.
5.2.1 Stockyard sizing at dry bulk terminals
At export terminals, stockpiles are assembled from dry bulk material delivered by trains,
trucks or belt conveyors from mines. If the stockpile is completely assembled, which takes
usually some days, then the pile can be reclaimed from the stockyard and loaded into a bulk
ship (Boland et al., 2011). After the sea-voyage, dry bulk materials are unloaded and stacked
at the import terminal’s stockyard. Here the bulk materials are stored longer in comparison to
the export terminals. Storage times of several months are not exceptional. End users, who
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generally operate coal-fired power plants or steel factories, buy speculative inventory to
protect themselves against uncertain demand and store these materials close to their
production facilities. Piles are gradually reclaimed from the import terminal in small batches
and transported by trains, barges or belt conveyors to industrial clients.
Several authors applied queuing theory to determine the optimal number and size of
stockpiles in export terminals (Binkowski et al. (1999), Ayu and Cardew-Hall (2002) and
Abdekhodaee et al. (2004)). However, idealized assumptions are required to use the proposed
methods. For assigning stockpiles to specific locations in the stockyard, similarities can be
found to two-dimensional strip packing problems (Boland et al., 2011). Each stockpile
consumes the entire width of a stockyard lane and the required stockpile length depends on its
volume. Substantial literature is available about mathematical models and heuristic methods
for packing a finite number of rectangles into a limited area see for an overview Lodi et al.
(2002). Nevertheless, the stockyard operation is more complex than any of the 2D packing
problems considered in literature. The size of stockpiles as a function of time is generally
unknown because it depends on the individual pile’s storage time and the availability of
stockyard machines to reclaim.
Some design guidelines were found for stockyard sizing. In chapter 2 the storage factor was
discussed. However, from Figure 2.4 it can be concluded that the storage factors for 49 dry
bulk terminals around the world vary considerably per terminal and are significantly higher
than the suggested values. Consequently, using the suggested values from Ligteringen and
Velsink (2012) will lead to oversized stockyard areas. Lodewijks et al. (2009) suggested a
rule-of-thumb that a possible stock of about 10% of the annual throughput seems to be
accepted in the dry bulk industry. Kraaijveld van Hemert (1984) suggested that the required
storage capacity could be defined by assessing the out of phase of the import fluctuations and
consumption fluctuations. A rough assumption for a coal-receiving terminal is a minimum
storage capacity of two months of the annual throughput, which equals about 17% of the
annual throughput. UNCTAD (1985) provided guidelines for export stockpile dimensioning
as a function of the annual throughput and the average shipload. Using this guideline for an
annual throughput of 4 million tons and an average shipload of 100,000 tons will result in a
stockyard size for 650,000 tons, which is 16% of the annual throughput.
5.2.2 Storage allocation strategies
Different policies for assigning storage locations to piles were introduced by Leech (2010);
the cargo assembly mode (CAM) and Identity Preserved (ID). For CAM, materials are stored
in piles based on their grade and for the ID-storage policy segregated piles are formed for
individual clients. The CAM storage policy, which was called the fixed-facility-location by
Umang et al. (2013), is generally applied at export terminals, where materials from a limited
number of mines are stored. Stockpile duplication, where for each grade two different
locations are reserved, is the key strategy to avoid network utilization conflicts (Leech, 2012).
When the ID-storage policy is applied several piles can contain the same grade but the pile
owners are different. The ID-storage policy is generally applied at multi-user import terminals
where customers’ materials have to be stored individually to prevent mixing and to realize
material tracking and tracing. The potential downside of the latter storage policy is that it
demands a more extended belt conveyor network, the operational planning becomes more
complicated and more storage area is required.
Discrete-event simulation was used for an export terminal to study the issue where to store the
arriving material (Dipsar and Altiok, 1998). The stockyard has to store two types of ore (wet
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and dry) and the stockyard operation is driven by the demand from bulk ships. A decision
support system for intelligent stockpile building in the ore stockyard of the Ponta da Madeira
terminal in Brazil was introduced by Molck et al. (2001). Heuristic search techniques guided
by fuzzy evaluation functions were used to select the destination and origin stockpiles.
Robenek et al. (2013) studied the integrated problem of berth allocation and yard assignment
in the context of bulk ports. The authors assumed that a cargo type (in their case liquid and
dry bulk) is stored at its specific location. According to the authors, the mathematical
formulation of the integrated problem was complex. The model developed has to be extended
by including the uncertainty in ship arrival times and delays in handling operations due to the
breakdown of equipment.
5.2.3 Safety stock at open pit mines
At open pit mines, a safety stock of bulk material is kept to prevent a shortage of material
delivery due to the variations in time and quantities between the incoming and outgoing
flows. This stock is called safety stock and literature about the determination of safety stock
was investigated. At open pit mines the more or less continuous supply from the mines forms
the input for the stock and material is exported in portions. Generally, materials are railed
from the mines to export terminals and the train departures from mines are usually scheduled.
However, due to all kind of disturbances (e.g., delay on return trips) these departure times
vary from the scheduled ones.
Computer simulation was used to determine the optimum safety stock of silos at open pit
mines (Chu and Ermolowich (1980) and Bradly et al. (1985)). Interactions between silos and
the loading and unloading stations were governed by complex operating rules that enforced
using simulation. Sarkar and Gunn (1994) formulated the pile scheduling at an open pit mine
as a standard integer-programming model and solved this problem using a linear
programming package. However, this solution applies for a limited number of piles (in the
paper six) but in large-scale import dry bulk terminals hundreds of piles have to be stored at
the same time.
5.2.4 Inventory models in operations research
A large number of references in operations research focused on classical inventory models to
ensure a designated service level with preferably low inventory; see for an overview Kleijn
and Dekker (1999) and Gu et al. (2010). Schmidt et al. (2012) assessed mathematical methods
for calculating safety-stock using simulation. Safety-stock can be calculated by multiplying
the safety factor, which depends on the required service level based on normal distributed
demand, with the standard deviation of this demand during the replenishment time. A
mathematical model was presented by Orbán-Mihályko and Lakatos (2004) to determine the
size of intermediate storage aiming to buffer the operational differences between batch and
continuous subsystems in the processing industry. This paper assumed the arrival of batches
as a Poisson process, the batch sizes were also governed by an exponential distribution and to
assure a continuous output, a specific reliability level has been considered.
5.2.5 Evaluation and selection of the modeling approach
As stated the sizing of a stockyard has similarities with the sizing of a warehouse. Although
many methods were published to determine the size of intermediate buffers in a warehouse, a
methodology that can directly be implemented for dry bulk terminals was not found. The
position of dry bulk terminals in its supply chain causes the establishment of a strategic stock,
which is contrary to the objective of minimizing inventory. Furthermore, several stockyard
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operations for housekeeping like the relocation of piles and specific terminal characteristics
such as pile geometries, the large number and different sizes of grades make it an impossible
task to come up with an analytical model.
Stockyard sizing depends on the storage strategy applied. For export terminals (with the
CAM-storage policy and limited number of grades) the required area per grade relates to the
imbalance between supply and demand. Several solutions exist to prevent a flooding of the
stockyard; direct transfer of materials from freight trains directly into bulk ships, or storing
materials longer at the mine or storing material temporarily in rail cars. This research focuses
on the stockyard sizing for import terminals where materials are stored individually, the IDstorage policy. The storage factor, which is the ratio between the terminal’s annual throughput
and the total stockyard size, is possibly a powerful guideline for stockyard design. However,
research is required to determine correct values that allow its calculation.

5.3 Storage factor
Little’s law (1961) can be used for an analytical derivation of the storage factor. This law
states that under steady state conditions, the average number of units L in a queuing system
equals the average arrival rate λ at which units arrive, multiplied by the average time W units
spend in the system, or expressed algebraically:

L  W

(5.1)

For dry bulk terminals, the number of units L can be interpreted as the average quantity of
bulk materials at the terminal C [t]. The average arrival rate can be interpreted as the annual
throughput ṁ [t/y]. The average time units spend in the system is the average storage time of
bulk materials at the stockyard Ts [y]. Note that at container terminals the term dwell time is
used to express the time that a container is stacked at a yard. For the case of a dry bulk
terminal, equation (5.1) can be reformulated:
.
(5.2)
C  m Ts
The storage factor s expresses the ratio between the terminal’s annual throughput and the total
storage area A [m2]. This can be formulated as follows:
.
m
s
(5.3)
A
The following relation for the storage factor can be derived by combining equations (5.2) and
(5.3):
s

C 1
A Ts

(5.4)

Where the ratio C/A [tm-2] indicates the mass per square meter and the second term (1/Ts)
indicates the number of replenishments per year of dry bulk materials at the stockyard.
For the calculation of the required pile’s length on a stockyard lane, the relation between the
pile mass and pile geometry is required. UNCTAD (1985) assumed that bulk materials are
stored in trapezoidal shapes. However, in practice stockpiles show end cones because of the
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shear effect of the bulk materials during stacking. In Figure 5.2A a three-dimensional
representation of the trapezoidal stockpile with end cones is shown. The perpendicular view
and the top view are shown respectively in Figure 5.2B and Figure 5.2C. For the stockpile
shape of Figure 5.2, equation (5.5) expresses the relation for the pile’s mass algebraically.

 h3 


h  1
2h  h
m  hl   w 


 2
  h  w 


tan( )  3
tan( )  tan( )


 tan ( ) 

(5.5)

Where m is the pile’s mass [t], h is the pile’s height [m], which is normally limited by the
stacking height of the stacker and/or reclaimer, l is the length of the trapezoidal part [m], ρ is
the bulk density [t/m3], w is the pile’s width [m] and α is the material’s angle of repose [°].
(B)

(C)

(A)

Figure 5.2: Trapezoidal stockpile with end cones
At dry bulk terminals, bulk materials are generally stored in individual piles to prevent
contamination and mixing. A clear distinction between different shipments must be realized.
Generally, a distance (d) of at least two meters is applied at the stockyard. If more piles are
stored at a single lane then the ratio C/A [tm-2] decreases due to the increase of the number of
empty spaces. When each pile contains an empty space and all piles are stored over the entire
lane width, the ratio C/A can be determined using equation (5.6), where lt is the total pile’s
length [m] (see Figure 5.2):
C
m

A (lt  d ) w

(5.6)

The dependency of C/A on the piles mass and the relation between the piles mass and the
storage time (Ts) on the storage factor were investigated and shown in Figure 5.3. The used
parameters are listed in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Used parameters for the analytical determination of the storage factor
Parameter
w
h
α
ρ
d
Ts

Description
Width
Height
Angle of repose
Bulk density
Separation distance
Average storage time

Value
60
18
38
0.8
2
0.1 – 0.3

Unit
[m]
[m]
[°]
[t/m3]
[m]
[y]
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The ratio C/A decreases significantly for small piles and goes to an asymptotic limit for largesized piles, see Figure 5.3A. For the input parameters as listed in Table 5.1 the asymptotic
limit will be around 8.8 [tm-2].
As expected, the values for the storage factor decrease when the average storage time
increases and when the pile’s mass decreases, as it is shown in Figure 5.3B. The amount of
stored material at the stockyard varies during daily operation due to stochastic variations in
ships’ interarrival times, ship sizes and piles storage times. The impact of these variations on
the required stockyard size cannot be determined analytically. Therefore simulation will be
used to take the stochastic processes into account.
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Figure 5.3: Mass per square meter versus pile mass (A) and the storage factor versus the
average storage time (B)

5.4 Simulation-based approach
In this section the simulation based approach will be introduced. In section 5.4.1 the
simulation model will be discussed. Section 5.4.2 introduces several terminal operational
procedures which can be applied to increase the storage capacity. During daily operations
several stochastic processes will affect the amount of bulk materials at the stockyard. The ship
arrival process was already discussed in chapter 3. The variation in piles storage times will be
addressed in section 5.4.3. The verification of the stockyard model is presented in section
5.4.4 and the validation of the simulation model is listed in section 5.4.5.
5.4.1 Stockyard model
The stockyard model was developed to be used for both import and export terminals. In this
section the import terminal will be discussed. The cargo flow has the opposite direction for
export terminals. A simplified representation of the simulation model is shown in Figure 5.4,
where Figure 5.4A shows the main element classes (ship generator, train generator, lane, bulk
ships, freight trains and strips). Figure 5.4B shows the queues used in the simulation model
and Figure 5.4C shows an example of the progress of the pile’s load during the storage time
when small batches of material were reclaimed from the stockyard. The pile’s storage time
differs per pile and is drawn from a storage time distribution. Bulk handling activities are
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called jobs. At the terminal’s landside different transport modalities can be used (trains, inland
ships or belt conveyors). In this section, it was assumed that only freight trains are send to the
terminal to pick up the material. Specific details for the stockyard model can be found in
Appendix D, section D.3.
Queues
The queues used to control the stockyard model are represented in Figure 5.4B. When there is
area available to store a newly arrived job, this job is moved into the job queue (JobQ). When
there is no area available, jobs are stored temporarily in the job waiting queue (JobWQ). Each
lane contains specific queues to store empty strips (MyESQ), full strips (MyFSQ) and all
strips (MySQ). Strips are dedicated pieces of stockyard lanes where or material can be stored
on (in a pile) or dedicated pieces to realize empty spaces between different piles. Piles stored
at the stockyard are moved into a specific queue, the MyPilesQ. Figure 5.4B shows the
elements in corresponding queues.
Bulk ship
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Ship
generator
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distribution
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Lane.
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Each train generator creates trains
to remove the pile load gradually
Trainload

Pile’s storage time
(C)

Figure 5.4: Schematic representation of the simulation model (description follows in
text)
Ship generator
The ship generator creates ships based on predefined interarrival time distribution and
shipload distribution. To store the shipload at the stockyard, the required pile length is
determined using equation (5.6). A created ship is put in the JobQ when there is stockyard
space available; otherwise this ship is stored in the waiting queue (JobWQ).
Train generator
The train generator generates a number of trains to reclaim the pile in small portions (see
Figure 5.4C). The train generator samples the pile’s storage time out of the storage time
distribution. The pile’s storage time is the total time a pile is stored at the stockyard, which is
the time between the moment a pile is stacked and the moment that the last tons of material is
reclaimed. The number of trains per pile is determined by dividing the ship’s load with the
maximum trainload (in this case 4 [kt]). The interarrival time between two successive trains is
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assumed to be constant and can be determined by dividing the pile’s storage time by the
number of trains.
Lane
The stockyard is represented by several lanes with specific length and width. The dimensions
and pile locations, represented with rectangular full strips (P1 – P6 in Figure 5.4A), are
registered. Strips that do not contain materials are called empty strips (ES1 – ES8). By
bookkeeping the start positions (xa) and end positions (xb) of the full strips and empty strips,
the exact locations and loads of the bulk materials are registered.
Each lane checks one after the other if a new arrived job (ship or train) in the JobQ can be
handled. If true, the job is removed from the JobQ. To assign a pile to a specific lane, the pile
is moved into the lane’s MyPilesQ. A full strip and a new empty strip, which represents the
empty space between piles with distance (d), are created. Another empty strip, with sufficient
free length is searched and the start and end positions are updated. When a pile is formed at
the lane, a train generator is created. If the selected job is a train, the full strip is searched
where the requested material is stored and the dimensions and mass are updated. If the
remaining mass of the full strip equals zero then this full strip and its left empty strip are
removed after leaving the corresponding queues.
5.4.2 Operational procedures to increase the storage capacity
The storage capacity can be increased by distributing the shipload across multiple storage
locations, by clearing the pile’s area directly when material is reclaimed or by relocating piles.
Shipload splitting
To prevent that ships have to wait until the entire load can be stored in one pile, the shipload
can be split in multiple piles enabling distributing material over the stockyard. By the terminal
operator of terminal T2 operational data was provided that contains the piles’ load after
stacking the material at the stockyard. From this data a histogram was composed that shows
the frequency of the load per pile (the pile’s load represents it size in tons). This histogram is
shown in Figure 5.5. Although there is a large variation in pile loads, the maximum pile’s
load was determined as the 95th percentile of all piles. The 95th percentile of the maximum
pile load for coal piles was 105 [kt] and for iron ore piles 175 [kt]. The maximum pile’s load
is an input parameter in the simulation model.
Clearing pile’s area
Two different clearing methods (methods for removing material from piles and clearing the
area for new piles) are implemented. In the first method, the pile’s area is directly cleared
when material is reclaimed and in the second method the pile’s area is cleared when the entire
pile load is exported. Both methods occur at stockyard operation and relate to the used
reclaiming machine. For example, wheel loaders reclaim piles from the front resulting in a
decrease of the pile’s length each time when material is reclaimed. When rail-mounted bucket
wheel reclaimers are used the stockpile is reclaimed layer for layer and the pile’s area is
cleared when all material is reclaimed (Knappe, 1995).
Relocation of piles
The piles lengths vary due to the variation in shiploads and the pile’s area clearing method.
When small piles are relocated, large free areas can arise and new incoming material can be
stored. However, relocation introduces extra costs for terminal operators because they get
only paid for the handling of the material from the seaside to the stockyard and from the
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stockyard to the hinterland. To minimize these relocation costs, the pile with the least mass
must be relocated. Figure 5.6 shows an example of the pile relocation.
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Figure 5.5: Histogram of maximum pile’s load for coal and iron ore based on 479 stored
piles at the stockyard of terminal T2
In the simulation model the relocation algorithm is implemented as follows:
 Find the piles with masses that do not exceed the predefined value for the maximum
tons (e.g., 50 [kt]) to prevent that a too large pile is relocated. In the case as shown in
Figure 5.6, piles B and C are candidates to be relocated.
 Detect for these piles the length that comes available at the stockyard. If this length
exceeds the required length for the new pile and the relocated pile can be stored
somewhere else, put this pile in a separate queue.
 Select the pile that contains the least mass in this queue and relocate this pile. In the
case as shown in Figure 5.6, pile B contains less mass than pile C. Pile B will be
relocated to realize sufficient free area to store pile A.
5.4.3 Storage time distribution
The average pile’s storage time and the storage time distribution were investigated for
terminal T2. A storage time distribution was derived from 8,500 piles during nineteen years of
operation. Figure 5.7 shows this storage time distribution. The average pile’s storage time was
0.2 years. The chi-square test was used to check whether this measured distribution
corresponds with an analytical distribution. This distribution fit has shown that the storage
time distribution does not fit exactly with an analytical distribution. The distribution type that
comes closest was the negative exponential distribution (NED) (χ2 for the real-world
distribution in Figure 5.7: 832.2 [-] and χ20.05 for the generalized NED: 101.58 [-]). This
distribution type together with an Erlang-2 distribution and a table-type input distribution
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were implemented in the simulation model. The table-type distribution enables an exact
specification of the storage times of the delivered material. When the storage times are
unknown on beforehand, one of the generalized distribution types can be used to generate
storage times.

Figure 5.6: Explanation of the pile relocation procedure to realize sufficient length at an
empty space to store the materials of pile A
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Figure 5.7: Measured storage time distribution for 8,500 piles stored at the stockyard of
terminal T2 during nineteen years of operation
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5.4.4 Verification
Verification of the stockyard model was realized using the tracing function of TOMAS and by
comparing simulation results for the storage factor with analytical determined storage factors.
Figure 5.8 shows this comparison where the analytical results, represented by the series “m =
100 [kt]”, were already shown in Figure 5.3B. The simulation results were retrieved using the
input parameters of Table 5.1.
The difference between both series in Figure 5.8 can be explained by the fact that the
simulation model uses two stockyard lanes and that the lane length was not a multiple of the
pile’s length. The entire stockyard area was not fully occupied which leads to a reduction of
the storage factors. The ratio between the analytically determined storage factors and the
simulated results had an average value of 0.95 (with a standard deviation of 0.003). Although
the values are not exactly the same, the trends are identical which indicates that the simulation
model gives a satisfactory representation of reality.
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Figure 5.8: Verification of the stockyard model. Simulation results were obtained with
deterministic interarrival time, shipload and storage time distribution (D,D,D) to make
verification possible
5.4.5 Run control of the stockyard model
The stockyard model is developed to determine the relation between the stockyard area and
the annual throughput. The simulation model starts empty, resulting that the first ships that
deliver material do not have to wait before delivering their material. However, in realoperations an empty stockyard will not occur. To compensate this difference two options can
be selected. The first one is to include a warm up time and starts registering the performance
indicators after a certain time (for example, when the stockyard is half full). The second
solution is to use a long simulation runtime that the advantage of starting the simulation
empty is averaged. In this research, the second option is selected because the moment from
where registering must start cannot be determined so easily. For example, start registering
after a predefined stored volume will vary the warm up time for small or large stockyards
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significantly. Moreover, the computational time needed to simulate a relatively large number
of simulation elements is minimal; for 2,500 ships the simulation time becomes 35 seconds.
In this section the accuracy of the annual throughput is determined as function of the
stochastic variations in ships interarrival times, shiploads and material storage times and by
taken the start with an empty stockyard into account. The input parameters for the
investigation of the run time required are listed in Table 5.2. Ten replications were applied
each containing different seed values to generate ships arrival times, shiploads and piles
storage times. For each replication the annual throughput was increased gradually and at the
end of the simulation run the average ship waiting time was measured. Subsequently, the
maximum value for the annual throughput when the average ship waiting time does not
exceed two hours (two hours was selected to specify the transition between waiting and no
waiting of ships for area available) was selected. The dispersion of the annual throughputs is
presented in boxplots (see Figure 5.9) and average, minimum and maximum values together
with standard deviations are listed in Table 5.3.
Table 5.2: Used parameters for the run control of the stockyard model
Parameter
nl
Ll
w
h
α
ρ
d
Ts
sl
IATType
SlType
TsDist

Description
Number of lanes
Stockyard lane length
Width
Height
Angle of repose
Bulk density
Separation distance
Average storage time
Average shipload
Interarrival time distribution
Shipload distribution
Storage time distribution
StoragePolicy

Value
4
1,200
60
18
38
0.8
2
0.2
100

Unit
[-]
[m]
[m]
[m]
[°]
[t/m3]
[m]
[y]
[kt]

NED
Derived from T2 (see Figure 3.21B)
Erlang-2
Identity preserved

Table 5.3: Accuracy of the average annual throughput for different number of ships
with ten replications and a stockyard size of 29 hectares
ns [-]
300
500
700
900
1,100
1,500
2,500

ṁ [Mt/y]
8.94
8.82
8.79
8.79
8.73
8.69
8.76

ṁmin [Mt/y]
6.47
7.59
8.05
8.18
8.28
8.29
8.55

ṁmax [Mt/y]
10.87
10.41
9.54
9.18
9.33
9.11
9.13

StDev [Mt/y]
1.46
0.84
0.42
0.37
0.33
0.25
0.18

StDev in [%] of ṁ
16.3
9.5
4.8
4.2
3.8
2.9
2.0

For the required accuracy of the annual throughput in relation to the stockyard area, it was
assumed that a number of ships is acceptable when the standard deviation of the average
annual throughput is within the 2.5%. The reason for this requirement is that a relatively small
stockyard size with limited annual throughput was investigated but this requirement will also
result for larger stockyards in accurate values for the average annual throughput.
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From Table 5.3 it can be concluded that when a simulation run of 2,500 ships is used, the
standard deviation of the average annual throughput is within the 2.5%. For the experimental
results and the case study in this chapter, input files that contain this number of ships are used.
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Figure 5.9: Boxplots that display the dispersion of annual throughputs for different
number of ships for a stockyard size of 24 hectares
5.4.6 Validation
In this section the stockyard model will be validated by comparing the actual stockyard size of
an import terminal (T2) with the outcome of the simulation model. The operational data of the
year 2008 was used as input for the simulation model. Table 5.4 shows the input parameters
where the annual throughputs for iron ore (ṁiron ore) and coal (ṁcoal) represent the material that
was supplied and stored at the stockyard. The total terminal’s annual throughput exceeds the
sum of those two because a relatively large amount of materials (~20%) was directly
transferred to the hinterland without being stored.
Figure 5.10 shows the required stockyard size versus the annual throughput per bulk
commodity obtained using the simulation model. To facilitate the storage of both bulk
commodities, 99±2.5 hectares are required (for coal: 72±1.8 [ha] and for iron ore: 27±0.7
[ha]). When the stockpile’s area is cleared for coal stockpiles directly when material is
reclaimed (CPA) and when relocation (REL) is applied for coal stockpiles, the stockyard area
can be reduced with 20 hectares to 79 hectares.
The stockyard area determined of 99 hectares (with an accuracy of ± 2.5 hectares) has a
comparable order of magnitude compared to the actual stockyard size of 110 hectares. An
explanation for the deviation is that in the simulation model all piles are stacked until the
maximum pile’s height and all piles are stacked over the entire lanes’ width. In real
operations, piles are not always stored over the entire lane’s width and piles have different
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heights. Despite this deviation, the simulation model proves to be useful for stockyard
dimensioning.
Table 5.4: Input parameters for the case study
Parameter
ṁiron ore
ṁcoal
ρiron ore
ρcoal
w
h
α
IATDist
SlDist
TsDist
Ts

Description
Annual throughput of iron ore
Annual throughput of coal
Bulk density for iron ore
Bulk density for iron ore
Pile’s width
Pile’s height
Angle of repose
Interarrival time distribution
Shipload distribution
Storage time distribution
Average storage time
100

Value
Unit
13
[Mt/y]
16
[Mt/y]
2.8
[t/m3]
0.8
[t/m3]
90
[m]
20
[m]
38
[°]
NED
T2 (see Figure 3.21B)
E2
0.2
[y]
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Coal (with CPA+REL)
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Figure 5.10: Stockyard area needed versus the annual throughput for both bulk
commodities and specific operational procedures (CPA and REL)

5.5 Simulation experimental results
The impact of the stochastic processes and the operational procedures of section 5.4.2 were
investigated using the stockyard model. The stockyard size required for several cases of
stochastic distributions is presented in section 5.5.1 and in section 5.5.2 the reduction of the
stockyard size required by applying several operational procedures is discussed. It was
assumed that the ship unloading and the loading capacity was selected in such way that ships
only have to wait when there is no area available to store the load. For both sections, a
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specific stockyard of four lanes was defined resulting that four jobs can be served
simultaneously. The lane length was varied to achieve different stockyard sizes and the
parameters of Table 5.1 were used.
5.5.1 Stochastic processes and stockyard size
Four cases were defined with different combinations for the interarrival times, shipload and
storage time distributions. For example, for the series (NED, T2, E2) the ships interarrival
times were generated using a negative exponential distribution, the shiploads were based on
the empirical shipload distribution from terminal T2 (see Figure 3.21B) and an Erlang-2
distribution was used to represent the storage time distribution. With constant interarrival
times, shiploads and storage times (that means no variations); the series is called (D, D, D) (D
stands for Deterministic).
Figure 5.11 shows the stockyard area size in hectares versus the annual throughput for the
different cases. Linear trend lines, with a coefficient of determination (R2) of at least 0.99,
were drawn between the results to achieve more generic results. As expected, the stockyard
area has to be enlarged when the degree of stochastic increases to prevent that ships have to
wait.
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Figure 5.11: Stockyard area versus the annual throughput when no stochastics are
involved (D,D,D) and for three different combinations of stochastic distributions (Ts was
0.11 [y])
5.5.2 Operational procedures and stockyard size
It is expected that the stockyard size required can be reduced by applying specific operational
procedures like clearing the pile’s area (CPA) and relocation (REL). For the CPA-method the
pile’s area is cleared directly when a portion of material is reclaimed from the pile, see section
5.4.2 for more details. For the REL-method, small piles are relocated in advance when newly
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arrived material cannot be stored. Figure 5.12 shows for a stockyard of four lanes and a
specific combination of stochastic processes (NED, T2, E2), a considerable reduction when
the operational procedures (CPA and REL) were used. For example, for an annual throughput
of 30 [Mt/y] the stockyard size can be reduced from 80 hectares to 68 hectares 16% using the
CPA-method and even to 55 hectares when both CPA-method and REL-method are used.
Note that the values mentioned are the average values.
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Figure 5.12: Stockyard area versus the annual throughput as function of the clearing
pile’s area method (CPA) and relocation (REL) for a specific case (NED, T2, E2)

5.6 Conclusions and recommendations
The storage factor was proposed by Ligteringen and Velsink (2012) for the determination of
the stockyard size. The storage factor relates to the ratio mass per square meter and the
number of replenishments per year. Suggested values do not correspond with values found in
real-world applications and will lead to oversized stockyard areas when used as-is.
The stockyard size depends strongly on the stochastic variations for the material arrivals and
piles’ storage times. Using specific operational procedures like dividing incoming material
over multiple piles, clearing the pile’s area when material is reclaimed and relocation of small
piles results in a significant reduction of the stockyard size needed. In the stockyard model,
the developed simulation tool to support the stockyard sizing process, different stochastic
distributions can be selected or real-world data can be used as input. Also different
combinations of the stockyard operational procedures can be selected for assessment.
In this chapter, the stockyard size was determined with the precondition that ships should not
wait for available stockyard area. This assumption may lead to oversized stockyard areas
because it will not happen frequently that the stockyard area is fully occupied. Reducing the
stockyard size and allowing paying a demurrage penalty to ship-owners may result in less
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annual costs. For future research, it is recommended to include a cost function that includes
the demurrage and area investment costs.
Import terminals may benefit the most from the presented approach because of the larger
number of piles stored at the stockyards, especially when the Identity Preserved storage policy
is applied when piles need to be stored separately to prevent contamination.
For the expansion of the design methods concerning the terminal’s stockyard, the following
additions are formulated based on the research performed in this chapter:
1. The storage factor is a usefull indicator for a quick estimate of the stockyard size required
because it describes the relation between the annual throughput and the stockyard area
needed. Furthermore, the parameters that determine this storage factor (the ratio mass per
square meter and the number of replenishments per year) provide insights which critera
have to be considered for stockyard sizing.
2. The stockyard size can be decreased significantly by applying several operational
procedures like the relocation of small piles in advance before newly material has been
arrived or by clearing the pile’s area when portions of piles have been reclaimed.
3. The degree of stochastics determine the stockyard size, the greater the variations in ship
interarrival times, shiploads and storage times the greater the stockyard size required.
4. To take the stochastic variations and specific operational procedures into account,
simulation proved to be a practicle tool.

6 Stockyard machine selection

This chapter is based on van Vianen et al. (2013 and 2014b).
In this chapter, stockyard machine characteristics are introduced and the selection of such
machines is described. Three stockyard functions can be distinguished: storage, blending and
homogenizing of dry bulk materials. When material must be blended and/or homogenized the
correct stacking method and reclaiming machine must be selected. Generally, the better
blending effect is realized when layers of different materials are spread over the pile’s cross
section and piles are reclaimed from the face side. The selection of stockyard machines was
supported using simulation to take the conflicting objectives of servicing the water and
landside demands into account. Experimental results using the transport network model have
shown for a specific case that stacker-reclaimers require higher capacities compared to
single machines to achieve a predefined terminal performance. However, the investment costs
for single stackers and reclaimers are higher due to the larger number of belt conveyers
needed. The terminal performance can be improved when stacker-reclaimers are redundant
in the access to piles and when ship servicing can be interrupted temporarily in favor of train
loading.

6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter it was introduced that dry bulk materials are stored at stockyards to
absorb unavoidable differences between the incoming and outgoing flows of bulk materials.
Apart from storing at stockyards, bulk materials sometimes have to be blended and/or
homogenized. Figure 6.1 shows the stockyard functions schematically. Batches of material
are represented with arrows and stacked material with piles. Figure 6.1A shows the functions
for an import terminal. Large batches are delivered to the stockyard and small batches are
transported to industrial clients in the hinterland. At export terminals, small batches are railed
to the stockyard and after consolidation large batches are loaded into bulk ships.
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The blending process is schematically shown in Figure 6.1B. Blending is the process where at
least two similar bulk materials with different properties are mixed to achieve a blend with a
new average level of material properties (e.g., iron percentage, lump size, ash content or
heating value). Blended bulk materials are used as base materials for coal-fired power plants
or steel factories. Industrial clients who own these companies plan to guarantee coal and iron
ore delivery from multiple sources. The delivered materials may have widely varying
properties, which is undesirable and uneconomical for both combustion requirements and
environmental considerations. The obvious solution is to blend various materials to create a
product with desired characteristics. Blending is sometimes applied already at mine
stockyards where raw materials from various mining faces are blended (Lieberwirth, 2012).
(A) Storage

Input

Output

(B) Blending
Output

Input

p1 (t), σp1 (t)
q(t), σq (t)

p2 (t), σp2 (t)

t

t

(C) Homogenizing
Input

Output

p1 (t), σp1 (t)
q(t), σ q(t)
p2 (t), σp2 (t)
t

t

Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of the stockyard functions (derived from
Lieberwirth, 2012), where p(t) represents average values for bulk properties during
time, q(t) is the average property value after blending/homogenizing and σ(t) represents
the standard deviation for the bulk properties
Homogenization is the process to form a homogenous, uniform product from a blend of at
least two unique grades. During the homogenization process, represented in Figure 6.1C, the
variation of bulk properties (such as their chemical composition or particle size) is reduced
while the average value remains the same. The variation of the properties is expressed with
the standard deviation. When appropriate stacking and reclaiming machines are selected, the
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input flow for a pile of material is transformed into an output flow where the fluctuations of
the bulk properties are evened out. Homogenization is important for sintering plants or for
coke making plants, but has less significance for power generating plants (Zador, 1991).
The stockyard layout design and operation is discussed in this chapter. In this chapter a design
of the stockyard layout contains the selection of the machine type, the determination of the
machine’s capacity and the specification for the stockyard layout (e.g., small or wide lanes).
In section 6.2, an overview of available stockyard machines is given and characteristics like
the maximum capacity and effective utilization are listed. In section 6.3, the selection for
blending/homogenizing machines is addressed. Simulation is used in section 6.4 for the
selection of stacker-reclaimers or single stackers and reclaimers to take the dual functionality
of stacking and reclaiming by the stacker-reclaimers into account. In section 6.5, methods to
improve the stacker-reclaimers operation are introduced. A case study where a stacking and a
reclaiming machine were selected to deliver blended coal to a power-plant is discussed in
section 6.6. Finally, conclusions are presented in section 6.7.

6.2 Stockyard machine characteristics
For a proper machine selection the various stockyard machine characteristics are required. For
relatively small terminals (e.g., terminals with an annual throughput less than 4 million tons),
wheel loaders and mobile feeding bunkers are used. Such machines are shown in Figure 6.2.
The mobile feeding bunker can also be used to transfer material onto belt conveyors.

Figure 6.2: Handling of dry bulk materials using wheel loaders and a mobile feeding
bunker (Courtesy of N.M. Heilig BV)
At larger dry bulk terminals, rail-mounted stackers and reclaimers are installed. These
machines stack material onto piles and reclaim material from these piles. Generally, stackers
move in three directions; travelling alongside piles, luffing and slewing the boom to stack
materials on both sides of the machine. Figure 6.3 shows a stacker that uses a tripper car to
transfer material from the yard belt conveyor to the belt conveyor on the stacker’s boom.
Circular storage systems are often installed near coal-fired power plants where radial stackers
stack material by slewing their booms up to 360° and radial bridge scraper reclaimers reclaim
the stockpile from the pile’s face side (see Figure 6.4). Circular storage systems have
advantages: a compact design, simultaneously endless stacking and reclaiming and well suited
for roofed storage of bulk materials. Disadvantages are the higher investment costs, the
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limited storage capacity compared to longitudinal piles and the expandability only in large
batches.
Reclaimers are used to continuously reclaim and discharge stored material from the stockyard.
Reclaimers consist of a reclaiming mechanism and an intermediate belt conveyor to convey
bulk materials to the yard belt conveyor. The reclaiming mechanism may be a moving chain
with gathering scrapers (see Figure 6.5) or a revolving wheel on which buckets are attached
(see Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7).

Figure 6.3: Stacker with a tripper car (Courtesy of ThyssenKrupp)

Figure 6.4: A circular storage system with a radial stacker and a bridge scraper
reclaimer installed near a coal-fired power plant in Amsterdam (Courtesy Kees Vlot)
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Figure 6.5: Stacking of coal using an overhead conveyor with telescopic loading chute
and a side scraper reclaimer (Courtesy of Taim Weser)
Stacker-reclaimers combine the two functions of stacking and reclaiming into one machine.
Consequently, only one of the two functions can be fulfilled at a time. Figure 6.6 shows a
bucket wheel stacker-reclaimer during stacking of coal. The belt conveyor on the machine’s
boom travels in the discharge direction, with the bucket wheel stationary, when discharging,
and in the reverse direction with the bucket wheel in operation when reclaiming. Figure 6.7
shows a reclaiming bucket wheel in operation. A tripper car is needed to transfer the bulk
material from the yard belt conveyor to the boom conveyor during the stacking mode. During
reclaiming, the material is dumped through the center of the machine onto the yard conveyor.

Figure 6.6: A bucket wheel stacker-reclaimer during stacking (Courtesy of
ThyssenKrupp)
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Figure 6.7: A bucket wheel reclaims material from a pile (Courtesy ThyssenKrupp)
Table 6.1 lists values for stockyard machine characteristics mentioned by several authors
together with values determined in this research. Not all machines were explained in this
chapter but details can easily be found from manufactures websites or brochures. One of
machine characteristics is the effective utilization. Due to all kinds of circumstances, like the
variation in ship unloading capacity and the travelling times during operation, stockyard
machines cannot always operate at maximum speed. The effective utilization expresses the
ratio between the effective and installed capacity. For example, the maximum technical
capacity for a machine is 1,000 [t/h] but due to luffing, slewing and travelling during
operation the net capacity is 850 [t/h]. The effective utilization for this machine is 0.85.
Values for the effective utilization for stackers were not found. This utilization can be derived
from machines which feed the stackers, the stackers’ capacity must have at least the same
value. If a stacker has to handle the unloaded materials from ships, the effective stacking
utilization is determined by the ship unloader. In chapter 3 it was mentioned that ship
unloading efficiencies vary between 0.5 (for grab cranes) and 0.65 (for continuous unloaders).
If a stacker is fed by a railcar or barge unloader, comparable utilization values are expected
(see the average landside equipment utilizations mentioned in section 2.4).
Several authors proposed values for the effective utilization of reclaimers. For bucket wheel
reclaimers different values were proposed. Leech (2010) suggested values between 0.70 and
0.75 when the slewing reclaiming method is applied and for the long-travel reclaiming
method values between 0.88 and 0.92. Knappe (1995) introduced values between 0.50 and
0.95 for the effective reclaiming utilization. Operational data of the net reclaiming capacity of
bucket wheel stacker-reclaimers at a Dutch dry bulk terminal was investigated. This analysis
has shown values for the effective utilization between 0.35 and 0.57. To explain the variation
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of these observed values and to explain the difference with values proposed by others, extra
research was performed which parameters affect the utilization of bucket-wheel reclaimers.
In Appendix E, the effective reclaiming utilization for bucket wheel reclaimers is presented. It
appeared that this utilization relates to the reclaiming method, the adjustment of the slewing
speed and pile dimensions. Table 6.1 lists, among other things, values determined for the
effective reclaiming utilization for bucket wheel reclaimers for a specific set of input
parameters. These parameters are listed in Appendix E.
Table 6.1: Stockyard machine characteristics derived from Erasmus (2001), FAM
(2010), Müller (2010) and Strien (2010) completed with own results
Machine type
Stacker
Radial stacker
Side scraper reclaimer
Single boom portal scraper reclaimer
Double boom portal scraper reclaimer
Bridge scraper reclaimer
Bridge bucket wheel reclaimer
Drum reclaimer
Bucket wheel reclaimer

Maximum technical
capacity [kt/h]
10
8
1
2. 2
4.4
1.8
10
4.5
12

Effective
utilization [-]
0.5 - 0.65
0.5 - 0.65
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.4 - 0.8

Stockpile
width [m]
30-60
Ø120
10-25
15-60
15-60
15-60
30-60
20-50
30-60

6.3 Stockyard machine selection for blending and homogenization
In this section a stockyard machine selection is presented for blending and homogenizing dry
bulk materials. By stacking different grades a blend is formed and the reclaiming operation
determines if in the final product the grades are homogeneously distributed. In section 6.3.1, a
brief literature review of bed blending is given. Section 6.3.2 describes four stacking methods
to build up blending piles. In section 6.3.3, basic blending equations are introduced and in
section 6.3.4 a ranking for the combinations of the stacking method and reclaiming machine is
presented.
6.3.1 Bed blending theory: a literature review
In many papers the bed blending theory was applied to design blending stockpiles. The first
pioneers of the blending and homogenizing theory were Gerstel (1979) and Gy (1981). The
bed blending theory can be used to determine the variation which would occur if the geometry
of stacking and reclaiming are perfect in the sense that each parcel of stacked material is
equally represented in each parcel of reclaimed material (Robinson, 2004). The theory of bed
blending assumed that each layer in the blending pile can be characterized by an average
composition and a standard deviation corresponding to a random variation around this
average (Petersen, 2004).
Many computer models (e.g., Zador (1991), Robinson (2004), Petersen (2004) and Kumral
(2006)) were developed for computing three-dimensional geometries of blending piles, for
assessing combinations of stacking methods and reclaiming machines, for predicting the
blending performance and for evaluating coal purchasing programs. Schott (2004) focuses on
the applicability of blending and homogenizing in mammoth silos. Others used simulation to
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optimize blending in longitudinal stockpiles (Pavloudakis and Agioutantis, 2003) or cone
shell stockpiles (Duinkerken et al., 2011).
6.3.2 Stacking methods
Four stacking methods can be distinguished for the composition of blending piles: cone shell,
chevron, strata and windrow stacking. Figure 6.8 shows schematically these blending piles
built up out of two grades.

(A) Cone Shell

Face side

(B) Chevron

3D

(C) Strata

3D
Face side

(D) Windrow

Figure 6.8: Schematically representation of blended piles when different stacking
methods were applied; derived from Wolpers (1995), FAM (2010) and Müller (2010)
For the cone shell stacking method (Figure 6.8A) the material is discharged at a single point.
The stacker’s boom remains stationary until a cone of the required height is formed. The
stacker moves a short distance and material is poured again connecting a new cone to the first
one. Cone shell stacking is usually performed using a stacker with a luffing boom. Blending
can be realized by extending the pile longitudinally along its length with interconnected cones
of material with different grades.
Chevron stacking (Figure 6.8B) involves the creation of a longitudinal pile by stacking the
material at the stockyard while the stacker moves slowly down the stockyard. The first layer
is then created. At the end of the pile, the stacker boom is luffed to create room for the second
layer and the stacker travels backwards. By running the stacker alongside the pile, triangular
bands of different qualities of materials are stacked in thin layers over the whole pile length.
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Strata stacking (Figure 6.8C) requires a stacker with a luffable and slewing boom. An initial
small pile is created at one side of the storage area. After the creation of the first layer, the
boom is slewed further and luffed. The stacker travels back and pours material behind the first
layer to create the second one. By repeatedly slewing and luffing the boom at each layer end,
layers of different material qualities are built up parallel.
Also windrow stacking (Figure 6.8D) requires a luffable and slewing stacker boom. This
stacking method is a combination of chevron and strata stacking. Small separate piles are
formed by travelling alongside the pile and the gaps between these piles are filled afterwards
to build up the windrow. The material quality is therefore layered in blocks across the pile’s
cross section.
6.3.3 Basic blending equations
For the composition of blending piles the mass balance can be used to determine the mass
fractions for different grades (Gerstel, 1999). Bulk properties, like the ash content, volatile
matter or moisture content, are stochastic variables with an average value and a distribution.
The distribution is normally expressed by the standard deviation. Samples are generally made
from the different grades to determine the average values and standard deviations for several
bulk properties. In the simplest case blending piles are built up out of two grades (as shown in
Figure 6.8). The mass per grade can then be determined using the following equation.

p m  p m  qm
1

1

2

p q p

2

1

2

(6.1)

Where p1 and p2 are the average values of a bulk property, q is the required average value
after blending, m1 and m2 are the masses per grade and m is the required mass after blending.
When it is assumed that the sum of the individual masses equals the required mass after
blending, equations (6.2) and (6.3) can be derived to determine the mass fractions.
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When it is assumed that each parcel of stacked grade is equally represented in each parcel of
reclaimed material, the standard deviation of the reclaimed material can then, according to
elementary statistics, be calculated as:
nm

q 

2
 mi 
  m   pi 2
i 1
b N

(6.4)

Where σq is the standard deviation of a bulk property after blending and homogenization, nm
is the number of stacked grades, mi is the mass per stacked grade [t], m is the total blended
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mass, σpi is the standard deviation of a bulk property per grade, N [-] is the number of layers
in the stockpile and b [-] is an empirical factor that expresses the blending ratio achievable in
practice. De Wet (1994) and FAM (2010) proposed values for the parameter b between 0.5
and 0.7. Note that each layer of the blended material represents the composition of the
different blended grades.
6.3.4 The blending and homogenization effect
The combination of the stacking method and reclaiming machine determines the blending and
homogenization effect. Reclaiming over the pile’s cross-section increases the probability that
each parcel of stacked grade is represented in the parcel of reclaimed material. The variations
of the incoming grades are evened out. To express the effect of blending and homogenization
the following references were consulted; Zador (1991), Müller (2010) and FAM (2010).
These references show for several combinations of stacking methods and reclaiming machines
values for the blending/homogenization effect. These values were determined during practical
tests and represent the ratio between the variations before stacking and after reclaiming, or
expressed algebraically:


  in
q

(6.5)

Where ε is the blending/homogenization effect [-], σin represents the standard deviation of a
bulk property for the incoming grades and σq is the standard deviation of a bulk property after
blending and homogenization. Table 6.2 shows values for the blending/homogenization
effect. Note that the values for the blending/homogenization effects as listed in Table 6.2 are
partly derived from commercial information of stockyard machine manufacturers and these
suppliers do not present data to verify the proposed results.
Table 6.2: The blending/homogenization effect as function of several combinations for
stacking methods and reclaiming machines (derived from Zador (1991), Müller (2010)
and FAM (2010)
Reclaiming machine
Single scraper reclaimer and
Portal scraper reclaimer
Bridge scraper reclaimer
Bridge bucket wheel reclaimer
Drum reclaimer
Bucket wheel reclaimer

Stacking method (see Figure 6.8)
Cone Shell Chevron Strata Windrow
2

2

3-4

4-6

-

10
4-8
9-10
4-5

5-6
4-6
4-6
5-6

8-9
4-8
7-8
4-6

From Table 6.2 it can be learned that a chevron stacked pile together with a bridge scraper
reclaimer (this machine is shown in Figure 6.4) or drum reclaimer realize the best blending
and homogenization effect. Both reclaiming machines dig material away from the pile’s face
side. In section 6.6, a case study will be discussed to select the stacking method, the stacking
machine and the reclaiming machine based on the information presented in this section.
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6.4 Stacker-reclaimers or stackers and reclaimers
Currently, stacker-reclaimers or single stackers and reclaimers are both installed at
stockyards. An advantage of stacker-reclaimers is the limited number of belt conveyors
needed (the same belt conveyor is used for the transport of bulk material to and from the
stacker-reclaimer). A disadvantage is the decrease of the terminal performance due to
conflicting objectives for servicing ships and trains at the same time. In this section, an
economical trade-off will be made based on investment costs for stockyard machines and belt
conveyors and predefined average port times for ships and trains.
In section 6.4.1, a method to estimate the investment costs for stockyard machines and belt
conveyors is described. To determine the average ship and train port times, simulation is
needed to take the stochastic arrival processes, equipment disturbances and variation in piles
storage times into account. Furthermore, by using simulation the conflicts for stackerreclaimers for servicing ships or trains can be taken into account. The simulation model will
be discussed in section 6.4.2. Specific details for using a discrete-event simulation model to
represent a continuous flow of bulk materials are presented in section 6.4.3. The verification
of the simulation model is mentioned in section 6.4.4 and simulation experimental results are
presented in section 6.4.5.
6.4.1 Investment costs for stockyard machines and belt conveyors
Manufactures consider the selling prices for their stockyard machines and belt conveyors as
confidential and do not want to share these prices easily. In this section, the machines
investment costs (defined as costs when machines are fully installed at stockyards) will
therefore be estimated based on the machines weight.
From 75 stockyard machines (stackers, bucket wheel reclaimers and bucket wheel stackerreclaimers) the weight, the boom length and the stacking and/or reclaiming capacity were
compiled from several sources like Wöhlbier (1977) and brochures from manufactures. In
Appendix F, the method is explained that was used to formulate the relation between the
machines’ weight and machines’ characteristics. Based on the results mentioned in Appendix
F the following equation was derived:





w  e lb Qsg  Qrg  e
1
2

(6.6)

Where w is the machine’s weight [t], e1 and e2 are constants for the different machine types
(values are listed in Table 6.3), lb is the boom length [m], Qsg and Qrg [kt/h] are the gross
stacking and reclaiming capacities respectively. The gross capacity is also called the
machine’s name plate capacity.
Table 6.3: Determined constant values per stockyard machine type
Stockyard machine
Stackers
Bucket wheel reclaimers
Bucket wheel stacker-reclaimers

e1 [-]
1.61
1.43
1.38

e2 [-]
61
275
238

For the belt conveyor investment costs, Roberts (1981) developed an economic cost model. A
relation between the investment cost and the transportation capacity was proposed. However,
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even when the results determined were indexed to the year 2014, the investment cost per
running meter is only a fraction compared to the limited number of quotations received from
belt conveyor system suppliers. In Appendix F, prices for a running meter of belt conveyor
systems based on the received quotations are shown. These prices include the drive unit, the
belt, idler sets, stringers and tensioning unit but exclude the civil works, sidewalks, covers,
etc. From Figure F.3 in Appendix F, it can be concluded that the belt conveyor investment
costs vary significantly. Apparently these costs vary per country, per supplier or even per
project. An upper and a lower limit were derived to limit the maximum and minimum price
per running meter versus the transportation capacity. Note that these limits were not validated
due to the lack of real-world data.
6.4.2 Transport network model
The stockyard model as presented in chapter 5 describes the stockyard operation with a
simplified seaside and landside handling. That model has been extended with stockyard
machines and belt conveyors. This further developed simulation model developed is called the
‘Transport network model’. Details for this model are presented in Appendix D, section D.4.
In this section, the main important algorithms for the transport network model are briefly
described. In the transport network model the stockyard machine main functions (stacking
and/or reclaiming), the machine’s location at the stockyard, the routes to this machine and the
machine capacities has been considered.
For the stockyard machines the following algorithms were implemented; SelectJob to select
the next appropriate job, RouteSelection to select available transportation routes and
StorageAllocation to allocate the shipload to a lane that contains available storage area. In this
section the algorithms will be explained for an import terminal but these algorithms can also
be applied at export terminals. The time needed to stack or reclaim the job is determined by
dividing the job’s load by the machine’s effective capacity. Activities to handle a certain bulk
load are called jobs. A job can be a trainload or a (part of the) shipload.
Machine’s algorithm SelectJob
When a new job is generated, each idle machine checks one after the other if this job can be
handled. A ship will be accepted when the shipload can be stored and there is an available
transportation route from the ship unloader to this machine. A train will be accepted when the
requested material is stored at one of stockyard lanes in the machine’s reach and material can
be transported from this machine to a railcar loader.
Machine’s algorithm RouteSelection
To each machine, transportation routes are assigned and listed in the machine’s routes list. A
route is formed by multiple belt conveyors in series. A belt conveyor can only be used in one
route at the time. After finishing the transportation of a job, the selected route is put as last
item in the machine’s routes list. In this way a random selection of all routes will be realized.
Machine’s algorithm StorageAllocation
The required pile length to store a (part of a) new arrived shipload is calculated based on the
shipload, specific dimensions (lane width and stacking height) and material properties (angle
of repose and bulk density) (as introduced in chapter 5). To allocate this pile to the stockyard,
a certain length of the lane will be claimed. To prevent mixing between piles, an empty space
of at least two meters will be created between piles. The pile’s area will be made available as
soon as all material is reclaimed.
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The transport network model was used to evaluate stockyard layouts. Figure 6.9 shows for
this case both investigated layouts. In the layout shown in Figure 6.9A, three stackerreclaimers are installed and in Figure 6.9B three stackers and three reclaimers are used.
Machines installed on the same track between two stockyard lanes can pass each other, which
corresponds to real operations where the machines’ booms have to be slewed parallel to the
stockyard lanes before these machines can pass each other. In the simulation model, the time
needed for slewing is not included. Figure 6.9 shows arbitrary situations where material is
reclaimed from the first lane (L1) by a stacker-reclaimer or reclaimer to be loaded in a freight
train. At the same time, two ship unloaders are used to unload a bulk ship. Material out of this
ship is stacked in two different piles. Shipload splitting and storing across multiple piles was
already introduced in chapter 5 and is applied here again.
Data of (historically served) ships was used as input for ships with specific arrival times and
shiploads. For each pile the storage time (which is the load’s time-in-system) is drawn from a
distribution. After finishing the stacking operation, a specific train generator generates trains
to pick up the pile’s load within its storage time.
In the transport network model each piece of belt conveyor uses its own disturbance
generator. Tewari et al., (1991) stated that for belt conveyors the mean time between failures
(MTBF) and the mean time to repair (MTTR) can be retrieved by sampling values from
negative exponential distributions (NED). In the first instance this assumption seems to be a
strange one. Although this proposed distribution type does not correspond exactly with
operational data of belt conveyors at an export terminal (as analyzed by Klaasen, 2007), there
are some similarities. The historical data has shown that in most cases the time needed to
repair is relatively short (solving a disturbance takes approximately 15 minutes) and only in a
few situations the time between failures is very long. Furthermore, by using the NEDdistribution for the generation of MTBF and MTTR-times the worst-case scenario will be
investigated, resulting in a better performing real situation.
The historical operational data of the disturbance behavior of belt conveyors has values for
the technical availability (η) between 0.9 and 0.97. In this research, a technical availability of
0.97 will be used for each belt conveyor. The relation between the technical availability and
the MTBF and MTTR can be expressed with the following equation:



MTBF
MTBF  MTTR

(6.7)

Where η is the technical availability [-], MTBF is the Mean Time Between Failures [h] and
MTTR is the Mean Time To Repair [h].
When a belt conveyor breaks down, the active job’s handling time will be extended with the
mean time to repair. This assumption does for many cases correspond with the real situation,
especially when disturbances that take a relatively small time occur. However, when a belt
conveyor breaks down a long-time, the remaining material that has to be transported will be
performed using another route in real-operations. This transition to another transportation
route when the transportation activitiy is not finished is not implemented in the transport
network model; again the worst case scenario will be investigated.
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Figure 6.9: Investigated stockyard layouts with (A) three stacker-reclaimers and (B)
three stackers and three reclaimers
6.4.3 Using discrete-event simulation for continuous flow transportation
In the transport network model, the continuous transport of dry bulk materials has been
implemented in a discrete-event simulation. Fioroni et al., (2007) already applied the
discretization of the continuous transportation for iron ore using belt conveyors for the case of
a steel factory in Brazil by dividing the load onto the belt conveyor into portions. When a
route could be selected to transport material between a predefined source and destination,
each portion of material that departs from the source decreases the stockpile volume and
arriving portions increase the volume at the destination. Unfortantely, the authors do not
mention which portion size was selected to model the continuous behavior of the belt
conveyors.
Contrary to the work of Fioroni et al., (2007) in the transport network model, the running time
of material on the belt conveyors (the time needed to feed the material from the start to the
end of a transportation route) was not taken into account. This approach was followed because
the behavior of the continuous flow itself is less relevant compared to the complexity of route
selection and the prioritization of transportation activities.
For each material transport, the maximum transportation rate (in tons per hour) was
determined by the investigation of the capacities of the individual belt conveyors and the
arrival rate of the material. For example, when two cranes are unloading with free-digging
speed and both cranes dump their material onto one quay conveyor, the transportation rate of
this conveyor may be less than the material arrival rate. However, when one crane feeds the
conveyor system, the crane’s capacity may be less than the maximum transportation capacity.
The time needed for transportation is then determined by dividing the amount of material with
either the maximum transportation rate or the arrival rate. Times needed for starting up or
stopping the transportation routes are not included in the transport network model because
these times will only lower the maximum transportation capacities.
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6.4.4 Verification
For the verification of the transport network model, the tracing function of the simulation
software was used and simulation results of a simplified case were compared with analytical
results. The average ship waiting time (Wt) as function of the inverse of the ship unloading
rate (1/μ) was determined analytically for an M/M/n queuing model. Equations for this model
were already introduced in chapter 3. For the simulation results a similar layout as shown in
Figure 6.9B with an extra ship unloader and railcar loader was used. Moreover, the following
preconditions were set to achieve a correct comparison; the ships interarrival times and
shiploads were represented by negative exponential distributions, the shipload was stored in
one pile and there was no variation in piles storage times.
Following the outcome of the verification study concerning the seaside model (as described in
section 3.6.2) ten files that contain each 2,500 ships were used as input for the verification of
the simulation model. In Figure 6.10 the average ship waiting time as function of the average
ship service time is shown versus the average stackers utilization (ρs) [-] for the analytical
solution (M/M/3) a well as the outcomes of the simulation model. The relatively large
variation of the average values obtained using the simulation model can be explained by the
fact that negative exponential distributions were used for the ships arrival times as wel as
shiploads. Although, the average values and corresponding variations are in line with the
analytical results, the transport network model can be considered as correct.
2.4
Simulation results

M/M/3

2.0

Wt [1/μ]

1.6
1.2
0.8
0.4
0.0
0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

ρs [-]

Figure 6.10: Verification of the simulation model by comparing analytical results with
results obtained using the simulation model for ten replications
During the development of the transport network model the (provisional) results were
discussed in close cooperation with different, independent terminal operators (expert
validation). For example, for the route selection comparable approaches were followed as
applied by terminal operations planners.
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6.4.5 Simulation experimental results and run control
The transport network model was used to determine for both layouts of Figure 6.9 the average
ship and the average train port times versus the net stacking and/or reclaiming capacities.
Table 6.4 lists the input parameters used. The simulation run time was determined using the
same method as described in section 3.7.1. However, based on the results from this section,
input files that contained 2,500 ships were used because comparable stochastic distributions
are applied for the ships interarrival times and shiploads. For the simulation experiments as
discussed in this section, extra stochastic variations are introduced by the storage time
distributions and the equipment technical availability distributions.
Table 6.4: Input parameters for the simulation experimental results
Parameter
ṁ
IATDist
SlDist
sl
Ts
STDist
η

Description
Annual throughput
Interarrival time distribution
Shipload distribution
Average shipload
Average pile’s storage time
Storage time distribution
Storage policy
Equipment technical availability
Trainload

Value
Unit
15
[Mt/y]
NED
See Figure 3.21B
101
[kt]
500
[h]
NED
Identity-preserved
0.97
[-]
4
[kt]

For the experiments it was assumed that the terminal acts as an import terminal and the
stockyard area was set large enough to prevent that ships have to wait before delivering their
material. The jobs were selected according the First-Come-First-Served method. In Figure
6.11 a boxplot is shown composed from the variations of ten replications for the case with
three stacker-reclaimers and a stacking capacity of 2.3 [kt/h]. The average value is listed in
Figure 6.12 as a single result. The average value was 51.3 [h] with a standard deviation of
0.95 [h], which is 1.9%. This accuracy was assumed to be precise enough to perform the
stockyard machine selection.
In Figure 6.12 results for the average ship and train port times are presented together with
predefined limits for the assessment (Wship: 60 ]h] and Wtrain: 12 [h]). The net capacities
required to meet these maximum values can be read from Figure 6.12. The requirement for
the high reclaiming capacity needed for stacker-reclaimers (as shown in Figure 6.12B) can be
explained by the variations in load between ships and trains. When stacker-reclaimers are
active with stacking (servicing the ship unloading activity) these machines are claimed a long
time. That results in a limited time available for reclaiming material that is stored within its
reach. A high reclaiming capacity should be installed to meet the predefined average train port
time.
The gross stacking and gross reclaiming capacities were calculated by multiplying the net
stacking and reclaiming capacities determined with an effective utilization value of 0.5. This
value for the effective utilization was already listed in Table 6.1. The assessment between
stacker-reclaimers and single stackers and reclaimers is presented in Table 6.5. From this
table, it can be concluded that for the layout of Figure 6.9 stacker-reclaimers require less
investment costs compared to single stackers and reclaimers to realize the predefined
maximum average ship and train port times.
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Figure 6.11: Boxplot that displays the variations for the average ship port time obtained
using the transport network model for an input file of 2,500 ships for a single result as
shown in Figure 6.12
Table 6.5: Assessment between stacker-reclaimers and single stackers and reclaimers
Layout
Figure
6.9A
Figure
6.9B
1

Machines
3 stackerreclaimers
3 stackers
3 reclaimers

Qsg1
[kt/h]

Qrg1
[kt/h]

w
[kt]2

Csm
[M€]3

Cbc
[M€]4

Ctot
[M€]

4.2

5.4

900

21.6

8.1

29.7

4
-

3

385
490

9.2
11.8

6
4.5

31.5

Qsg is the gross stacking capacity and Qrg is the gross reclaiming capacity
The machine’s weight was determined using equation (6.6) and the constant values as listed
in Table 6.3. For all machines a boom length of 50 meter was assumed.
3
The investment cost for stockyard machines (Csm) was calculated based on the assumption
that each machine fully installed at the stockyard costs 8 times more than its weight in
kilograms.
4
The investment cost for belt conveyors (Cbc) was based on the lower limit of the cost per
running meter versus the transportation capacity as shown in Figure F.3 (in Appendix F). For
all yard belt conveyors a length of 1 kilometer was assumed. Only the yard belt conveyors
were included in this analysis because both layouts in Figure 6.9 show a comparable
configuration for the cross conveyors (the conveyors that connect the (un)loading machines
with the yard belt conveyors).
2
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Figure 6.12: Simulation experimental results to assess layouts (as shown in Figure 6.9)
that contain individual stockyard machines or combined stacker-reclaimers. The
stacking capacity required is shown in (A) and the reclaiming capacity required in (B).

6.5 Reduction of the needed stacker-reclaimer reclaiming capacity
From the previous section it can be concluded that stacker-reclaimers require a relatively high
reclaiming capacity to realize a predefined average train port time. In this section, two
methods will be presented that will reduce the reclaiming capacity needed without exceeding
a predefined average train port time. The first method, described in section 6.5.1, is the
stacker-reclaimer redundancy. The second method is to interrupt ship servicing temporarily
under certain conditions to load trains in between. This rescheduling procedure is presented in
section 6.5.2 and was based on van Vianen et al. (2013) and van Vianen et al. (2014b).
6.5.1 Stacker-reclaimer redundancy
The stacker-reclaimer redundancy is defined as the accessibility of two machines to individual
piles. Figure 6.13 shows a layout where piles stored at lanes (L2 and L3) can be reclaimed by
two machines; at these lanes there is a stacker-reclaimer redundancy. When, for example,
stacker-reclaimer SR2 is active with stacking at lane L3, SR1 is also able to reclaim material
from piles which are stored at this lane. Piles at L2 and L3 have to be stacked by two stackerreclaimers from both sides. Piles at lanes L1 and L4 remain accessible by one stackerreclaimer. The reduction of the reclaiming capacity needed was investigated and the results
are shown in Figure 6.14 with the series ‘3 SRs with redundancy’. From this figure, it can be
concluded that the net reclaiming capacity (Qr) can be reduced from 2.7 to 2.5 [kt/h].
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Figure 6.13: A stockyard layout with the stacker-reclaimer redundancy for piles stored
at lanes L2 and L3
6.5.2 The rescheduling algorithm for stacker-reclaimers
Hu and Yao (2012) formulated the stacker-reclaimer scheduling problem as a mixed integer
programming model with the objective of minimizing the makespan (which is the total time
between the start of the first operation and the end of the last operation) for a given set of
handling operations. The approach developed was based on genetic algorithms using two
types of chromosome representations. In the greedy assignment procedure, operations were
assigned to machines based on their availability, minimized completion time and minimized
setup times. Computational experiments were performed for a specific case for a planning
horizon of 8 hours. The authors assumed that the processing time per operation varies
between the 60 and 150 minutes and that a stacker-reclaimer completes the operation without
any interruption or shift.
At dry bulk terminals the jobs’ operation time show much more variation than proposed by
Hu and Yao (2012). In our approach the reduction of the needed reclaiming capacity was
investigated when the stacking operation is interrupted temporarily in favor of train loading.
The so-called rescheduling algorithm was developed and implemented in the transport
network model. The interruption of the ship servicing can only be performed when certain
conditions like the availability of transportation routes and expected disturbances are
considered. When a train arrives to pick up materials, the rescheduling algorithm investigates
if this train can be handled immediately. The following preconditions were implemented in
the rescheduling algorithm:



If a stacker-reclaimer is active with reclaiming the operation will not be rescheduled due
to the limited operation time.
There should be a transportation route to be formed from idle belt conveyors to transport
the requested material to a railcar loader.
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There must be spare time left within the agreed ship port time after serving the train in
between. The time needed to reposition stacker-reclaimers (assumed as maximum 15
minutes) must be taken into account as well.
An interruption of the ship’s operation is only acceptable when the maximum number of
interruptions per ship is not reached.

The last precondition was introduced to prevent that ship unloading is interrupted too
frequently. This may result in an extension of the ship end time due to unexpected
breakdowns during the remaining operation. When requested material is stored in the reach of
two stacker-reclaimers and both machines are active with stacking, the stacker-reclaimer with
most spare time within the maximum ship port time is selected.
The question is how many times may the ship unloading be interrupted when the route
availability and breakdowns are not known on beforehand? A fixed number of interruptions
per ship will not be a useful parameter because shiploads vary considerably. Therefore, it was
proposed that the number of interruptions per ship depends on the shipload and will be
defined by dividing the shipload with a parameter that was called ‘shipload distributer’. For
example, for a shipload distributer of 15 [kt] maximum four interruptions of the ship
unloading is accepted for a shipload of 65 [kt].
The transportation route that was used during stacking remains claimed during the reclaiming
operation. Consequently, the belt conveyors in this route cannot be assigned to other stackerreclaimers and after finishing the train loading interruption, the stacker-reclaimer continues
with the stacking operation.
For the layout as shown in Figure 6.13 simulation results were determined when the
rescheduling algorithm was active. The parameters as listed in Table 6.4 were used together
with two extra parameters. For the shipload distributer a value of 15 [kt] was used and the
stacker-reclaimer repositioning time was assumed to be 15 minutes.
In Figure 6.14 the average ship and train port times determined are presented. From Figure
6.14B it can be concluded that rescheduling the stacker-reclaimer operation will decrease the
required reclaiming capacity from 2.7 [kt/h] to 2.4 [kt/h] still guaranteeing the predefined
average train port time of 12 hours. However, from Figure 6.14A it can be concluded that the
average ship port time will increase from 60 to 80 [h] when the stacking capacity of 2.1 [kt/h]
will remain the same. The effect can be explained by the fact that each interruption requires
two times repositioning of the stacker-reclaimer, which takes half an hour. During
repositioning, the machines are not able to handle material, ineffective machines hours are
introduced. For the investigated case rescheduling the stacker-reclaimer operation is only
beneficial if the average ship port time of 80 hours does still satisfy the required seaside
performance, otherwise the required increase of the stacking capacity required neutralizes the
reduction of the reclaiming capacity required.
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Figure 6.14: The average port times for ships (A) and trains (B) as function of the
stacker-reclaimers’ capacity with redundancy of piles at middle stockyard lanes (as
shown in Figure 6.13) and the rescheduling procedure
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Figure 6.15: The average port times for ships (A) and trains (B) as function of different
values for the shipload distributer (results for 15 [kt] were already shown in Figure 6.13)
The impact of the number of interruptions during ship unloading was investigated by varying
the value for the shipload distributer. For two different values, 5 [kt] and 30 [kt], the average
ship and train port times were determined and compared with the already presented results in
Figure 6.14 (the series ‘3SR with redundancy and rescheduling’). Figure 6.15 shows the
average port times determined as function of the shipload distributer and in Figure 6.16 the
registered average numbers of interruptions per ship (ni) [-] as function of the shipload
distributer are shown. As expected, from Figure 6.15 and 6.16 it can be concluded that a
reduction of the shipload distributer will increase the average number of interruptions per ship
which will increase the average ship port time and will decrease the average train port time.
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The transport network model can be used to determine the maximum acceptable number of
interruptions per ship to realize predefined average ship and train port times.
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Figure 6.16: The average number of interruptions during ship unloading (ni) as function
of three different values for the shipload distributer

6.6 Case study: the selection of blending and homogenization machines
In this case study, preferred types of stockyard machines will be selected to deliver material
with predefined characteristics to a coal-fired power plant. In Figure 6.17, a schematically
representation of this case study is presented. From two different grades of coal a blending
bed is formed and after reclaiming the final product is transported to the power plant. In this
case study, the blending bed is composed out of two grades while in real operations blending
beds are built up from a larger number of materials. Specific software is developed to support
the terminal operations planner with the composition of blending beds.
Characteristics for both grades are listed in Table 6.6. These characteristics were derived from
several references, which are listed in Table 6.6. The requirements for the final product that
has to be delivered to the power plant are also listed in Table 6.6. Another requirement was
the maximum weekly consumption of 200 [kt] of blended and homogenized material. This
material has to comply with predefined requirements for the average value and standard
deviation of the ash content to realize an efficient combustion process in the boiler.
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Figure 6.17: Schematically representation of delivering blended and homogenized
material to a coal-fired power plant
Table 6.6: Characteristics for the base grades and the final product
Material property
Origin
Mass [kt]
Heating value [MJ/kg]
Moisture [%]
Ash content [%]
σash [%]

Grade 11
Colombia
m1= 149
31
4.6
4.4
1.83

Grade 22
India
m2= 51
18
12
45.6
3.43

Final product
200
27.7
6.5
15
0.3

1

derived from Tewalt et al. (2006) for the coal field with number IGM1237
derived from Muthuraman et al. (2010)
3
the standard deviations for the average ash content (σash [%]) were derived from
Dziunikowski and Stochalski (1983)
2

Equations (6.2) and (6.3) were used to determine the masses for the individual grades to
realize the blending bed. The standard deviation for the average ash content of the blended
bed can be determined using equation (6.8) by taken the individual mass fractions into
account.

 ash, BB 

m1
m
 ash,G1  2  ash,G 2
m
m

(6.8)

Where σash,BB, σash,G1 and σash,G2 [%] represent the standard deviation for the average ash
content of the blending bed and the individual grades respectively, m1 and m2 [kt] represent
the masses per grade, m is the mass of the blended bed.
In Figure 6.18 the variations for the ash contents are graphically presented as probability
density functions for the grades, the blending bed and the final product. The standard
deviation of the ash content of the blending bed (2.2%) does not comply with the predefined
standard deviation for the final product (0.3%). To reduce the variability of the blending bed,
the material must be homogenized by reclaiming the blended pile in such a way that multiple
layers of materials are reclaimed at the same time.
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Figure 6.18: Probability density functions for the ash content for the grades from which
the blending bed is composed and the final product
Equation (6.4) was used to determine the minimum required number of layers; the blending
bed must be created by at least 113 different layers. Each layer must contain both grades
distributed by their mass fractions. The blending/ homogenization effect was determined
using equation (6.5) and becomes at least 7.3. After consulting Table 6.2, the combinations
for the stacking method and reclaiming machine are listed in Table 6.7. In this table, the
maximum attainable capacities for the reclaiming machines are also listed. These values are
used to confirm that the selected machines are able to realize the reclaiming capacity needed.
These maximum attainable capacities were determined by multiplying the values for the
maximum capacity with the effective utilizations as listed in Table 6.1.
Table 6.7: Possible combinations for the stacking method, type of stacker and reclaimer
to deliver blended and homogenized material to a coal-fired power plant
Stacking
Method

Stacker

Possible reclaimer types

Maximum attainable
reclaiming capacity
[kt/h]

Chevron

Luffable boom

Windrow

Luffable boom
Slewing boom

A) Bridge scraper reclaimer
B) Bridge bucket wheel reclaimer
C) Drum reclaimers

1.7
9.5
4.3

In Table 6.7, the possible combinations for stacking and reclaiming are listed. The chevron as
well as the windrow stacking method can be used. Building up a blending pile with the
required large number of layers can best be realized using a stacker with a luffable boom. To
deliver a mass of 200 [kt] within 7 days, the minimum required reclaiming capacity is 1.4
[kt/h] when assumed that the equipment is 20 hours per day in operation. For this case study,
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the combination of the chevron stacking method, a stacker with a luffable boom and a bridge
scraper reclaimer satisfy the requirements. Bridge scraper reclaimers are built with a
reclaiming capacity larger than 1.4 [kt/h] and the other machines as listed in Table 6.7 are
technically more complex and therefore more expensive.

6.7 Conclusions
The characteristics determined for stockyard machines are necessary to realize an appropriate
stockyard machine selection. The blending and/or homogenization effect for dry bulk
materials relates to the stacking method used and the installed type of reclaiming machine.
The selection for the stacking method, stacking and reclaiming machines was made for a case
study where blended coal has to be delivered to a coal-fired power plant.
For the storage of material at stockyards, bucket-wheel stacker-reclaimers or individual
stackers and bucket-wheel reclaimers are generally installed. For the selection of stackerreclaimers or single stackers and reclaimers the stockyard model from Chapter 5 was
extended with stockyard machines and the belt conveyors to transport the material. Simulation
was needed for the machine type assessment to take the conflicting objectives for stackerreclaimers for servicing ships or trains into account. As expected, simulation experiments
have shown that stacker-reclaimers require higher capacities than individual machines to meet
the predefined performance. However, based on the machines weight and by including the
yard belt conveyors into the assessment, the investment costs for stacker-reclaimers are less
compared to using individual stackers and reclaimers.
The reclaiming capacity for stacker-reclaimers can be reduced when piles, stacked on wide
lanes, are accessible by two stacker-reclaimers or when ship servicing can be interrupted in
favor of train loading.
For the expansion of the design methods concerning the stockyard machines, the following
additions are formulated based on the research performed in this chapter:
1. At stockyards different functions have to be performed; buffering, blending and
homogenizing of dry bulk materials. The blending effect required determines the
stockyard machine selection. An overview of attainable blending effects for the
combination of stacking method and reclaiming machine type is presented.
2. Individual stackers and reclaimers or dual-purpose stacker-reclaimers are generally
installed at stockyards. The installation of stacker-reclaimer requires less investment costs
but introduces limitations to simultaneously stacking and reclaiming from the same
stockyard area. Using the transport network model enables a correct assessment of
machine type by taking the conflicting objectives for stacking and reclaiming into
account.
3. When stacker-reclaimers are installed, specific operational procedures like the redundancy
of stacker-reclaimers (access of piles by two machines) and the interruption of ship
servicing in favor of servicing trains will increase the terminal service demands.
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7 Belt conveyor network design

This chapter is based on van Vianen et al. (2014c).
In this chapter the design and operation of belt conveyor networks are discussed. Belt
conveyors are dynamically assigned to transportation routes to convey material from several
sources to different destinations. Terminal operators strive for extended, flexible networks to
perform multiple transportation activities simultaneously. Therefore, a large number of
transfer points is installed to guide the streams of bulk materials between belt conveyors.
However, these transfer points require extra power, maintenance and cleaning activities and
are expensive. In this chapter the question is answered what the impact will be on the
terminal performance when less connections are installed. Another design parameter is the
type of the belt conveyor. At some terminals bi-way belt conveyors are installed but are these
conveyors recommended to be applied at terminals? In this chapter, two case studies are
described. In the first study, several network designs were formulated and assessed to be
implemented in an existing terminal layout. In the second case study, two different route
selection procedures were evaluated.

7.1 Introduction
Belt conveyors are widely used at terminals for the continuous transport of dry bulk materials.
An advantage of continuous transport systems is the lower operational cost compared to
discontinuous transport systems such as wheel loaders or dump trucks. Generally,
discontinuous transport systems present lower capital costs but higher operational costs.
Wheel loaders, dump trucks and mobile feeding bunkers are generally used at relatively small
terminals (e.g., Dutch import terminals with an annual throughput less than 4 million tons). In
this chapter transportation networks which consist of belt conveyors will be investigated.
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All types of belt conveyors share the same components like the endless rubber belt, idlers to
support the belt, a drive and tail pulley, a loading and discharge chute and a take-up system.
Figure 7.1 shows schematically these main components.
Discharge
chute

Transfer point

Hood

Carrying idler

Drive pulley
Belt

Loading
chute

Spoon

Belt cleaner

Dust seal

Impact bed

Transfer point
Bend pulley
Tail pulley Return idler

Take up pulley

Figure 7.1: Simplified representation of a belt conveyor for the introduction of the main
components
Improvement of the energy efficiency of belt conveyor systems can be achieved at equipment
or operation level (Zhang and Xia, 2010). For the equipment improvement the idlers (e.g.,
Reicks, 2008), the belt material (e.g., Lodewijks, 2011) and the drive system (e.g., de Almeida
et al., 2002) are the main targets to achieve a better efficiency. Switching control (e.g.,
Middelberg et al., 2009) and variable speed control (e.g., Hiltermann et al., 2011) are
proposed to improve the energy efficiency of belt conveyor systems at the operational level.
At dry bulk terminals multiple belt conveyors are dynamically switched in series to connect
several sources and destinations. Between different belt conveyors the material flow must be
transferred in a so-called transfer point. The material is conveyed upwards by the first
conveyor and dumped through a chute onto the receiving belt conveyor. The chute confines
the material stream to reduce the dust creation. The ‘hood’ in the discharge chute (see Figure
7.1) maintains a coherent stream of bulk materials and the ‘spoon’ in the loading chute places
the load on the receiving belt conveyor with proper speed, minimized dust creation and
minimal material degradation. For the design of transfer points, many models were developed
(Lodewijks, 2010). Examples are the “trajectory model” to describe the material stream from
the belt onto the hood, the “impact model” and “chute flow model” to determine the hood and
spoon geometry and the “free-fall model” to describe the falling of the material stream from
the hood onto the spoon.
Thanks to extended belt conveyor networks at terminals the operation may continue by
selecting another transportation route during a break down of a single belt conveyor. Most
real-world belt conveyor networks are utilized with flexible connections between belt
conveyors. Belt conveyors are then equipped with ‘moving heads’ where the drive pulleys can
be put in different positions across multiple belt conveyors, see for a schematically
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representation Figure 7.2D. Disadvantages of these moving heads are the occurrence of extra
disturbances during operation and the requirement for extra maintenance. In this chapter the
reduction of the terminal performance will be investigated when the number of connections
will be decreased.
At some dry bulk terminals bi-way belt conveyors (conveyors with two transportation
directions) are installed instead of single-way belt conveyors. The transportation network
becomes simpler but will this simplification result in a reduction of the terminal performance?
This question will be answered in this chapter. Another research topic that will be discussed
in this chapter is the operational control, and particularly the route selection within belt
conveyor networks.
In conclusion, in this chapter the design of belt conveyor networks as function of the number
of connections, the belt conveyor type (bi-way or single-way) and the operation of belt
conveyor networks (route selection) will be investigated. This chapter is organized as follows:
a literature review of the terminal integrated in the bulk supply chain, the belt conveyor
network design and route scheduling is listed in section 7.2. Details of a route selection
procedure based on routes’ performances are presented in section 7.3. In section 7.4,
experimental results which describe the effects of the network characteristics and routing
flexibility on the network design, are presented. In section 7.5, the simulation model that was
already developed in the previous chapter is used in a case study to assess two network
designs and compare these designs with the existing layout. In a second case study, discussed
in section 7.6, the belt conveyor network operation is investigated by evaluating two different
route selection procedures. Finally, conclusions are presented in section 7.7.

7.2 Literature review
There is a surprising absence of research that investigates belt conveyor network design,
possibly due to the protection of its substantial commercial value by industrial practitioners or
consultancy companies. In chapter one it was mentioned that the most comprehensive design
method for dry bulk terminals was already introduced by the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development in 1985 (UNCTAD, 1985). Unfortunately, this design method is not
very specific and detailed and does not specify how the belt conveyor network should be
designed.
Many references discussed models for freight transportation networks which might be applied
to belt conveyor networks. These models are used to represent a wide range of planning and
operations in transportation, telecommunications, logistics, and production-distribution
systems. The objective of such models is to select links in existing networks in order to satisfy
the demand for transportation at the lowest cost. Network models usually take the form of
mixed-integer optimization problems for which no efficient, exact solutions exist, except for
special variants. Heuristics are therefore proposed in most cases (Crainic, 2000). However, a
model that can support the belt conveyor network design by taking stochastic processes into
account was not found.
Research papers which address the integrated transport system in dry bulk supply chains are
reviewed in section 7.2.1. A limited number of papers investigated the routing problem at dry
bulk terminals, these papers are reviewed in section 7.2.2. In section 7.2.3, the routing
problem for the continuous transport in Operations Research is discussed. The literature
review is evaluated and the modeling approach selected is explained in section 7.2.4.
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7.2.1 The terminal integrated in the bulk supply chain
Dry bulk terminals have to facilitate all transportation and storage needs imposed by bulk
supply chains. Several operations within the bulk supply chains cannot easily be integrated for
operational efficiency because of their complexity and the underlying stakeholder
relationships by which they are structured. Due to the complexity of these supply chains the
terminal operation can better be described as a combined push and pull scheduling problem
than as a typical push or pull logistic system (Conradie et al., 2008). Many end users, traders
and rail operators negotiate on prices, amounts and brands of dry bulk materials and
particularly over the time window, in which the commodities should be available for shipping
to and from the terminal (Kozan and Liu, 2012). These authors modeled an integrated train,
ship and stockpile operation for a coal export terminal as a demand-responsive decision
support system by extending train scheduling methodologies to deal with the real-world
shipment problems.
Singh et al. (2010) proposed a large scale capacity planning model for a coal supply chain. A
mixed-integer linear programming method was proposed to determine the handling capacity
requirements through the supply chain. The needed dumping, stacking and reclaiming
capacities could be determined but specific belt conveyor network details were missing.
7.2.2 The routing problem at dry bulk terminals
A limited number of papers discussed the routing problem at dry bulk terminals. In belt
conveyor networks, conflicts may occur in deploying multiple routes simultaneously because
these routes may share one or more belt conveyors. A simultaneous storage allocation and
routing problem for a set of transportation requests was presented by Ago et al. (2007). This
problem was also formulated as a mixed-integer linear programming problem. Langrangian
decomposition and coordination approach were used to solve the problem. Transportation
routes from three berths to several storage locations and from several stockpiles to the
production facilities are proposed for a planning horizon of 45 hours. The authors
acknowledged that actual stockyards operate under more complex situations than researched.
Circumstances like machine accidents and weather conditions must be considered as well to
create a more accurate tool.
Lodewijks et al. (2009) proposed several alternative belt conveyor networks for an export
terminal. One of the proposed layouts showed a direct transshipment of material from arriving
trains to ships. In another layout reversible (bi-way) belt conveyors were used instead of
single-way belt conveyors. The material is transported in both directions when reversible belt
conveyors are installed which will reduce the number of belt conveyors and transfer points. A
further selection can be made for multiple shared or dedicated transportation routes. The
authors proposed to apply discrete-event simulation to assess network designs based on the
optimization of equipment and land use.
A research paper by Kim et al. (2011) described a heuristic approach for scheduling unloaded
raw-material at a South Korean steelwork terminal. The solution covered the following
decisions; assignment of berths to arriving ships, the allocation of unloading capacity to ships
and the route selection. A two-fold decision making method was proposed that contains the
berth-unloading process and the unloading-routing process. A tool was developed that is
currently in use as a planning tool. The authors used a nondeterministic polynomial time
approach for the selection of multiple routes. Routes which form a set in the routeindependence graph were assigned to transportation needs.
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A simulation-based decision support tool was introduced by van Vianen et al. (2012b)
assisting a terminal operator to select the best transportation routes. The tool developed
consists of two integrated simulation models. A primary simulation model, that simulates the
terminal’s operation and dynamics, and within this model, a secondary simulation model that
simulates future scenarios and proposes route selections. Practical experiments have shown
that the tool developed is useful for assisting terminal operations planners to select
transportation routes or to present alternative routes if a conveyor or machine breaks down.
7.2.3 The routing problem in Operations Research
Numerous references were found which address route scheduling approaches for individual
vehicles like automatic guided vehicles (AGV’s) in automated container terminals or cars on
highways. However, scheduling routes for the transport of material in a continuous mode has
received significant less attention. Other related engineering applications such as the oil and
food industry were investigated. Similar to the dry bulk industry products are transported in a
continuous mode. A belt conveyor can be compared with a pipe and stockpiles with tanks.
Promising references about pipeline network design (e.g., Mah and Shacham, 1978)
formulated the optimal network design as a constrained minimization problem based on the
number of pipe sections, the length and diameter of the pipe sections and cost coefficients
which are directly related to investment costs. This problem corresponds with the
determination of the required transport capacity of belt conveyors but did not give any
suggestions for network layouts. Furthermore, a difference between dry bulk and tank
terminals is that generally at tank terminals, product dedicated or customer dedicated
pipelines are used between specific sources and destinations.
7.2.4 Evaluation and selection of the modeling approach
Models that can be implemented to support the design of belt conveyor networks were not
found in literature. General network design models are used in freight transportation systems
to assist the decision process concerning the construction or improvement of infrastructure
and facilities, the selection of transportation services and the allocation of resources (Crainic,
2000). However, the network design models do hardly take the stochastic processes and
varying material flows into account. Specific belt conveyor network characteristics (e.g., a
transfer point can only be used by one route at the time) hindered the application of these
models.
At dry bulk terminals several batches of materials must be transported simultaneously and on
time while taking the stochastic arrival processes, equipment breakdown behavior and
material flows into account. The transport network model as already introduced in chapter six
will be used. The cyclic route selection procedure, as presented in section 6.4.2, is extended
with the selection of preferred routes. By varying belt conveyor networks and by registering
the terminal performances, relevant insight will be acquired to design such networks. Another
application of the simulation model is to evaluate existing and planned networks.

7.3 Route selection based on routes performances
A selection of routes based on route performances can be made when multiple routes can
perform a required transportation activity. In this research the objective of the selection
procedure was to limit the energy required for transportation and to limit maintenance
activities. For all transportation routes performance indicators were defined. It was assumed
that these route performance indicators relate to the number of belt conveyors in the route, the
total route length and the number of transfer points. Other objectives for the selection
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procedure like the selection of routes that hinder the least other routes are not investigated in
this research.
The first term was defined as the number of belt conveyors in a route. An increase of this
number will decrease the route reliability and will increase the required power to transport
materials. A performance indicator that relates to number of belt conveyors is called (Jcv) [-]
and is expressed algebraically in equation (7.1). This indicator relates to the route that
contains most belt conveyors, the route with the highest number of belt conveyors gets the
lowest value for this indicator.

n  ncv ,min 

J cv  1  cv

n

n
cv ,max
cv ,min 


(7.1)

Where Jcv [-] is the performance indicator that relates to the number of belt conveyors, ncv [-]
is the number of belt conveyors in a route, ncv,max and ncv,min [-] are the maximum and
minimum number of belt conveyors in a route respectively.
An increase of the route length will result in an increase of the required transportation power.
This fact forms the basis for the second term of the performance indicator, Jrl [-] and is
expressed in equation (7.2). The route with the maximum transportation length gets the lowest
value.
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(7.2)

Where Jrl [-] is the performance indicator that relates to the route length, Lr [m] is the length
of the route, Lr,max [m] is the maximum route length number and Lr,min [m] is the minimum
route length.
The needed power to transport material depends also on the number of transfer points because
the material must be conveyed up before it can be dumped onto another belt conveyor.
Transfer points introduce additional costs due to the required maintenance (wear of the hood,
spoon and the chute) and cleaning activities to remove (manually) the spillage around these
transfer points. As third term an indicator was defined that relates to number of transfer point
in a route, see equation (7.3). The route with the maximum number of transfer points gets the
lowest value.
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(7.3)

Where Jtp [-] is the performance indicator that relates to the number of transfer points, ntp [-] is
the number of transfer points in a route, ntp,max [-]and ntp,min [-] are the maximum and
minimum number of transfer points a route.
After a discussion with technicians at dry bulk terminals, it appeared that an increase of the
number of transfer points resulted in higher additional costs than the increase of energy costs
for longer routes. To consider the relevance for the different route attributes weighing factors
(φ1-φ3) are introduced. Values for the weighing factors were determined in consultation with
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terminal operators. The following values can be applied; φ1: 0.2, φ2: 0.3 and φ3: 0.5
respectively. These values will be used in this research but values for these weighing factors
can be set individually. Finally, the route performance indicator was defined as the sum of the
performance indicators multiplied with subjective weighing factors, or expressed
algebraically:
J  1 J cv  2 J rl  3 J tp

(7.4)

Where J [-] is the route performance, φ1-φ3 [-] are the weighing factors for the number of belt
conveyors, route length and the number of transfer points respectively. Jcv, Jrl and Jtp [-] are
the route performance indicators for the number of belt conveyors (see equation 7.1), the
route length (see equation 7.2) and the number of transfer points (see equation 7.3)
respectively. Note that the route with the minimum number of belt conveyors, minimum route
length and minimum number of transfer points gets the highest route performance indicator of
1.
Two different route selection procedures will be investigated in a case study in section 7.6;
the ‘cyclic routes selection’ and the ‘preferred routes selection’. The cyclic routes selection
procedure was already introduced in section 6.4.2 and assigns available routes in succession
to transportation activities. Applying the cyclic route selection will result that all routes will
be used during operation. For the preferred routes selection, routes are sorted based on their
performance indicator. When multiple routes are possible, the route with the highest route
performance indicator will be selected.

7.4 Simulation experimental results
Several experiments were performed using the transport network model that was already
introduced in chapter 6, to investigate the consequences of the number of connections and belt
conveyor type on the belt conveyor network design.
A new indicator was defined to express the measure of the network’s robustness. This
indicator, called τ [-], expresses the ratio between the number of installed and the maximum
number of transfer points, or expressed algebraically:



ntp
ntp,max

(7.5)

Where τ [-] represents the network’s connectivity, ntp [-] is the number of transfer points
installed and ntp,max [-] is the maximum number of transfer point possible in the belt conveyor
network.
The maximum value for the network’s connectivity is 1 that represents a transportation
network where all possible connections between belt conveyors can be realized, see for
example the stockyard layout as shown in Figure 6.12. When the number of connections
decreases, the network’s connectivity decreases as well. For example, for the network as
shown in Figure 7.2A the network’s connectivity (τ) becomes 7/12. This network is equipped
with seven transfer points while the maximum number is twelve. Note that several network
configurations can result in the same value for the network’s connectivity.
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In Figure 7.2D, a possible configuration to connect an overhead belt conveyor with either the
first receiving belt conveyor or the second one is shown, the moving head. When the moving
head is positioned in its rear position, the material is dumped onto the first receiving belt
conveyor. When the moving head is moved forward, the overhead belt dumps the material
onto the second receiving belt.
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Figure 7.2: Evaluated belt conveyor networks with different values for the network’s
connectivity (τ)
Table 7.1 lists the input parameters used for the simulation experiments. The storage capacity
was defined in such a way that bulk ships do not have to wait before delivering their material
due to a lack of storage area. That explains the high value used for the stockyard lane length.
Furthermore, it was assumed that the terminal acts as an import terminal. Material is delivered
by bulk ships and at the terminal’s landside only trains are used to transport material to the
industrial clients. As performance indicators the average port times for ships and trains will be
determined as well as the realized annual throughput in million tons per year [Mt/y].
The run control for the transport network model was already addressed in section 6.4.5 and
because comparable distribution types are used, a simulation run time of servicing 2,500 ships
is applied realizing an accuracy (expressed by the standard deviation of the average ship port
time) of ±2%.
Figure 7.2 shows the investigated terminal layouts with different values for the network’s
connectivity. Figure 7.2A shows a limited connectivity (τ = 7/12) and Figure 7.2C shows a belt
conveyor network where all belt conveyors can be connected with each other (τ = 1). Each
layout contains three stacker-reclaimers (SR1-SR3), two ship unloaders and two railcar
loaders. It was assumed that ships can moor at any positions along the quay and trains can be
loaded at both loaders.
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Table 7.1: Input parameters for the simulation experiments and case studies
Parameter
IATDist
SlDist
sl
Ts
STDist
η
w
Ll
α
ρ
d
Qs
Qr

Description
Interarrival time distribution of ships
Shipload distribution
Average shipload
Average storage time
Storage time distribution
Equipment technical availability
Trainload
Lane width
Stockyard lane length
Angle of repose
Bulk density
Separation distance
Stacking capacity
Reclaiming capacity

Value
Unit
NED
See Figure 3.21B
101
[kt]
500
[h]
NED
0.97
[-]
4
[kt]
50/90
[m]
2000
[m]
38
[°]
2.8
[t/m3]
2
[m]
2.5
[kt/h]
2.5
[kt/h]

In Figure 7.3, the average port times for ships and for trains are presented versus the annual
throughput for the investigated networks of Figure 7.2. As expected, the average ship port
time decreases for increasing values of the network’s connectivity. However, from Figure
7.3A it can determined that an increase of the network’s connectivity from ¾ to 1 will not
bring any significant improvement anymore for the investigated belt conveyor networks.
From Figure 7.3B it can be seen that the average port time for trains increased slightly for
increasing values of the network’s connectivity. An explanation is that trains have to wait
more often because the stockyard machines are more frequently occupied by servicing the
ships.
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Figure 7.3: The average port times for ships (A) and trains (B) versus the annual
throughput for the belt conveyor networks of Figure 7.2
The transport network model supports the design process of belt conveyor networks. The
following steps must be taken to define an appropriate belt conveyor network. The first step is
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to formulate the most extended transport network. Such network connects all seaside and
landside machine with the stockyard machines. The second step is to feed the transport
network model with correct input data with a particular focus on correct stochastic
distributions for the case under study. The third step is to determine the terminal performance
using the transport network model. In the fourth step, the number of connections is reduced
when the terminal performs initially better than required as long as the requirements are met.
For example, a reduction of the connectivity between seaside and stockyard machines reduces
the seaside performance. The assessment of alternative networks provides insight which
layout still meets the predefined requirements.
When bi-way belt conveyors are used instead of single-way belt conveyors, the number of
belt conveyors and transfer points can be reduced. Figure 7.4 shows a belt conveyor network
with bi-way yard belt conveyors. Only six transfer points are needed to realize all
connections. The network’s connectivity (τ) becomes ½. The impact on the terminal
performance was investigated and the results are shown in Figure 7.5.

SR3

SR2

SR1

Figure 7.4: A belt conveyor network equipped with bi-way yard belt conveyors
From Figure 7.5B it can be concluded that a belt conveyor network with bi-way yard
conveyors resulted in a significant increase of the average train port time. This increase can be
explained by the higher utilization of the cross belt conveyors (conveyors to connect the
(un)loaders with the yard conveyors) in the network of Figure 7.4. These conveyors have to
transport the incoming as well as the outgoing streams of bulk materials. A possibility to
increase the performance is to install a third line of cross conveyors next to the current two
one. However, these cross conveyors need an extra unloader and loader; the network’s
connectivity (τ) will then be increased from ½ to ¾.
Installing bi-way belt conveyors as yard conveyors together with a limited number of belt
conveyors (like in Figure 7.4) is not recommended due to the reduction of the terminal
performance. Moreover, bi-way belt conveyors show a lower availability than one-way belt
conveyors due to the fact that they are more complex (more mechanical components, tracking
of the belt becomes more of an issue). Also the transfer points have to be designed more
carefully due to the fact that more transfers have to be installed in a certain area (Lodewijks et
al., 2009).
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Figure 7.5: The average port times for ships (A) and trains (B) for a network with biway belt conveyors (Fig. 7.4) and a network with single-way belt conveyors (Fig. 7.2A)

7.5 Case study 1: belt conveyor network redesign
The simulation model as already explained in the previous chapter was used for a multi-user
import terminal to redesign a specific part of an existing belt conveyor network. Figure 7.6
shows the terminal layout as it was in 2011. Six stacker-reclaimers (SR1-SR6) were installed
and three quay belt conveyors (QCV1 – QCV3) were used to transport unloaded bulk
materials from the quay to the stockyard. The stockyard consists of seven stockyard lanes
(L1-L7) for which it was assumed that the outer lanes (L1 and L7) have a width of 50 meter
and for the remaining lanes the width is 90 meter. Eight different loading machines are
installed; two railcar loaders, a loader for coastal ships, three barge loaders, a belt conveyor
that transports the material to a coal-fired power plant, and a belt conveyor that feeds material
to one of the six blending silos. The transport activity of material out of the silos to the coalfired power plant or a barge loader was not included in this research. It was assumed that this
activity could be scheduled during the idle times of the required belt conveyors.
The terminal operator planned to revise the ‘backbone’ of its belt conveyor network. Within
this part, shown with the hatch filled rectangle in Figure 7.6, many connections between
different belt conveyors can be made. Figure 7.7 shows the existing backbone’s belt conveyor
network and two designs. For each network the network’s connectivity (τ) [-] within the
backbone was determined by dividing the number of transfer points installed with the
maximum number of transfer points (52). This maximum number was determined as follows;
the three quay conveyors need to be connected with three stacker-reclaimers (SR1-SR3)
(resulting in 9 transfer points), six stacker-reclaimers (SR1-SR6) need to be connected with
five loading machines (6x5 = 30 transfer points), to realize direct transshipment from the quay
using the unloading cranes to barges the three quay conveyors need to be connected with three
barge loaders (9 transfer points) and four transfer points are needed due to the geographical
locations of barge loaders 1 and 2.
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Figure 7.6: The investigated terminal layout with the specification of the network’s part
(shows as the terminal’s backbone) that needs to be redesigned
For the formulation of the several designs the following procedure was followed. A sourcedestination matrix was composed for the existing layout that shows the possible connections
between sources (quay conveyors or stacker-reclaimers) and destinations (stacker-reclaimers
and loading machines). Subsequently, this matrix was used to define all connections needed
for the two designs. For the first design (Figure 7.7B) it was defined that the same network’s
connectivity needs to be realized as in the existing layout. Not even all connections should be
the same as in the existing layout but even the simultaneity of the transportation activities
should be remained. In Design 2 (Figure 7.8A) the network’s complexity was reduced by
maintaining the same number of connections but allowing that some transportation activities
cannot be performed simultaneously. Design 3 (Figure 7.8B) is a combination of Layout 2011
and Design 1; some transfer points remained intact while also dedicated belt conveyors to
loading machines are proposed.
According the requirement of the terminal operator the yard belt conveyors and the belt
conveyors to the loading machines should remain intact. In Design 1 (Figure 7.7B) dedicated
belt conveyors (numbered with 100, 111, 121, 131) are proposed between the stackerreclaimers (SR1: 210, SR2: 220 and SR3:230) to loading machines. Using dedicated belt
conveyors decreased the number of belt conveyors in the network from 51 to 45 belt
conveyors. Two extra transfer points are needed and the network’s connectivity (τ) becomes
0.94. Main advantages for this solution are the reduction of the total disturbance time, thanks
to the decrease of the number of belt conveyors, and the decrease of the transportation power
because the material does not need to be fed up as frequent as in the existing network.
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Figure 7.7: Different configurations for the backbone’s network; the existing layout (A)
and (B) Design 1 with dedicated belt conveyors and an extra cross-conveyor (100)
Design 2 (Figure 7.8A) applies the fundamentals of the first design; the quay conveyors are
equipped with moving heads and the same dedicated belt conveyors as in design 1 are
proposed for the transport to the loading machines. However, a concession was made that the
transport of materials to the second barge loader (represented with belt 520) cannot be
performed at the same time when material is transported to the iron ore railcar loader
(represented with belt 135) or to the blending silos (is belt 114). This concession was justified
by the fact that at the terminal three barge loaders are installed so one of the other barge
loaders can probably be used. Moreover, based on historical data a relatively small amount of
material (only 11% of coal) is fed to the blending silos so the probability is limited that this
conflicting situation will occur. Minor connections are then needed that results in a lower
value for the network’s connectivity, τ becomes 0.83.
In Design 3 (Figure 7.8B) some belt conveyors (113, 114, 120, 130, 131 and 132) and
corresponding transfer points remained intact. Based on the judgment of the terminal operator
these belt conveyors and transfer points are in good technical condition and can be re-used. In
this design dedicated belt conveyors (111 and 121) and an extra cross conveyor (100) are also
proposed. The advantage of Design 3 is that each stacker-reclaimer can be reached by at least
two cross conveyors contrary to Design 1 and Design 2 where each stacker-reclaimer has it’s
specific cross conveyor. The number of transfer points increased significantly resulting in a
network connectivity of 0.98. Note, that the maximum number of transfer points was
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determined for Layout 2011 but Designs 1 until 3 are equipped with extra cross conveyors
(100 and 111) resulting that the network’s connectivity (τ) can achieve higher values than 1.
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Figure 7.8: Design 2 with a reduced number of transfer points (A) and B) Design 3
which is a combination of Layout 2011 and Design 1 (details are given in text)
Direct transshipment of materials is not included in the simulation model that implicates that
all materials have to be stored onto the stockyard before being transferred. In this study, it was
assumed that all landside jobs have the same size, i.e. 4 [kt]. To each stored pile a specific
loading machine is assigned based on empirical data of the relative throughput per loading
machine. After the expiry of the storage time, a landside job arrives at the predefined loading
machine to be loaded. Contrary to train loading, the selection for one of the three barge
loaders is made based on the availabilities of the stacker-reclaimers, barge loaders and the belt
conveyors that feed these barge loaders. Routes were assigned to transportation activities
cyclically (see for more details about this route selection procedure section 6.4.2).
For the terminal layout of Figure 7.6 together with the three network layouts as shown in
Figure 7.7B and Figure 7.8, the average port times for ships and landside jobs (trains, barges,
coastal ships and exports to the coal-fired power plant) were determined as function of the
annual throughput. The average ship port times are shown in Figure 7.9A and the average port
time for the landside jobs are presented in Figure 7.9B. From this figure two conclusions can
be drawn. Firstly, the average port times is reduced for the three designs in comparison to the
layout in 2011, and secondly, there is hardly any difference in performance for the three
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designs. In all the three designs, the average port times are reduced. Especially, the reductions
of the average train port time are remarkable. These improvements are primarly determined
by the implementation of moving heads in the quay conveyors realizing a higher availability
to transport material to the stacker-reclaimers, the extra cross conveyor (belt 100) and less
disturbances due the reduction of the number of belt conveyors.
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Figure 7.9: The average port times for ships (A) and landside jobs (B) versus the annual
throughput for the terminal layout of Fig. 7.6 together with the layouts of Fig. 7.7
The minor difference in port times between the three designs is notable. Although the value
for the network connectivity differs, the performance remains comparable. Especially, for
Design 3 it was expected that this layout should perform better thanks to the high value for
the network connectivity. Further analysis has shown that the time lost due to disturbances
was higher for this layout due to the increased number of belt conveyors annulling the
performance improvement thanks to the increased number of connections.
In Design 2, the network connectivity was reduced by eliminating belt conveyors and transfer
points in such manner that some activities cannot be performed simultaneously anymore
compared to Layout 2011. Apparently, these conflicting activities did not happen frequently
during simulation which can be explained by the input parameters used. These parameters
were based on historical data. However, if these activities will be required more frequently in
future (the belt conveyor network is installed for the next thirty years), the proposed reduction
of network connectivity will limit the terminal performance.
For a correct selection of the final layout, additional selection criteria like the investment costs
and operational costs (e.g., maintenance, cleaning, personell and energy costs) must be
considered as well. The transport network model can be applied to assess the terminal
performance for several belt conveyor networks.

7.6 Case study 2: route selection in a belt conveyor network
In the second case study, the impact of two route selection procedures on the terminal
performance will be determined. The first route selection procedure is called the ‘cyclic routes
selection’ (CRS). Using this procedure, already introduced in section 6.4.2, available routes
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are assigned one after the other to transportation activities. The second route selection
procedure is called the ‘preferred routes selection’ (PRS). This procedure was explained in
section 7.3. If there are multiple routes possible for a specific transportation need, the route
with the highest value for the route performance indicator will be selected.
The terminal layout (Figures 7.6 with 7.7A) discussed in the previous section as it was in
2011, was used in this case study. The average port times for ships and land jobs are
determined when both route selection procedures were applied. These results are shown in
Figure 7.10.
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An extra parameter was defined to express the average performance of the selected routes.
This parameter, called J(avg) [-], was determined after each simulation run by dividing the
sum of the performances of the selected routes with the number of routes. A higher value for
the average route performance indicates that better performing routes were more frequently
selected and will result in a reduction of the power required to transport materials.
Furthermore, less maintenance and cleaning is required because less transfer points are used.
For both route selection procedures, values for the average route performance are listed in the
legends of Figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.10: Evaluation of two route selection procedures for the terminal layout as
shown in Fig. 7.6 combined with Fig. 7.7A
As expected the average route performance gets a higher value when the preferred routes
selection is selected. However, the average port times for both ships and landside jobs
increased, especially when the annual throughput exceeds the 34 [Mt/y]. This increase can be
explained by the following reasons. Firstly, when the cyclic routes selection is applied the
exports to barges is equally distributed over the three barge loaders. However, when the PRS
is used one of the barge loaders (with belt conveyor 520) is significantly fewer times used
because routes to this barge loader are relatively long and contain many transfer points. The
second reason is that when PRS is applied, preferred routes are as first selected but some
routes hinder the use of other routes at the same time. Another disadvantage of using the PRS
is that a limited number of belt conveyors is used more frequently which will result in more
wear and tear of these preferred belt conveyors.
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Figure 7.11: The average port times for ships (A) and landside jobs (B) versus the
annual throughput for different numbers of routes
The simulation model was used for the determination of the routes that are hardly used when
the preferred route selection procedure was applied. These routes must only be available to be
selected when major break downs of belt conveyors occur or long maintenance activities are
planned. Simulation results showed that seventeen routes were never or hardly used.
Originally, the layout 2011 contained 73 routes and this number was reduced to 56.
Subsequently, simulation runs were performed by assigning the 56 routes cyclically to the
transportation activities. Results for these experiments are presented in Figure 7.11 (’Layout
2011 - 56 routes – CRS’). The remaining series in this figure were already shown in Figure
7.10. From Figure 7.11 it can be concluded that a reduction of the number of routes will
hardly increase the average port times for ships and landside jobs. The proposed reduction of
the number of routes will benefit terminal operators to select appropriate routes from a small
list.

7.7 Conclusions
Terminal operators strive for extended belt conveyor networks to perform multiple
transportation activities at the same time. Flexible connections, mostly carried out with
moving heads between belt conveyors, are widely accepted. Disadvantages for such flexible
connections are that these connections require extra power because material must be fed up to
be dumped on other belts and extra maintenance and cleaning is required due to spillage of
bulk materials. Furthermore, the flexible connections require extra investments compared to
fixed connections.
Simulation results have shown that an increase of the number of connections in a belt
conveyor network decreased the average port times for ships and for landside transportation
modalities. However, from a certain level of connectivity (in the investigated network at about
75% of the maximum number of connections) a further increase of the network’s connectivity
did hardly bring a significant improvement of the terminal performance. Another finding was
that a network that contained bi-way belt conveyors performed worse than a network with
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single-way belt conveyors due to the higher occupation of the cross belt conveyors that
connect the (un)loaders with the stockyard machines.
Simulation proved to be a tool to support the design process of belt conveyor networks. For a
case study, three designs were formulated for the replacement of a part of an existing belt
conveyor network. Simulation results have shown that the newly formulated designs perform
better than the existing layout thanks to the implementation of moving heads in the quay belt
conveyors, an extra cross conveyor and reduced disturbances as a result of the reduction of
the number of belt conveyors. Another finding was that the designs formulated perform
comparable even with different values for the network connectivity.
Route selection is an important procedure in the network’s operation because several routes
require the same belt conveyors. Two route selection procedures were evaluated; the cyclic
routes selection (all routes are assigned in succession) and the preferred routes selection
(better performing routes are selected as first). Simulation results have shown that when the
preferred routes selection is applied the average port times will slightly be increased. The
reason for this increase was that the use of preferred routes hindered the number of
transportation activities that can be performed simultaneously.
For the expansion of the design methods concerning the belt conveyor network design, the
following additions are formulated based on the research performed in this chapter:
1. Despite the tendency to install maximum flexible belt conveyor networks, where many
transportation routes can be realized at the same time, the need for flexibility required
must be investigated carefully. Moving heads between belt conveyors are commonly used
to realize flexible connections. Such flexible connections require extra power to feed up
the material, extra maintenance and cleaning activities and are expensive to realize.
2. Several belt conveyor networks were analyzed using the transport network model. This
analysis has shown that installing the maximum number of connections does not always
bring a performance improvement anymore.
3. Installing bi-way belt conveyors is not recommended when there is a limited number of
(un)loaders and cross-conveyors preventing the use of multiple routes at the same time.
4. Route selection within belt conveyor networks will reduce the total power required by
selecting ‘better performing’ routes in advance. However, simulation studies have shown
that better performing routes may also hinder the use of other routes, which may result in
a reduction of the terminal service performance.

8 Total terminal design

The total terminal design covers the various subsystems and the dependencies between these
subsystems. Designing subsystems assisted by individual simulation models realize local
solutions. However, some subsystems relate to each other and have to be designed together.
In this chapter the total terminal model is introduced. This model is composed out of the
seaside and landside model, the stockyard model and the transport network model. The total
terminal model was validated using real-world operational data. Simulation results proved
that this model provides realistic outcomes. The total terminal model was used to formulate
and assess terminal designs. The necessity for an integrated design approach was
demonstrated in a case study where a distribution center for dry bulk materials for a
dedicated client needs to be integrated into an existing terminal. Furthermore, the total
terminal model was used to assess designs and to evaluate if predefined requirements were
met.

8.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters the dry bulk terminal was decomposed into subsystems. Each
subsystem was investigated individually by assuming that it was not influenced by others.
However, this assumption does not comply with the daily operation where the coherence of
the subsystems determines the overall terminal performance. For example, the ship unloading
operation can be retarded either due to the unavailability of unloading cranes, stackerreclaimers or transportation routes or due to the lack of storage area. To obtain an accurate
representation of the entire terminal operation the subsystems have to be merged into one
model.
The chapter’s objectives are to introduce the total terminal model that includes all subsystems,
to validate this simulation model, to apply this model during the terminal design process, and
to present features of the model. This chapter is organized as follows; details for the total
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terminal model are presented in section 8.2. Features for the total terminal model are
mentioned in section 8.3. Results for the validation study are shown in section 8.4. In section
8.5, a previously defined terminal layout is evaluated using the total terminal model and an
alternative layout is determined. In section 8.6, a design is formulated and assessed to
implement a ‘dry bulk distribution center’ into an existing terminal. Finally, conclusions are
presented in section 8.7.

8.2 Total terminal model
For the realization of a simulation model that covers all terminal operations two possibilities
were investigated. The first option was to develop a distributed model and the second option
was to develop one single, large simulation model. In a distributed model, a server
mechanism (the ‘TomasServer’ has specifically been developed for this functionality) realizes
the synchronization of separately designed simulation models. The individual models can be
considered as clients who ask permission to the server for each event. Reasons to use
distributed modeling instead of stand-alone modeling are inter alia, individual sub models can
be expanded or detailed without changing other models and distributed model can be runned
real-time as a virtual environment for testing real resources and control functions (Ottjes and
Veek, 2003). A disadvantage of using distributed models is that the simulation time will
increase significantly due to the relatively slow communication between the individual
models and the server (Duinkerken et al., 2002).
In this research, the second option to develop a large simulation model was followed. The
reasons are the increase of the simulation time when distributed simulation will be applied
and the fact that the total terminal model could be built relatively easy. The transport network
model already includes the stockyard operation, stockyard machines and belt conveyors; only
the seaside operation has to be included.
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Figure 8.1: Schematic representation of the total terminal model for an arbitrary
terminal layout
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In Figure 8.1, the main elements from the total terminal model are shown for an arbitrary
layout of a quay where two ships can moor at the same time, three cranes, two stackerreclaimers and two loading machines. Stacker-reclaimers have to facilitate operations at the
terminal’s seaside and landside. Element classes that represent these machines own the main
processes in the simulation model. For import terminals, a stacker-reclaimer accepts ship
unloading when material out of this ship can be stored within its reach and a route is available
to transport material from the quay to itself. A landside job is accepted when the requested
material is stored within its reach and material can be transported to the correct loading
machine. By merging the simulation models, some algorithms that cover the seaside or
stockyard operation are added to the operation of the stacker-reclaimers. Details for these
extra stacker-reclaimer’s algorithms are listed in Appendix D, section D.5.

8.3 Features of the total terminal model
The total terminal model realizes a ‘virtual’ dry bulk terminal. This virtual terminal enables
the investigation of operational procedures for berth allocation, crane assignment, storage
allocation and route selection on beforehand before implementation in real operation. Another
feature is to perform what-if scenarios. Future scenarios, like the impact on the terminal
performance when ship sizes will increase, or what to do when one of the quay cranes will be
unavailable for a longer period of time due to maintenance, can be investigated. Furthermore,
planned modifications for the terminal layout or extra terminal functions (like the dry bulk
distribution center functionality as mentioned in the previous section) can be assessed to
support the design process. The visual representation of this model enables terminal designers
to show their proposals to clients and users.

8.4 Validation of the total terminal model
For the validation of the total terminal model, there is operational data available that covers
the terminal activities during three years of operations. Unfortanetely, real-world operational
data does not provide specific insight how much stockyard area is used during the three years
of operation. The terminal operator owns 110 hectares of storage area from which only 66
hectares is in direct stacker-reclaimers reach. Based on the terminal operator’s judgement the
total stockyard area was not completely occupied during the years under research. Another
difficulty is that the terminal operator applied partially the stockyard operational procedures
clearing pile’s area (CPA) and relocation (REL). These procedures were already explained in
section 5.4.2.
To tackle this deficiency the following method was followed. The stockyard area required
will be determined for two extreme scenarios. For the first scenario, the stockyard operational
procedures are fully applied and in the second scenario these procedures were not used at all.
Per scenario the stockyard area required will be determined by aligning the simulation
outcomes with the terminal’s KPI’s. The extent to which the determined stockyard sizes
correspond with real values indicates whether the total terminal model provides realistic
outcomes. In Table 8.1 the terminal’s KPI’s were listed. Note that the average annual
throughput only indicates the unloaded tons that are stored at the stockyard.
A screenshot of the total terminal model (at an arbitrary moment during simulation) is shown
in Figure 8.2. The stockyard size will gradually be increased from 66 hectares to 110 hectares
by extending the length of the lanes. It was assumed that the stacker-reclaimers can also
operate at these longer lanes.
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Table 8.1: Terminal’s KPI’s used for validation based on average values during the real
operations in 2008, 2009 and 2010
Parameter
ṁ
Wship
A
mrel

Description
Annual throughput
Average ship port time
Stockyard area
Mass of relocated tons
Coal pile

Iron ore
pile Relocated pile
Belt
conveyor

Value
24
70
66-110
0.9

Unit
[Mt/y]
[h]
[ha]
[Mt/y]

Empty space

Stacker-reclaimer
Bulk ship being unloaded
by two quay cranes

Figure 8.2: Screenshot of the terminal layout used during the validation study
For the input of the simulation model, historical data covering 897 ship arrivals was given by
the terminal operator. Each ship contains its arrival time, shipload, material type (coal or iron
ore) and the total storage time this material was stored at the stockyard. In Appendix G, this
input file is listed. The terminal layout as it was in 2011 was used as terminal configuration.
In Table 8.2, additional parameters for the simulation model are listed.
Despite receiving very detailed operational data from the terminal operator, there are still
some parameters left that have to be generated using stochastic distributions. For example, the
distributions for assigning material to specific landside transportation modalities and the
breakdown behavior of machines and belt conveyors. Furthermore, the simulation starts
empty which was not the case for the real-world operations data. That’s why the run control
for the total terminal model was investigated as well. The same method as mentioned for the
run control of the individual simulation models was followed. Ten replications were
performed with different seed values for the MTBF, MTTR distributions and the table-type
distributions for material allocations to different landside machines. Also the simulation run
time was varied by using the input data one, twice or even three times in a single file. The
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spread of the measured ship port times are presented in boxplots in Figure 8.3 and other
results are listed in Table 8.3.
Table 8.2: Additional parameters used as input for the total terminal model
Parameter
Number of berths

Value
4

Unit
[-]

Number of cranes

4

[-]

Ship interarrival
time distribution
Average shipload
Breakdown
behavior

Figure 3.8B
103

[kt]

See info stockyard
machines

Coal exports (0.64 of total)
Transportation
Frequency Load
modality
[kt]
Barges
0.49
1.9
Trains
0.36
2.3
Coastal ships
0.04
7.3
Mixing silo’s
0.11
12.1
Parameter
Stockyard area
Number of lanes
Stockyard layout
Trapezoidal pile
Shipload splitting
Parameter
Nr. of stackerreclaimers
Stacking capacity
Net reclaiming
capacity
Parameter
Network layout
Route selection
procedure
Number of
loading machines
Number of belt
conveyors

Seaside
Parameter
Value
Unit
1
Maximum ship’s draft per
3x17 ,
[m]
berth
1x23
Cranes free-digging
2x2.5
[kt/h]
capacity
2x4
Crane unloading
Figure 3.21A
efficiencies
Shipload distribution
Figure 3.21B
1
reduced from 18 [m] to 17 [m] to compensate
the draft reduction due to the elimination of the
bypassed tons
Landside
Iron ore exports (0.36 of total)
Transportation modality
Frequency Load
[kt]
Barges
0.41
2.1
Trains
0.44
3.3
Coastal ships
0.15
16.2

Stockyard
Value
Unit
Parameter
66 - 110
[ha] Width of outer lanes
7
[-]
Width of middle lanes
see Figure 7.6
Maximum relocated tons
see Figure 5.2
Relocation (REL)
Yes Clearing pile area (CPA)
Stockyard machines
Value
Unit
Parameter
6
[-]
Mean time between
failures (MTBF)
6x4
[kt/h] Mean time to repair
(MTTR)
6x2.5
[kt/h] MTBF and MTTR
distributions
Belt conveyor network
Value
Unit
Parameter
Fig. 7.6 and 7.7A
Belt conveyors break
Cyclic route
down behavior
selection
7
[-]
Maximum transportation
capacity
51
[-]
Number of transportation
routes

Value
Unit
50
[m]
90
[m]
30
[kt]
Yes/No
Yes/No
Value
16

Unit
[h]

0.5

[h]
NED

Value

Unit

See info stockyard
machines
4

[kt/h]

73

[-]
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Figure 8.3: Boxplots that displays the variations for the average ship port time for
different numbers of ships for a single result as shown in Figure 8.4
Table 8.3: Accuracy of the average ship port time for different number of ships with ten
replications
ns [-]
897
1794
2691

Wship [h]
65.5
76.6
82.5

Wship,min [h]
58.2
66.3
78.2

Wship,max [h]
82
86.1
86.4

StDev [h]
7.7
7.3
3.9

StDev in [%] of Wship
11.8
9.5
4.7

From Table 8.3 it can be concluded that when inputfiles that contain almost 2,700 ships were
used (three times the historical data in a single file) the standard deviation of the average
value is within the 5%, which is assumed to be precise enough also considering the simulation
run time. The simulation run time was for one replication 4:50 minutes (using a pc with the
following characteristics: Intel® Core ™ i5-2310 CPU @2.90GHz with 4 GB RAM). The
spread of the measured ship port times shows a larger variation than in the previous sections
for a comparable number of ships. This can be explained by the fact that in the total terminal
model all processes are involved and the simulation starts empty.
Besides to the parameters listed in Table 8.2, the following assumptions were made; the
repositioning times for stacker-reclaimers and quay cranes were not included (it was assumed
that these machines were already repositioned before starting a new activity), relocation of
piles did not take time (it was assumed that piles have already been relocated before a ship
arrives) and the transport of material from the mixing silo’s to the coal-fired power plant was
not included (it was assumed that these transports were planned during the idle times of the
transportation routes required).
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Figure 8.4 shows the simulation results, represented by the average ship port time (A) and the
average amount of annual relocated tons (B) versus the annual throughput. Also two historical
KPI’s, shown with the series “T2’s performance”, are shown. From Figure 8.4A it can be
concluded that for scenario 1, with the stockyard operational procedures CPA and REL, a
stockyard size of 77 hectares is needed to realize a comparable performance than in realworld. For the second scenario, a stockyard that contains 95 hectares is required when these
operational procedures were not applied. The minimum stockyard size of 77 hectares
corresponds with the fact that a stockyard of 66 hectares was inadequate and the maximum
size of 95 hectares is less than the maximum stockyard size of 110 hectares.
From Figure 8.4B it can be concluded that the average amount of relocated tons does not
correspond exactly with the determined value for scenario 1. This deviation can be explained
by the fact that during real operations there are additional reasons to relocate material. For
example, material is relocated on beforehand to enable a faster train loading. In conclusion,
the order of magnitude of the determined stockyard sizes and the determined relocated mass
of bulk material per year are in line with historical data of the real operations.
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Figure 8.4: The average ship port time (A) and the average amount of relocated tons per
year (B) for both scenarios and historical data

8.5 Case study 1: Evaluation of the terminal design from section 2.5
In section 2.5, a terminal design was formulated based on rules-of-thumb and practical
experiences. In Figure 8.5A this design is shown, which is a copy of Figure 2.7. The total
terminal model was used to evaluate this design and to determine an alternative layout. Before
formulating the alternative layout, several steps have been completed. In Table 8.4, these
steps are summarized with the values determined for average ship and train port times. A
short explanation of the activities per design step is given below in text.
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Table 8.4: Design steps using simulation and corresponding KPI's determined
Design
step
1

Layout

Applied characteristic(s)

Fig. 8.4A

Ws-ship1
[h]
44

Ws-train1
[h]
7

τ = 0.88

(B)

no stochastic
with stochastic processes as shown in Table 8.4
2
Fig. 8.4A
316
6
(sp)
sp – continuous quay layout (see section 3.7.2)
3
Fig. 8.4A
242
5
(cql)
4
Fig. 8.4A sp – cql – SR’s redundancy (see section 6.5.1)
42
3.5
5
Fig. 8.4B increased reclaiming and train loading capacity
59
3
1
accuracy of the average ship port time can be expressed by the standard deviation of ±5%
and for trains a standard deviation of the average train port time of ±3.5% is valid.
50 [m]

1000 [m]
50 [m]

τ = 0.9
Ship unloader
(3.3 [kt/h])

Train loader
(A): 2.9 [kt/h]
(B): 4 [kt/h]

1250 [m]

(A)

Stacker-reclaimer
(A): 3.3 & 2.9 [kt/h]
(B): 3.3 & 4 [kt/h]

Stockyard lane

Berth

Belt conveyor

Transfer
point

Figure 8.5: Evaluation of the terminal design as formulated in section 2.5 (A) and (B)
presents an alternative terminal layout
In step 1 the terminal layout of Figure 8.5A was assessed without taken into account the
stochastic variations for the ship interarrival times, shiploads and material storage times.
Simulation results has shown that the average ship and train port times do not exceed the
predefined times of 60 and 3 hours respectively. The belt conveyor network’s connectivity of
the original layout is 0.9; only the two connections for the quay conveyors to the cross
conveyors could be added. However, a terminal that operates with constant interarrival times
and shiploads does not exist in the real world.
In the second step, stochastic variation was included for the ship arrival process, storage
process and the equipment break down behavior. Details for the added stochastic processes
are listed in Table 8.5. When the stochastic processes are included, ships and trains spend
significantly more time in the port than allowed (see for the values in Table 8.4).
Table 8.5: Included stochastic processes
Stochastic process
Ship interarrival times
Shipload
Storage times
Equipment disturbances

Distribution type
NED
Uniformly distributed between 30 – 170 [kt]
Uniformly distributed between 0.1 – 0.3 [y]
See Table 8.2
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In step 3, the continuous quay operation was applied. Both unloaders can move alongside the
quay and ships can be unloaded by two cranes simultaneously. Applying this functionality
resulted in a remarkable reduction of the average port times. However, the predefined port
times were not met.
In step 4, the stacker-reclaimer’s redundancy was introduced. Piles stored at the middle lanes
are now accessible by two stacker-reclaimers. The reduction of the average port times is
sensational, especially for ship unloading. For stacking, the material from ships is distributed
across two stacker-reclaimers that resulted in faster servicing. Besides, the machines are
shorter occupied per operation which increases the availability for a new operation.
Furthermore, the material is accessible by two machines for reclaiming that resulted in less
waiting time of trains. Actually, the terminal layout performs better than needed and gives a
reason to investigate alternative terminal layouts.
In step 5, this alternative terminal layout that contains three stacker-reclaimers was
formulated. Figure 8.5B shows this design. The stockyard size was reduced from 40 to 37.5
hectares. Simulation experiments have shown that a further reduction lead to excessive ship
waiting times. During the definition of this alternative layout, the network’s connectivity was
investigated starting from a fully utilized network (τ = 1). Experiments have shown that for
the transport of the incoming materials to the stacker-reclaimers, two connections could be
removed without reducing the average ship port time significantly. The removed transfer
points connected previously the cross conveyors with both outer stacker-reclaimers because
these machines have a limited number of piles stored in their reach. Simulation experiments
proved also that the maximum connectivity to the train loaders should be maintained; all yard
belt conveyors should be connected to both train loaders.
To realize an average train port time of 3 hours, the gross train loading capacity (and thus also
the reclaiming and transportation capacity) must be increased to 4 [kt/h]. The reason was that
due to conflicting activities for stacking and reclaiming the predefined requirements could not
be met.
The original layout (as shown in Figure 8.5A) does not present a feasible solution when the
stochastic variations are taken into account. The total terminal model was used to support the
formulation of an alternative design. Several steps were taken to come up with a new layout.
This layout (as shown in Figure 8.5B) satisfies the requirements (as listed in Table 2.1) with
less equipment needed. Especially applying terminal procedures like the continuous quay
operation and the stacker-reclaimer redundancy are the major causes for this improvement.
In the alternative terminal layout, only three stacker-reclaimers have to be installed and a
limited number of belt conveyors and transfer points are needed. Also the stockyard size can
be reduced with 2.5 hectares. It is expected that additional stockyard management procedures
like relocation and clearing pile’s area will result in a further reduction of the stockyard size.
A summary for the design approach followed to realize a dry bulk terminal design is listed in
Table 8.6. After the initialization stage (where design requirements for the new terminal were
collected), a first design was formulated by using the existing design methods (more details
for this stage are presented in section 2.5). The thesis’ contribution starts with the integration
of this design into the total terminal model. Subsequently, stochastic variations were included
and specific terminal operational procedures (e.g., continuous quay layout, clearing the pile’s
area directly after reclaiming, relocation of small piles and stockyard machines redundancy)
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were applied. Not implemented in this section but included in Table 8.6 is step 11, when
stockyard machines need to be specified for blending and homogenizing of dry bulk
materials. In the last step it was investigated if the belt conveyor network could be simplified
(by eliminating connections) still meeting the predefined service demands. Table 8.6 presents
an overview of the additions to existing design methods as defined in this thesis.
Table 8.6: Summary of the design approach followed

Existing design methods

Initialization

Step
0

Collect terminal
requirements

1

Seaside design

2

Landside design

3

Stockyard sizing
Stockyard machine
selection
Belt conveyor network
design
Simulation-integrated
design
Include stochastic
variations
Apply the continuous
quay layout
Apply stockyard
operational procedures
Apply stockyard machines
redundancy
Specify (if needed)
machines for blending and
homogenizing
Reduce the network’s
connectivity

4
5
6
7

Thesis’ contribution

Aspect

8
9
10
11
12

Procedure/Result
Specify the seaside and landside service
demands, annual throughput, distribution
types, average shipload, average storage time,
landside transportation modalities, etc.
Determine the number of berths and the
number and capacity of ship (un)loading
machines
Determine the number and capacity of
landside machines
Calculate the stockyard size
Determine the number and capacity of
stockyard machines
Define a transportation network with all
possible connections
Integrate the design (the results from steps 1-5)
in the total terminal model
Verify if predefined service demands are met
Redefine the quay length required and capacity
ship (un)loading machines
Redefine the stockyard size
Redefine the number and capacity of stockyard
machine to meet the service demands
Determine type and capacity of stacking and
reclaiming machines and design blending beds
Simplify a belt conveyor network while still
guaranteeing the predefined service demands

8.6 Case study 2: ‘Dry bulk distribution center’
A case study was defined to demonstrate the use of a simulation model that covers all the
terminal’s subsystems. In this case study a distribution center for bulk materials must be
integrated in an existing import terminal. The changes in cargo flows for coal and iron ore
worldwide are the background for this case study. More and more bulk materials are needed
in Asia while in Western Europe the demand for these materials will slow down resulting that
existing terminals can develop additional activities. In section 8.6.1, the feasibility of a
distribution center in Western-Europe is described in more detail and in section 8.6.2 the
fundamentals for the design are presented.
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8.6.1 Feasibility of a distribution center
The following reasons justify the feasibility of a ‘Dry bulk distribution center’ in WesternEurope. The first one, as already mentioned, is the increasing demand for coal and iron ore in
Asia while in Europe the demand will remain the same or will even decrease. The second one
is that the limited water depth in export terminals in Russia and Canada prevents that large
bulk ships can be loaded. The total cost per ton, including the transportation costs, will be
higher when relatively small ships sail directly to Asia, especially with the high fuel prices
nowadays, then when an extra transshipment into large Capesize ships is realized.
Possible seaborne trade flows to a distribution center located somewhere in Western-Europe
are presented in Figure 8.6. Small bulk ships sail from export terminals located in, for
example, Canada, Greenland, Russia, Poland, Sweden and Norway to a distribution center in
Western Europe. From where the material can be transshipped in large Capesize ships and
sailed via the Suez Canal to Asia.

Figure 8.6: Possible seaborne trade flows for a ‘Dry bulk distribution center’ in
Western-Europe
An alternative is to use a floating hub somewhere at the North Sea. Such hub is formed by a
large bulk ship that is equipped with unloading cranes and loading machines for the direct
transshipment of dry bulk materials (ABHR, 2013). However, the storage capacity is limited
to the ship’s size and the incoming and outgoing streams of dry bulk materials cannot be
uncoupled. Furthermore, additional functionalities like blending and/or homogenizing cannot
be performed. In this section the alternative of the implementation of a distribution center at
an existing terminal is investigated. Advantages are that existing equipment can be used and
material can be stored at the terminal’s stockyard to uncouple the incoming and outgoing
streams that makes the supply chain simpler.
For this case study the layout of terminal T2 will be used. The distribution center is
particularly feasible for iron ore due to the expected decrease of the steel demand in WesternEurope. For the expected cargo flows to and from the distribution center the following
assumptions were made: (the assumptions are summarized in Table 8.7).
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The first indication is an annual throughput of 3.5 million tons with an option that the
volume can grow further.
Bulk ships belonging to the Handymax class are selected to deliver iron ore to the
distribution center due to the reduced water depths in the export terminals.
The proposed ships to sail material to Asia are based on the maximum ship size that can
pass the Suez Canal.
The ships interarrival times for the incoming flow as well as the outgoing flow can be
quite constant as a result of the scheduled, regular service needed for the distribution
center concept. Although there is always some variation, normal distributions are
proposed. The incoming flow has to sail a smaller distance resulting in a lower value for
the standard deviation then the outgoing flow. To realize a supply chain with a constant
flow, the maximum time that ships may spend in the port is limited. Values for the
average ship port times are listed in Table 8.7.
Table 8.7: Characteristics for the expected cargo flows to and from the distribution
center

Parameter

Description

ṁ
-

Annual throughput
Ship’s class

SlDist

Shipload distribution

IATDist
StDev IAT

Interarrival time distribution
Standard deviation of the
interarrival time
Average ship port time

Wship

Value for the
incoming flow
3.5
Handymax
Uniformly
distributed
(35 – 55 [kt])
Normal
5

Value for the
outgoing flow
3.5
Large Capesize
Uniformly
distributed
(185 – 195 [kt])
Normal
10

36

48

Unit
[Mt/y]
-

[h]
[h]

8.6.2 Fundamentals for the design
In this section, the fundamentals for the additions to the existing terminal layout are
presented. Per subsystem several questions have to be answered to come up with an adequate
design.






Seaside: Are the current berths and installed quay cranes able to handle the extra 3.5
million tons of iron ore without compromising on the ship service performance?
Landside: Is the existing coastal ship loader able to load large Capesize ships within the
predefined time?
Stockyard machines: Do the stacker-reclaimers have sufficient capacity and can these
machines meet the required blending effect?
Storage area: How much extra area is required and which storage policy should be
applied?
Belt conveyor network: How to integrate the shiploader(s) into the belt conveyor
network?
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The following design steps were followed and the total terminal model was used to assess
alternative designs for the terminal layout.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Specification of the shiploader(s) for the Capesize bulk ships
Integration of the shiploader(s) in the existing belt conveyor network
Realization of blending and homogenizing of iron ore
Determine the additional stockyard area in combination with the predefined ship
unloading performance

Step 1: Shiploader(s) specification
The currently installed shiploader is able to load Panamax ships. Loading Capesize bulk ships
cannot be performed because the outreach of 25 meter is inadequate (Capesize ships require
an outreach of at least 30 meter). A larger shiploader is needed to load Capesize ships.
For the determination of the required number and capacity of the shiploader(s) the net
reclaiming capacity of the stacker-reclaimers must be taken into account. According Table
8.2, the net reclaiming capacity is 2.5 [kt/h]. Loading a Capesize ship with 195 [kt] of iron ore
with one shiploader will last at least 76 hours, which exceeds abundantly the predefined ship
port time. Installing an extra ship loader will realize a loading time of 38 hours. However,
each shiploader requires a stacker-reclaimer to reclaim the material from the stockyard. The
total terminal model will be used to verify if the average port time for loading will be met.
Step 2: Integration of two ship loaders into the belt conveyor network
It is proposed to locate the ship loaders at a separate berth which is in line with the existing
quay wall, which makes it easier to realize and to maintain the extra water depth, up to 18
[m]. To connect the stacker-reclaimers with the ship loaders, two belt conveyors are needed
(one is a replacement of the belt conveyor that transports material to the existing Panamax
shiploader). The moving heads of the yard conveyors have to be extended with an extra
position to connect the stacker-reclaimers with the new belt conveyors. In Figure 8.7, the
proposed modifications to the terminal layout are shown.
Pile reserved for Distribution Center

Ship unloading

New belt conveyors

Capesize ship
being loaded
Two Capesize loaders

Figure 8.7: The integration of a distribution center for iron ore at an existing terminal
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Step 3: Blending and homogenizing of iron ore
Currently, bucket wheel stacker-reclaimers are installed. According to Table 6.2, the
blending/homogenization effect using these machines is limited. For the best blending effect,
maximum 6 on a scale of 10 is possible for a bucket wheel reclaimer together with the strata
stacking method. At this moment, specifications for delivered and requested iron ore are
unknown. If these characteristics are given, the method as presented in section 6.6 can be used
to determine if these stacker-reclaimers fulfill. Note that there is no need to realize a high
value for the blending effect. The blended materials are stored in ship holds for a couple of
weeks during the sea journey and are afterwards unloaded, transported and stored before
being delivered to industrial clients. For this case study, it was assumed that the installed
bucket wheel stacker-reclaimers are applicable.
Step 4: Determination of the stockyard size and quay side performance
Two stacker-reclaimers are needed to reclaim material that is loaded simultaneously into a
Capesize ship. That’s why it is proposed to spread materials dedicated for the distribution
center across the stockyard, see Figure 8.7, resulting in the highest probability of having two
stacker-reclaimers available. For ships that must be unloaded or loaded for the distribution
function, specific input files were defined. In the total terminal model, these ships are added
to the other ships.
The quay side performance, expressed in average ship port time, relates to the stockyard size.
If there is no area available ships have to wait. The extra storage area was determined by
increasing the stockyard size gradually and by measuring the average ship port times without
extending the historical ship port time. Note that the average ship port time belongs to
existing ships; the Handymax ships that deliver materials for the distribution center were not
included due to the limited shiploads.
The total terminal model was used to determine the new stockyard size. As starting point the
second scenario from section 8.4 was used. In Figure 8.8, the simulation results are presented.
When the distribution center needs to be integrated in the existing terminal, a total stockyard
of 103 hectares is required to realize an average ship port time comparable to the average ship
port time valid for the current situation. The total annual throughput will be 27.5 [Mt/y],
which is the 24 million tons currently handled plus the 3.5 [Mt/y] that needs to be handled for
the distribution center.
The average ship port times for the DC-ships were measured using the total terminal model
and compared with predefined times. Results for this comparison are listed in Table 8.8. For
the Handymax ships the measured average ship port time exceeds the predefined time.
Especially, the large variation (expressed by the standard deviation (StDev)) is remarkable.
This can be explained by the fact that ships are served based on the First-Come-First-Served
principle and DC-ships have to wait their turn. Prioritizing serving DC-ships is required but
will influence the average port times of other ships. It is suggested to develop new planning
rules to determine the best serving order when a DC-ship needs to be unloaded.
From Table 8.8, it can be concluded that the average ship port time for loading the Capesize
ships is not exceeded. The low variation of the average ship port time is due to the distribution
of the piles dedicated for the distribution center across the entire stockyard.
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Figure 8.8: Determination of the total stockyard size in relation to the predefined
average ship port time
Table 8.8: Predefined and measured average ship port times for DC ships
Shipclass
Operation Wship,predefined [h]1 Wship,measured [h]
Handymax Unloading
36
43.6
Capesize
Loading
48
41.3
1
The predefined average ship port times are taken from Table 8.7.

StDev [h]
11.4
1.6

8.7 Conclusions
To assess designs for dry bulk terminals that cover all subsystems, the total terminal model is
introduced. This model is developed as a single large simulation model that is composed out
of the seaside model, the stockyard model and the transport network model. The main reasons
for developing a single model is the expected simulation run time when a distributed
simulation model is developed for the several individual models. Moreover, the integration of
the three above mentioned individual models could be realized relatively easy.
The total terminal model creates a virtual environment to determine essential design
parameters (e.g., the stockyard size, the number and capacity of machines and the belt
conveyor network), to assess predefined designs and to examine new operational procedures.
Simulation results have shown that the model provides comparable outcomes as the real
operation. The total terminal model is applicable to formulate and assess terminal designs.
The assessment of terminal designs was demonstrated by evaluating the terminal layout that
was originally based on rules-of-thumb and practical experiences. When the stochastic
variations were taken into account the service demands were not met for the original design.
The total terminal model was used to formulate an alternative design that meets the terminal
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requirements. Besides, the proposed alternative layout turned out to require less equipment to
be installed.
The added value of an integrated terminal design was demonstrated by determining the design
parameters to implement a ‘dry bulk distribution center’ at an existing import terminal. The
total terminal model was applied afterwards to investigate if predefined requirements were
met.
For the expansion of the design methods, the following additions are formulated based on the
research performed in this chapter:
1. Developing dry bulk terminal designs based on existing known rules-of-thumb and
practical experiences fail, especially when stochastic variations have been taken into
account.
2. The developed total terminal model enables the modeling of the entire terminal operation.
The conflicting objectives for storage and seaside and landside service demands are
investigated at the same time.
3. The total terminal model is applicable for the formulation of terminal designs and for the
evaluation of layouts proposed. Empirical data can be used as input or generalized
distribution types can be selected. The accuracy of the simulation results as function of the
stochastic variations and when the simulation is started using an empty stockyard should
be investigated on beforehand.
4. Additional cargo flows can be added to the terminal operation for representing extra
dedicated flows of dry bulk materials.
5. The additions to existing design methods are summarized in Table 8.6.

9 Conclusions and recommendations

To meet the expected global increase of seaborne trade flows for coal and iron ore many
existing dry bulk terminals need to improve their daily operations or need to be expanded.
Other developments like the shortage of port area, the lack of skilled personnel and stricter
environmental requirements enforce terminal operators to develop plans to utilize their area
more efficiently and redcue the energy consumption. A comprehensive design method for dry
bulk terminals is missing. Nowadays, terminal designers base their proposals on rules-ofthumb and practical experience. However, suggested values for some rules-of-thumb match
poorly with derived terminal characteristics. Besides, when rules-of-thumb and practical
experiences are used there are still many questions and uncertainties left. In section 9.1 the
main conclusions are presented and recommendations for future research are given in section
9.2.

9.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, the following main research question needs to be answered: How to design dry
bulk terminals? The thesis objective is to expand existing design methods instead of
developing a new one. Modeling the terminal as a whole is complicated due to dependencies
between terminal functions. For example, the quay performance relate to the number of
installed machines at the quay, the machine handling capacities, the stockyard size and the
number of connections in the belt conveyor network. In this thesis the following approach
was followed: the terminal was decomposed into subsystems, each subsystem was
investigated individually and at the end the subsystems were combined.
Simulation is a must to take the stochastic variations of main sequential processes (like the
arrivals of ships and trains) into account to realize adequate terminal designs. Simulation tools
were developed to assess the sensitivity of design parameters on the subsystems and to
evaluate if formulated designs meet the requirements predefined. In this chapter the main
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conclusions will be presented for the research questions as formulated in the first chapter.
Note that generalized conclusions are presented instead of exact values because for most
conclusions simulation experimental results were performed for cases using specific input
parameters. The simulation models developed are applicable to determine exact values for
other cases.
1.

Can characteristics of existing dry bulk terminals be used as design guidelines?

No. Suggested values for potential factors like the quay length factor and the storage factor do
not correspond with derived characteristics from 49 terminals. Using the suggested values
will lead to undersized quay lengths and oversized stockyards. Also the equipment installation
factors, which were determined by dividing the installed capacity with the capacity needed
when machines operate for 100%, show a large variation. These factors cannot be used for a
correct specification of equipment capacity required.
2.

How should the terminal’s seaside and landside be designed taking into account the
stochastic arrival processes and load patterns?

Measured interarrival time and service time distributions show hardly a fit with the by other
authors proposed analytical distributions. This prevents the use of analytical models (like
queuing-theory) to model the terminal’s seaside and landside accurately. A simulation model
was developed to cover the seaside operation. Using this seaside model, empirical data can be
used as input to represent ship interarrival times and shiploads. When there is no historical
data available, it is recommended to apply one of the most suggested distribution types (e.g.,
NED, Erlang-2, Weibull or Gamma) and determine the sensitity of these distributions.
The continuous quay layout, when cranes can move alongside the quay to service multiple
ships, is preferred to the discrete quay layout. The continuous quay operation will result in
reduced quay length required and higher cranes utilizations. The selection for the water depth
alongside the quay should be made carefully. Increased water depths are expensive to realize
and maintain but may hinder the seaside operation when the probability increases that a
number of deep (large) ships will call at the same time. Another finding is that the number
and transportation rate of the quay conveyors needs to be determined precisely to prevent a
hindrance of crane operations when multiple cranes unload ships simultaneously.
3.

How to size the required stockyard?

The analytical derivation of the storage factor specifies which parameters affect stockyard
sizing. The most important parameters are the ratio mass per square meter and the number of
replenishments per year. Using these parameters, scenario’s to size the stockyard can easily be
evaluated. For example, the storage of iron ore leads to higher storage factors than the storage
of coal (due to the higher bulk density) and will result in less stockyard required. Another
example is that wider piles result in higher values for the storage factor. However, due to the
imbalance between the incoming and outgoing streams of bulk materials, the amount of cargo
that is stored at the stockyard varies during time. An analytical determination is not longer
sufficient.
By using simulation, stochastic variations in arrivals, departures and storage times can be
considered. As expected, results from experiments with the stockyard model developed
confirmed that the degree of stochastics determine the stockyard size; the greater the
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variations the more stockyard area is required. Specific stockyard operational procedures are
included in the stockyard model developed. Examples are the distribution of material across
multiple piles, clearing the pile’s area when material is reclaimed and relocation of small piles
to have area available for newly arrived material.
4.

Which type and capacity of the stockyard machines are required to stack, reclaim and
blend dry bulk materials?

To obtain a correct machine selection, machine characteristics were determined. When dry
bulk materials need to be blended, the blending effect that can be achieved relates to the
stacking method and the installed reclaimer type. In a case study, the selection of the stacking
method and the stockyard machine type was demonstrated to deliver blended coal to a power
plant.
Generally, at stockyards bucket-wheel stacker-reclaimers or individual stackers and bucketwheel reclaimers are used. The stockyard model was expanded with stockyard machines and
belt conveyors; this model is called the transport network model. Results from experiments
with the transport network model have shown that stacker-reclaimers require higher capacities
than individual machines to meet the predefined performance. However, based on the
machines weight and the corresponding belt conveyor capacities the total investments for
stacker-reclaimers are less compared to the investments for individual stackers and
reclaimers. Moreover, it was investigated that the reclaiming capacity for stacker-reclaimers
can be reduced when piles are stored in the reach of two stacker-reclaimers or when ship
servicing is interrupted in favor of train loading.
5.

How should the belt conveyor network be designed to connect all machines achieving
sufficient connectivity, flexibility and operational predictability?

Flexible connections between belt conveyors, mostly carried out with moving heads, are
widely accepted at dry bulk terminals. Disadvantages of these transfer points are the extra
power, maintenance and cleaning needed. As expected, an increase of the number of
connections in a belt conveyor network increases the terminal performance. However, results
from experiments with the transport network model have shown for a specific case that
installing more than 75% of the maximum number of connections will not bring a notable
performance improvement anymore. Another finding was that a network that contained biway belt conveyors performed significantly worse than a network equipped with single-way
belt conveyors due to the reduced number of transportation routes that can be performed at the
same time.
In belt conveyor networks, appropriate route selection allows the use of multiple routes at the
same time. In a case study, different route selection procedures were assessed; the cyclic
routes selection (all routes are assigned in succession) and the preferred routes selection
(better performing routes are selected as first). Simulation results have shown that the
selection of preferred routes increased the average ship port times but also resulted in less
power required and will result in a reduction of maintenance and cleaning activities.
6.

How to integrate the subsystems into the overall design of dry bulk terminals?

For a total terminal design an integrated approach was proposed because using individual
simulation models will only realize local solutions. For an overall design the subsystems
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depend on each other and will influence each other. A single, large simulation model was
developed; this model is called the total terminal model. In this model the conflicting
objectives for storage, seaside and landside service demands can be investigated at the same
time. This model was used to verify the design that was originally formulated by applying
currently known rules-of-thumb and practical experiences. Results from experiments have
shown that this design fails, especially when stochastic variations have to be taken into
account. The total terminal model proved to be applicable for the formulation of terminal
designs and to confirm that predefined requirements are met.
The additions developed in this thesis to existing design methods were demonstrated during
(re)design studies. A formulation of a design starts with the initialization stage in which
design requirements (like service demands and annual throughput) have to be collected.
Afterwards existing designs methods have to be applied to formulate a first design.
Subsequently, this design should be integrated into the total terminal model to include
stochastic variations and apply specific terminal operational procedures for the seaside,
stockyard and stockyard machine operations. The number and capacities for machines and
stockyard size have to be verified and (if necessary) be redefined to meet the service
demands. Finally, a simplification of the belt conveyor network has to be investigated, by
eliminating connections, still meeting predefined service demands.

9.2 Recommendations
During the design of subsystems, economical assessments are hardly made due to the
unavailability of required investments for the various terminal components and operational
costs. Because of the competition among equipment manufactures, they are not willing to
share selling prices easily. Only an economic assessment was made for the stockyard machine
type selection. By further including economical data the solutions can be assessed on
economical feasibility as well. For example, by sizing the stockyard it was assumed that there
was always storage area available when ships arrive. By allowing that terminal operators will
pay some demurrage penalties to ship-owners the stockyard size can be reduced which may
result in a reduction of the annual costs.
The following recommendations are formulated for the simulation models developed:
1. Include direct transshipment. In some cases the material that is transferred directly from
seagoing ships to inland ships is handled by pontoon-mounted cranes. However, in many
cases quay-mounted cranes are also used for direct transshipment, resulting in higher
utilizations.
2. Load the stockyard with material on beforehand, for example by defining piles that are
already been stored at the stockyard. Currently, the stockyard starts empty in the
simulation model, which results in a relatively large simulation run time (~5 minutes for
the total terminal model) to compensate the empty initial start.
3. Assign a larger part of material to idle stockyard machines when a pile must be built using
two stockyard machines when the second machine is already in operation.
4. Include a hauling function (movement of ships alongside the quay using tug boats) to
move ships from deep water berths when new ships arrive that need these deep water
berths.
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